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What Strange Powers 
Did the Ancients Possess? 

E VERY important discovery relating to mind 
power, sound thinking and cause and effect, 

as applied to self-advancement, was known cen
turies ago, before the masses could read and write. 
Much has been written about the wise men of old. 
A popular fallacy has it that their secrets of per
sonal power and successful living were lost to the 
world. Knowledge of nature's laws, accumulated 
through the ages, is never lost. At times the great 
truths possessed by the sages were hidden from un
scrupulous men in high places, but never destroyed. 

Why Were Their Secrets 
Closely Guarded? 

Only recently, as time is measured; not more than 
twenty generations ago, less than 1/l00th of 1 % 
of the earth's people were thought capable of re
ceiving basic knowledge about the laws of life, 
for it is an elementary truism that knowledge is 
power and that power cannot be entrusted to the 
ignorant and the unworthy. 
Wisdom is not readily attainable by the general 
public; nor recognized when right within reach. 
The average person absorbs a multitude of details 
about things, but goes through life with
out ever knowing where and how to ac
quire mastery of the fundamentals of the 
inner mind-that mysterious silent some
thing which "whispers" to you from 
within. 
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Fundamental Laws of Nature 

Your habits, accomplishments and weaknesses are 
the effects of causes. Your thoughts and actions 
are governed by fundamental laws. Example: 
The law of compensation is as fundamental as the 
laws of breathing, eating and sleeping. All fixed 
laws of nature are as fascinating to study as they 
are vital to understand for success in life. 
You can learn to find and follow every basic law 
of life. You can begin at any time to discover 
a whole new world of interesting truths. You can 
start at once to awaken your inner powers of self
understanding and self-advancement. You can 
learn from one of the world's oldest institutions, 
first known in America in 1694. Enjoying the high 
regard of hundreds of leaders, thinkers and teach
ers, the order is known as the Rosicrucian Brother
hood. Its complete name is the "Ancient and Mys
tical Order Rosae Cruds" abbreviated by the ini
tials "AMORC." The teachings of the Order are 
not sold, for it is not a commercial organization, 
nor is it a religious sect. It' is a non-profit fra
ternity, a brotherhood in the true sense .. 

Not For General 
Distribution 

Sincere men and women, 
in search of the truth
those who wish to fit in 
with the ways of the world 
-are invited to write for 
complimentary copy of the 
sealed booklet, "The Secret 
Heritage." It tells how to 
contact the librarian of the 
arcliives of AMORC for 
this rare knowledge. This 
booklet is not intended for 
general distribution; nor 
is it sent without request. 
It is therefore suggested 
that you write for your 
copy to ~he ~cribe • whose 
address 1s given 1n the 
coupon. The initial step 
is for you to take. 

Scribe: G. M. S., Rosicrucian Brotherhood, San Jose, Cali
fornia. Please send copy of sealed booklet, "The Secret 
Heritage," which I shall read as directed. 

Name ..................... .. ................................................ .. 
Address ......................................................................................... .. 
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This Issue 
Eight more pages in this 

issue I Not much in the way of 
additions as magazines go, but 
a start. We'd like to have you 
read the article, "Astrology or 
Astronomy, Which?" by Joseph 
J. Hall. It clears up many 
things which may have been 
worrying you about the two 
sciences and their relation, one 
to the other. 

And then, Phillip R. John
son's back again. Not content 
with being ~ite noted as a 
lawyer, Mr. Johnson is doing 
things for Astrology which 
many professionals are un-able 
to do-bringing it right down 
to the terms that everyday tolk 
can understand. Whether or 
not you agree with Mr. John
son's predictions, you'll enjoy 
reading them, for his style 1s 
mightly easy to read and enjoy. 
Don't miss this article! 

* * * * 
Next Issue 

Christina Dahl is beginning a 
new series of articles on 11Real 
Life Astrology" next issue. Mis~ 
Dab I is said to conduct more 
people in her astrolowcal work 
than anyone since Evangeline 
Adams!. No, she didn't tell us 
that about herself, a friend in 
Detroit told us, but anyway, 
-you'll agree when you read the 
first ot this new series that 
Miss Dahl learned quite as 
much of her Astrology trom 
human contacts as from text 
books. ,This new series wirl 
thrill you. Doo't miss the 
first installment in our October
November issue. 

Next issue will be a kind of 
request number again, and sev
eral old contributors are quite 
likely to reappear in these 
pages. See you two months 
hence! 
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A MILESTONE IN 
ASTROLOGY 

By THE EDITOR 

Elsewhere in this publication you will read an announcement of the 
greatest astrological convention ever to be held in America. Astrologers 
and astrological writers from all over the world will be present at this 
meeting which will be held at the Stevens Hotel in Chicago during the 
first three days of September. 

What this convention means to Astrology and its followers may not at 
once be evident to the beginning student, but to those of us who have 
labored to harmonize the work being done in behalf of cosmic science it 
means a milepost, a definite step toward the unification of astrological 
effort not only in American, but the entire world. 

To the buyer of astrological service it eventually may mean a more 
dependable type of work and the opportunity to deal in confidence with 
any individual who advertises a,strological services in a national publica
tion. Certainly the be-turbaned faker with the star-spangled kimono will 
not be encouraged by this gathering of earnest and educated astrological 
workers. 

One of the straws in the wind which tell us in what direction this 
convention is aiming is the lack of individual publicity which is being ob
tained or sought by those who are working day and night to make the 
meeting a success. Not one of the committee have so far sent to this office 
any letters or literature displaying his or her name in any capacity. 

If ever a self-less service was rendered in behalf of any cause, the men 
and women who are behind the· movement to centralize America's astro
logical efforts are rendering that service. These unselfish individuals de
serve the loudest praise for thi-s work in this movement, and certainly if 
they are praised others will do it, for they are wasting no time in praising 
themselves. 

It is too early to predict the amount of success which will crown the 
efforts of astrological leaders in America and throughout the world when 
that earnest and enthusiastic group of people gather in Chicago in Septem
ber, but we feel that some good must come of this endeavor. We believe 
this convention will go down in astrological history as a great success and 
we admire the will and the work of those who conceived it. 

To the readers of this publication we heartily recommend a trip to 
Chicago on the 1st, 2nd and 3rd of September. You will see astrologioal 
history in the making, you will hear many inspiring talks on cosmic influ
ences, and you will leave the conven
tion with a new conception of what 
Astrology means in our lives and the C A 
lives of those about us. Y.,,,J~-P--S411C,,""' 
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A LAYMAN 
LOOKS AT LANDON 

by PHILLIP R. JOHNSON, 
BOSTON ATTORNEY 
Amateur Astrologer Tells Reasons Why 

He Thinks Landon Will Win. 

(See Chart on Front Co<Ver) 

Editor's Note: This article appeared 
in the BOSTON GLOBE on Saturday, 
June 13. We have picked the writings 
of Mr. Johnson out of some half dozen 
manuscripts on the same subject re
ceived by us because TODAY'S AST
ROLOGY is essentially a layman's maga
zine, and we want to encourage the lay 
public to contribute their ideas. We 
are grateful to the Globe for permission 
to reprint this article, and wish to add 
a word of praise for their liberal attitude 
in allowing those of every persuasion to 
air their views in the Globe columns. I.R. 

ASTROLOGICAL indications 
for the Presidential election in 

next November appear to me to be 
strongly in Landon's favor. This 
may be shown in four principal 
ways: By comparing the candi
dates' birth graphs; by comparing 
their progressed directions; by com
paring their transits and by com
paring Roosevelt's graphs for 1936 
with his graphs for 1932. 

"Now what about Roosevelt and Lan
don in 1936? In comparing their as
trological prospects the ordinary meth
od is to begin by plotting their birth 
graphs to show the positions of the 
planets at their moments of birth. Such 
graphs are called radical graphs be
cause they provide the root or the 
background of the individual's experi
ence sequence curve ... In the accom
panying illustrations the graphs are cir
cular, consisting principally of three 
concentric circular areas. The radical 
graphs are in the innermost of tho.se 
three areas. In the outermost areas 
are plotted the transits-where the 
planets are on election day. In the 
intermediate area are placed the sec
ondary directions, the significance of 
which will be later described. 

· Birth Graphs Differ Widely 
Looking at the birth graphs in the 

inner circles, the student finds that 
Roosevelt's and Landon's graphs are 
different in several important ways. In 
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Landon's birth graph the major aspects 
among the planets are almost all com
fortable and harmonious, indicating a 
fairly uniform experience through life. 
Roosevelt's birth graph, on the con
trary, exhibits wide extremes. The 
Uramus-Jupiter-Neptune complex is in 
strong major harmonious aspect, while 
the- Sun-Saturn - Venus - Jupiter - Nep
tune-Pluto complex is in major discord. 
This condition is consistent with a life 
of vicissitudes. These contrasting com
plexes in Roosevelt's birth graph are 
probably important and their signifi
cance will be mentioned again in com
paring secondary directions. 

The birth graphs afford another in
teresting comparison. Each of them 
shows a strong planet close to its east
ern, or left-hand, horizon, the so-called 
ascendant, an area identified with per
sonal welfare. A planet so placed in
fluences a native's personality, his out
look upon life. 

Rising Planets a Factor 
In Roosevelt'.s birth graph that ris

ing planet is the intuitive, sensitive, 
independent, erratic, impulsive and 
headstrong Uranus. In Landon's birth
graph the rising planet is generous, 
kindly, just, benevolent, prosperous 

(Please turn to page 55) 
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Fifty Centuries Ahead! 
A New Theory of Astrology, and a 

Vindication of Occult Sciences. 

By JAMES P. BASALEK 

ff STROLOGY IS THE OLDEST 
.t'I. science known to man, and 
because of this, many shallow and 
unthinking people believe that As
trology is out of date-behind the 
times. The reverse is true. As
trology was fifty centuries ahead 
of its time when it was founded 
and is still two hundred years 
ahead of its brother sciences! 

Because Astrology was so very, very 
far ahead of the sciences of the middle 
ages, these scientists were afraid of it, 
and being afraid of it they were ex
tremely bitter in discussing it. This fear 
and hatred of a thing not readily under
stood still exists in some "scientific" 
quarters, but slowly those who have 
hated Astrology most are forced to con
cede that there is "some" truth in it. 

And these admissions are coming, 
not from the fringe of science, but from 
the leaders in the scientific field. In an 
earlier issue of this magazine, the find
ings of Dr. Arthur Holly Compton were 
discussed astrologically by the editor, 
and a direct connection between the ef
fect of cosmic rays on the human mind 
and body and the effect of cosmic in
fluences from out in space was clearly 
established. 

In this connection I would like to 
call the reader's attention to the recent 
discoveries made at Harvard Medical 
School under the direction of Dr. Edwin 
J. Cohn, and presented to the American 
Chemical Society at Kansas City, Mis
souri, last April. I will take the liberty 
of quoting verbatim from Howard 
Blakeslee. Science Editor for the Asso
ciated Press: 

"Discovery of billions of previously 
unknown electrical charges in the hu
man body showing that the 'spark of 
life' is essentially something electrical 
was reported to the American Chemical 
Society here tonight on the eve of its 
91st meeting. The discovery, made at 
Harvard medical school, fits significantly 
into other recent revelations of science 
that include thought and emotions in a 
network of electrical phenomena which 
appear to underlie body chemistry and 
structure of living matter. 
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"The newly found electrical charges 
are on the giant protein molecules, the 
body's socalled 'building blocks,' hith
erto considered electrically neutral. In 
effect the Harvard men discovered bil
lions of molecule-size dynamos which 
exist in every human being." 

Mr. Blakeslee then goes on to state 
that "these newly found forces are of 
primary interest in connection with the 
transmission of nervous impulses. Clari
fication of these electrical effects re
moves an important barrier to the un
destanding necessary to the intelligent 
treatment of nervous disorders, of how 
a nerve message courses down a nerve 
fiber ... " 

WHAT DOES ALL THIS MEAN? It 
simply boils down to the fact that science 
is at last discovering outside forces-and 
what is more important, admitting their 
existence! Call them cosmic rays as did 
Dr. Compton, name them electrical 
charges as did Dr. Cohn and his fellow 
Harvard workers, or call them plane
tary influences as do the astrologians
in other words call them anything, and 
you still have forces from the outside 
which govern our lives. 

The deeper students of the occult 
have always remained sufficiently open 
minded to admit that there is a great 
deal of truth in every branch of occult
ism. Palmistry proves that in our left 
hand is a recording of the astral vibra
tions generating from the record of our 
brain. In our right hands, in a similar 
way, is recorded the fulfillment of our 
destiny. You who read this are at lib-

TODAY'S ASTROLOGY 
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erty to believe or disbelieve this state
ment of fact, but it has been proven to 
the satisfaction of many of the wisest 
men now living. 

Phrenology, also an occult science, 
assists in throwing further ·light on its 
allied sciences of Astrology and Palm
istry. We unconsciously use Phrenology 
daily when we avoid certain persons 
with characteristics which stamp them 
as being deceitful, spiteful, or untrust
worthy. The records of our lives and 
the indications of what our future will 
be are written plainly by the action of 
cosmic forces upon. our brains and our 
bodies. If we have followed our natural 
channels, harmony and success shows in 
every part of our beings as well as in our 
talk, our mannerisms and our traits. If 
any student of Astrology, or any other 
occult subject is not ready to admit this, 
he is holding himself back and thwart
ing his own success by his lack of imag
ination. Once he has embraced the open 
minded attitude that truth lies beneath 
the surface for us to read if we will, 
then he has gone a long way towards 
solving what we call "the mystery of 
life." 

The Carbon Theory of Astrology 

THE THEORY OF ASTROLOGY 
which I am about to propound was 
evolved through a study of the chemical 
parts of the body, coupled with the in
dications of Phrenology and Palmistry. 
It is a harmonizing of chemistry with 
what we know of Astrology and other 
allied sciences. This the0ry. was ar
rived at, not. by me alone, but by rela
tives and friends who collaborated with 
me, and I am glad to present it here for 
your consideration. 

Let me first quote from- a treatise I 
once prepared and published on "The 
Cause of Disease:" 

"The human body in operation is like 
the engine of a motorcycle; in such a 
machine, the motivating force is elec
. tricity. The first form of electricity 
known to man was lightning in the air. 
One of the first experiments to obtain 
electricity from the air is the placing of 
a zinc anode in a solution of sulphuric 
acid. Hydrogen is that force; electricity 
must be taken up separatelyi 

"Just as electricity is the motivating 
force of the engine, that of the body is 
hydrogen. The eyes are dual, reyersible 
telivision machines. Through the light 
of the hydrogen in our bodies and the 
hydrogen in the air, vibrations are 
transmitted to a delicate carbon com
position film in our brain. The strength 
of registration on that film varies ac
cording to the amount of "juice" which 
we turn on the objects viewed. This 
film becomes dull with age and use just 
as the sound tracks in a phonograph 
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record becomes smoothed out and less 
effective with use. In order to recall a 
memory we take these pictures out of 
our storage cells and turn the 'juice' on 
them again to revive the original." 

Now, in Astrology, much the same 
thing happens at birth. When we are 
born cosmic rays motivating through the 
hydrogen in the air transmit imlelible 
imprints in the form of vibrations on 
the delicate film of carbon within the 
brain. These vibrations, rays, forces, 
or whatever you care to call them, are 
varied according to the blending of dif
ferent types of rays emanating from the 
various planets in their respective posi
tions at the time of birth. 

These forces, making their imprints 
on the carbon film, determine just what 
our channels in life should be-and here 
we make a distinction between fortune 
telling and Astrology; I repeat, what 
they should be. If we have the innate 
ability to practice medicine, we can take 
up bus driving-but we won't be happy 
in our vocations. 

When we wander out of our proper 
success channels, we are as discordant 
as the sound from a phonograph when 
the needle escapes from its proper 
groove and jumps helter-skelter around 
over the record. Our place in life is 
ordained by the vibrations from the 
planets at the time of our birth. and 
when we fly in the face of these indica
tions we court disaster and unhappi
ness. 

Let me say here that I actually believe 
the forces themselves guide us to an 
extent in our lives, without our know
ledge. In other words a certain amount 
of guidance is quite automatic. But 
nature is cruel in her rank indifference 
as to whether we wish to follow our 
natural channels or go off willy-nilly to 
other pursuits. She may furnish the 
success channels for us to follow, but 
if we ignore them, she feels it is no fault 
of her own. 

I believe that the ancient astrologers 
found out a great deal of this without 
the aid of modern scientific equipment, 
and that their findings were largely due 
to their patience in piling up evidence 
from the lives and actions of those about 
them. They took the slow way around 
-the only way open at that time-but 
they followed for generation after gen
eration, even centll/ry after century, 
transmitting their knowledge to their 
children, until they arrived at the same 
point at which our present day scientists 
will arrive in another century or two. 

They did not know that carbon exist
ed in their bodies, but they did know 
that persons born during a certain plan
etary aspect reacted in a given manner, 
and by checking this over long periods of 
time they arrived at their conclusions at 
least fifty centuries ahead of their time. 
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THE. 
NATION 

IN 
AUGUST and SEPTEMBER 
Bitter Political Feeling 
Travel, Transporation Active 
Foreign Complications Aggrivated 
Internal Labor Struggles 

T HE MONTH OF AUGUST 
WILL BE partially governed 

by the July 18th new Moon of 25 
degrees Cancer in conjunction with 
Pluto near the U. S. Mercury with 
a tenth house influence of more 
than usual import. 

Roosevelt and the New Deal will 
. weather a blast of bitter criticism, 
and will actually gain some ground 
against the opposing forces dur
ing August and September. 

Roosevelt will retain his power over 
his party in the face of almost unpre
cedented efforts to alienate his close 
political friends. 

The interest of the President in public 
works programs will be intensified as 
things begin to dovetail into a more har
monious whole and cogs that have been 
grinding like wornout gears begin to 
react to the influence of a unified party 
spirit. 

Lunitatiotz Clzart, Jfla.rlzington, D. C., Saturday, July 
18, 1936, 10:20 A.M. E.S.T.,10:12 A.M., T .. L.'f. 
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These months will show feverish ac
tivity by both political factions. Radio, 
the press and every form of public com
munication will hum with political 
propaganda, one thing being evident
a people who are. beginning to think for 
themselves will not be guided by mass 
hysteria as in the past. Our tip to pub
licity leaders of both parties would be 
to stick to essentials and not depend too 
much on the proverbial smoke screen. 

The last two weeks in July and the 
first half of August is not a good period 
for the Republican party to open up 
with its big guns, for this will mean a 
waste of powder and effort. What with 
the Republican ruler, Jupiter, at the 
lowest angle in the Republican third 
house, with Saturn and Neptune adverse 
above it, this period belongs to the Dem-
ocrats. . 

The South Node in high Midheaven 
makes sure a more than usually vindic
tive effort to discredit many of the presi
dent's close political associates. Indi
cations are that this will not be entirely 
unsuccessful, but although those high in 
New Deal circles may find their reputa
tions somewhat soiled, Mr. Roosevelt 
will have little of the indiscretions of 
his associates and advisors reflect on 
him personally. 

The horoscope tendencies of the presi
dent during these two months would 
seem to bring about a great deal of 
partisanship in connection with him, 
that is, his friends will show increasing 
loyalty, his enemies an accentuated dis
like. In between, the great majority 
will continue to lean toward him rather 
than against him. This in spite of the 
public clamor prevelant at the time this 
is being written, which happens to be 
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during the Republican Convention at 
Cleveland. 

Curiosity and love of learning will 
characterize the nation during August 
and September. An awakened desire 
to know first hand of things which have 
been only hearsay or reading to them 
will cause a restless movement to hith
erto unvisited points. This will extend 
far above the usual vacation level. The 
tourist business will in all liklihood be 
ABOVE that of 1929! Those who live by 
this business even indirectly will do well 
to prepare for one of the greatest sea
sons yet recorded. 

The rift between the two national 
labor factions will widen during this 
period. Enemies of labor are now laugh
ing up their sleeves, and their happy 
state of mind will not abate during these 
two months. But the fact that labor 
stands divided will in no way prevent 
strikes, and costly ones at that. The 
lunation promises, or rather theatens 
disturbances that will prove costly to 
capital, but more costly to labor. This 
condition is likely to continue through
out the autumn months. 

PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS ARE LI
ABLE to scandal during August and the 
the first part of September. Some shock
ing occurrence is quite likely to arise 
that will cause a later investigation and 
~he disgrace of those who are respons
ible for such institutions as are con
cerned. An outgrowth of this is likely 
to be government reform and a move
m~nt that will ultimately prove bene
ficial. Those who are connected with 
public institutions should be especially 
carefu! during this period. 
. A rift in certain religious circles is 

likely to develop during this time. This 
could be due to political differences but 
will in all probablity concern hu~an
itarian principles rather than strictly 

Lu11atio11 Clzart, Washington, D. C,;, Tuesday, Septem
ber 15, 1936, o:,µ_ P.M., E.S.1 ., 0:34 T.L.T. 
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Lunation Chart,• Washington, D. C., Sunday, August 
16, 1936, 10:23 P.M., E.S.T., 10:15 P.M., T.L.T. 

political issues. Unrest over social con
ditions is indicated, and the peculiar 
thing about this is that this unrest is 
likely to come from the top rather than 
the bottom. By this we mean that well
to-do people with sympathy for the yn
der dog may cause the trouble to those 
who believe in sweatshop practices and 
abuse of labor. 

A change will be evident with the 
August lunation of the 16th and a fever
ish trend toward pleasure, excitement 
and speculation will make its appear
ance. Watch this closely and do not 
succumb to this fever, for many "blue 
sky" schemes will be offered the 
small investor. An attempt on the part 
of the authorities to stop this trim
ming of the lambs will come too late to 
save the man or woman who is subject 
to mass hysteria. 

This is a period of adjustment, and a 
critical one for many, especially those 
who act before they think. Business 
indications are exceptionally good for 
this time of the year, and those who 
prepare for conservation expansion in 
their own lines will have an opportunity 
to strengthen their positions. The reser
vation, "conservative expansion," is 
made because later conditions may de
mand retrenchment and the ability to 
liquidate. 

Death of a prominent legal figure is a 
strong likelihood due to Jupiter's posi
tion in the eighth angle, and this might 
well apply to someone very prominent 
in the religious or financial world. Strife 
may develop in farming districts late in 
September, due to a reaction from past 
optimism. Much loss by fire, storms 
and drouth is possible, even likely. 

Watch your horoscope or solor guide 
carefully for risky travel days, as ac
cidents may be prevalent during Septem
ber. 
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YOUR LOVE-LIFE 
CAN BE HAPPIER 
This free service to readers under 
the direction of 

CHRISTINA DAHL 

Have you a love problem? Do you 
want a FREE answer according to As
trology? Write a letter explaining com
pletely and at the end of it place a pen 
n:.imc for identification and on a separ
ate sheet write your REAL name and 
address. -Send in ONE envelope to Chris
tina Dahl, Personal, TODAY'S AS
TROLOGY, 16 So. Wesley Ave., Mount 
Morris, Illinois. Give birth data (date, 
place and hour if possible) of all main 
persons in your problem. All answers 
to. this FREE service made through this 
column only, as many as space permits. 
Your letter held sacredly confidential. 
SEND NO MONEY FOR THIS FREE 
SERVICE. Readers who wish to pa.y 
for co1isultations and who want private 
letter consultation reply, kindly see 
Christina Dahl's. professional notice 
elsewhere in this issue. 

DRINK, AN ESCAPE 
. Born Aug. 24, 1891 ... husband, 

July 27, 1889 ... married 26 years ... 
5 children ... had operations for remo
val of breast and tumors of generative 
organs, but in excellent health except 
for nervousness partly due t~ his drunk
en abuse . .. 

MRS. R. G., . OHIO 

Your · situation is far from simple, 
Mrs. R. G., and leaving hubby would 
only complicate the problem further for 
all of you including the children. Your 
problem evidently became critic~!, with 
husband's drinking worse, dating from 
the time of your operations. Did you at 
that time or since let him feel by word 
·or action that they were his fault? His 
craving for liquor is simply an attempt 
to ESCAPE FROM INHARMONIOUS 
REALITY. And so long as the inhar
monious condition exists, all your rea
soning with him, your cajoling, -prayers 
and threats, cannot overcome his crav
ing for intoxicants. Next time he is 
sober and his kinder self, have a calm, 
friendly, intimate talk with him. No 
tears, reproaches, criticisms, slurs . . . 
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these won't solve ANYTHING in your 
situation at this time. What you WANT 
to do is to find out just EXACTLY 
WHAT THIS INHARMONIOUS FAC
TOR IN YOUR LIVES TOGETHER IS. 
By letting him feel that all you want is 
happiness and harmony for him, the 
children and your self, you gain his 
confidence and cooperation. You may 
find that the warping factor in your 
love lives is a maladjustment in the in
timate marital relation, due to fears on 
the part of one or both resulting from 
lack of scientific information on the 
subject. Once this warping factor has 
been uncovered and corrected, his finer 
Leo-Sagittarius qualities will reward 
your efforts. Have this talk with him at 
the first opportunity, then write me 
again, Mrs. R. G. Meanwhile, Faith, 
COURAGE! 

HAPPY HUSBAND, WORRIED 
FATHER 

... Wife confessed she consulted you 
last year when we were headed for di
vorce ... she is a changed woman, and 
I hope I am a changed man ... we are 
learning what real marriage can mean 
. . . how can words convey our heart, 
felt gratitude, Miss Dahl . . . the only 
cloud is our son, Born July 10, 1916 ... 
brooding over a woman 17 years his 
senior who's had 3 husbands . . . the 
boy's in bad shape ... 

L. L. D., ARKANSAS 
You and Mrs. D. owe menothing. Let 

us give the credit to astrology and the 
fact ltha1l you both wene willing to 
EARN your happiness. No, I don't be
lieve Son has a serious fixation, as you 
say. He is experiencing an "emotional 

· rebound" resulting from the infidelity 
and cruel thoughtlessness of his first 
love, and for a few months may be ex
pected to "have it in for" all young 
girls, feeling that they're "all alike." 
His perfectly natural reaction would 
be to become infatuated with an older 
woman (where many youths would 
temporarily be down on ALL women, 

(Please turn to page 57) 
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Astrological Reasons for 

The Year's Market Advance 
The Thirteen Percent Drop and the Planets 

SA TURN and URANUS 

T O THOSE WHO ARE USING 
PLANETARY indications in 

their study of present-day •econo
mic conditions, the curves on the 
chart presented on this page, and 
the delineation of the planetary 
movements during the period 
touched on will be both interesting 
and instructive. The key is here 
to a new profession that is opening up 
for the younger students of Astrology, 
and we recommend a thorough reading 
of the following facts. 

To begin with, let us quote from the 
Chicago Tribune in its issue of May 3 of 
this year. Under a headline: "STOCK 
PRICES 13 PCT. BELOW HIGHS OF 
YEAR" the TRIBUNE financial experts 
had this to say: 

"Despite improving business condi
tions the stock market holds to the re
actionary trend which developed about 
three weeks ago. . .. 

"The week-end found prices on the 
whole above 13 per cent below their 
year's highs recorded on April 6 when 
the long sweeping advance whi'ch got 

under way on March 18, 1935, and which 
continued without a serious break for 
thirteen months, reached its apex. . . . 

"Two previous reactions since the list 
began its forward move in the first 
weeks of the Roosevelt administration 
in 1933 have made worse showings in 
the "average" indices. The first occurred 
in the period of July to October, 1933, 
resulting in a decline of 26 points in the 
figures. The other ran from February, 
1934, to the following July, making a 
dent of 23 points in the record. A third 
turnabout in February last year set the 
averages back about 11½ points. 

Cause Is Uncertain 
"While the current decline already has 

gone far enough to qualify as a major 
reaction, brokerage house opinion con
tinued to reflect as much uncertainty 
over its causes as to its probable dura-
tion." · 

And we especially note sub-caption 
"Cause Is Uncertain!" The cause may 
be uncertain to market and financial 
statisticians but not so to those who 
follow the planetary angles and rela
tionships. Again and again in Astrologi
cal articles and comments the close 

( Please turn to page 62) 
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LABOR DAY WEATHER 
And How Long-Range Weather 

Predictions are Made 
By SELBY MAXWELL 

T ONIGHT, (this is the first of 
June), I stood talking to a 

banker, one of the really big busi
ness men of Chicago, and he said 
to me, "Your system of foretelling 
future weather events by the hea-
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vens will stand or fall upon your: 
performance. We are not especial
ly hostile to you. Some of the uni
versities may be, some people 
whose pet idols you are inclined to 
overthrow may be, but we are not. If 
you can do what you say you can, we 
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* These maps, drawn up on 
strictly mathematical lines, in
dicate what the influence of the 
moon wi 11 be on weather over 
the week end of Labor Day, 
Sept. 5, 6 and 7, 1936. These 
are the most daring Astrologicat 
Predictions of weather ever at
tempted, and are therefore, in a 
way, historical. If they verify 1 
the-critics of this new system ot 
Weather forecasting are going 
to have to do a lot of explain
ing. 

The simpler Map shows the 
temperature departures trom 
normal over the week encl. The 
warmest portions are over the 
Atlantic coast, and the coolest 
are next adjacent, to the west. 
The more complex map shows 
rains, and is designed to give 
you a good picture of the set-

will not be affected by what anyone else 
may say or think,-we will judge you 
entirely upon your merits." 

"Thank you," said I. "I am not afraid. 
In the last two months and more I have 
faced audiences totalling· over three 
thousand, most of them men of more 
than usual success in life. I have stood 
up before all these men, and have made 
predictions to them, and have had my 
predictions printed fr@m one end of this 
country to the other. If I were a fake, 
or were fooling myself, some of these 
men would have caught me before· this. 
I have received very few complaints in 
all my work, and not more than a half 
dozen really nasty letters all told. I 
assume this to mean that no one can 
find any serious fault with my work or 
with the ideas behind it." 

"We have never questioned your ver
ity, nor your sincerity. You do seem to 
be engaged in a serious scientific under
taking, and to have had an unusual 
amount of success, for something that 
everyone before had said could not be 
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ting for the storm of Labor 
Day. As you can see, there are 
two kinds of arrows. The ligh• 
dotted ones show rain cloud 
trajectories, or paths, with the 
date each is to happen. · Rains 
will fall within a hundred 
mile radius of these trajectories, 
spotted like beads on a string, 
within 24 hours of the date 
given. The heavier arrows 
show general storm paths, and 
the dates of the centers of ac
tion. It will be fairly clear 
over the interior of the conti
nent over Labor Day, with scat
tlered and general rains over the 
west and northwest, and what 
appears to be a brisk storm in 

1t1a:t~~
th

c~~:t. angom~
10~f ,~he 

storm will be out to sea, but 
parts of it will touch land. 

* 
done. Your Decoration Day forecast, 
which you had printed in the American 
Weekly, ran with a circulation of several 
millions, and every one says that you 
were very good in it. But what we would 
like to see would be longer range fore
casts. Have you any say, for Labor 
Day? Could you tell us now what the 
seventh of September would be like?" 

"I can do that," said I. Some of my 
commercial forecasts run up into Sep
tember, and I can easily adapt them to 
a forecast of the week end weather for 
Labor Day. Let me go and draw up 
these maps fer you, and I will submit 
them to you. Better than that, I will 
have them printed under my signature 
and given the widest publicity, and then, 
when the day comes, if it is at all possi
ble, I will go out and take some photo
graphs of the types of weather I have 
said would come, and I will have them 
p•rinted too, so that there will not be any 
fair minded person in all the country 
who can doubt any longer the influence 

(Please turn to page 64-) 
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Planets Behind The News 
By KEY LLOYD 

T HE EXTRAORDINARY HAR
MONY of the Republican Na

tional convention in June gave 
forceful evidence that any organi
zation of human beings is a living 
entity and as such is subject to 
planetary influences. The nature 
and probable effect of these influ
ences can be correctly judged only 
by taking into account the positions 
of the transitting planets in relation 
to the organization's birth horoscope, 
and any prediction made without such 
consideration is almost sure to go wrong. 
One astrological writer prophecied great 
discord among the Republicans, for 
June 10th and 11th, simply because the 
planets would be making a number of 
oppositions and squares in the sky on 
those days. Had he ·consulted the birth 
horoscope of the Republican party (born 
at Jackson, Mich., July 6th, 1854, noon) 
h~ would have found that on the two 
days mentioned the party's natal sun 
position was exactly sextiled by Nep
tune, its natal moon closely trined by 
Saturn and exactly trined by Pluto, and 
that these two most important points 
(sun and moon) received no discordant 
aspects from any transitting planet. It 
is small wonder then that harmony pre
vailed and that those were the very 
days of the grand rush to get on Lan
don's band wagon. There was some dis
cord, however, indicated by the transit
ting Uranus being in square aspect to 
the Republicans' 10th house Mercury. 
Uranus, in politics, stands for radical
ism, and tl:le party's most radical mem
ber, Senator Borah, was the only dis
turbing element in the selection of the 
party's nominee and platform (10th 
house Mercury). 

The magnetic attraction between Gov. 
Landon and his party is strikingly shown 
by a comparison of his solar chart (born 
Sept. 9, 1887) with the Republican natal 
horoscope, and the reason for his unani
mous selection as the party's nominee 
becomes very evident. Following is a 
list of the inter-chart aspects, all of them 
very close, seven being of one degree 
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orb or less, one of two degrees, and one 
of three: 
La.ndon's · Rep. Pa.rty's 
Sun sextile Sun 
Sun trine Uranus 
Mercury sextile Sun 
Mercury trine Uranus 
Venus . trine Venus 
Jupiter trine Pluto 
Saturn sextile Venus 
Uranus trine Saturn 
Pluto conj. Venus 

Such a remarkable and harmonious 
tie-up between two horoscopes is just 
about as rare as the proverbial "hen's 
teeth" and it is doubtful if even the 
charts of the most blissfully wedded cbu
ple in America would show its equal. 
Yet, one other significant aspect exists 
-Landon's Mars (aggressive energy) 
conjoins the Republicans' Mercury 
(speech and writing)-the import of 
which was brought out in Landon's 
statement: "I propose to wage the most 
aggressive campaign the Republican 
party has seen in years." 

AIMEE SEMPLE McPHERSON, 
founder of the Four Square Gospel 
church in Los Angeles, recently became 
the victim of a revolting blackmail plot. 
On June 4th the papers informed us 
that she had received an unsigned letter 
demanding $10,000 on threat of expos
ing "quite a few photos of a friend and 
yourself in the nude." Later an ex-con
vict confessed to sending the note. Ex
amination of her solar chart (born Oct. 
-9, 1890) reveals progressed Mercury, at 
the time the letter was received, in her 
2nd house in direct opposition to her 
natal Pluto and Neptune, the latter two 
being only one degree apart. Transit
ting Mercury, retrograde, and transitting 

(Please turn to page 66) 
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UNDERSTANDING 
YOUR CHILD 

By BEATRICE L. REDDING 

Editors Note: This department is de
signed to promote- the mutual interests 
of parents and children. Mrs. Redding 
will answer readers' questions on child 
psychology and training through this 
column but cannot undertake complete 
horoscopes due to limited space. Give 
the child's complete birth data together 
with your own when requesting this 
service. 

THE GEMINI CIDLD 
Boni with the Sun in Gemini Mlty 21 

to June 21, or with the sign Gemini on 
the Ascendant any day of the year. 
Children with the Moon in Gemini have 
these tendencies in family life. 

T HE GEMINI CHILD IS SLEN
DER, active, nervous and oft

en rather delicate in constitution, 
being predominantly mental in 
type. Under severe affliction he 
suffers from diseases of the lungs, 
nerves, bowels, blood stream and 
feet. He is alert, clever, versatile, 
wide-awake, ingenuous, with un
usually quick sight and muscular 
co-ordination. He does well in sports 
requiring quick wit and manual skill 
rather than endurance or brawn. He 
needs plenty of sleep in a cool, quiet and 
airy room, exercise in the open air and 
more than the usual amount of interest
ing companionship in order to thrive. 
Brothers and sisters are necessary for 
the Gemini child; if he should in some 
rare instance be so unfortunate as to be 
an only child he must be given constant 
daily companionship with his young 
cousins or neighbors in order to develop 
normally. He learns to walk and talk 
very young; his cleverness may make 
him a prodigy or an "enfant terrible" 
depending on the good sense of his par
ents. His busy mind and tongue never 
run out of material so his elders had 
better take thought about the quality 
of the interests supplied by his en
vironment. 

Don't expect your Gemini child to be 
either quiet or deep in his attitude to
ward life. His keynote is the communi
cation of thought. He is a talkative 
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creature-if he can't find someone to 
talk to he will write, for wastebasket 
consumption if necessary. His love of 
learning should be encouraged and 
praised, of course, but he should not be 
permitted to hunch himself over a book 
all the time. Let him go visiting, shop
ping, taking in new sights and faces, 
cycling or hiking. Let him spend week
ends with relatives or schoolmates and 
give him the privilege of bringing his 
friends home. He is a born reporter, 
ranging from the village scandalmonger 
on up the line to a place among the 
world's great writers. He is curious, 
eager, always looking up new words or 
facts, debating or studying something, 
asking people questions, getting educated 
or teaching someone else. Thinking, 
gadding about and gathering informa
tion take up so much of his energies that 
he is shallow emotionally. He may be 
coquettish, conceited, "precious", fond 
of demonstrative affections but rarely 
feels deeply enough to know what love 
means. Fickleness, boredom, petty mal
ice and lack of concentration are faults 
which need a great deal of overcoming. 
Moral training needs to be very 
thorough, since intelligence is a talent 
which can be put to many uses. A 
Gemini child is too adaptable for his 
own good at times, being a Jack-of-all
trades and leaving too many of his pro
jects in the unfinished state of confu
sion. He is untidy, careless and child
ishly irresponsible all of his life unless 
trained by a very patient and persistent 
parent. 

EDUCATION IS THE POINT OF 
SUCCESS or failure with the Gemini 
child. Express interest in his school 
work, answer his questions (heaven 
helping you to endure this torment), 
show him how to use all the local library 
facilities and encourage him to write 

(Please turn to page 66) 
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YOUR HEALTH 
PART VIII ASTROLOGICALLY 

Why Calcium and Phosphorous Are 
Needed for the Mental Type 

By DR. WILLIS G. SHEEMAN 

T HE UNDUE ACTIVITY of a 
plannet or a strongly discord

ant vibration from it, either in the 
birth chart or in the progressed 
chart, tends to operate through the 
vital glands and upsets the chemi
cal balance of the system in a 
peculiar way. Thoughts play an 
important part in the action of the 
glands. A glandular disturbance 
stimulates a given type of think
ing and the given type of thinking 
increases the glandular distur
bance. Through the action of the law of 
a·ffinity, the individual at such times 
tends to be attracted to foods which ag
gravate rather than restore the chemical 
balance of the body. 

Foods have an influence upon the type 
of thinking. Supplying the system with 
proper foods corrects the chemical un
balance and also assists markedly in 
maintaining the proper states of mind. 
Foods supply the substances of which 
thoughts are made, but if you do not eat 
Iron, Sodium and Silicon foods, you 
cannot have red blood, no matter what 
you think. The brain for its functioning 
requires material substances which are 
found in food and as these material sub
stances cannot be thought into the body, 
they must enter the body in the form of 
food. 

Two important ele.ments are necessary 
for the production of thought and the 
efficient functioning of the nerves, 
namely Calcium and Phosphorous. More 
Calcium is required in both the physical 
and mental functions of the body than 
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any other mineral element. Phosphorous 
combined with Calcium and other or
ganic elements form the bony structures 
of the body. Just as the liver is the 
reservoir of sugar which can be called 
upon by the other cells when they need 
it, so the bones are the reservoir of 
calcium and Phosphorous. The ability 
to hold Calcium and Phosphorous in the 
bones is regulated by the parathyroid 
glands, but before Calcium can be held 
within the bones or before it can exist 
in the blood in solution, it must be sup
plied from without. Not only must Cal
cium be present in the foods, but it must 
be in a form which can be utilized. Cal
cium is found in dairy products and 
many vegetables. For instance, fresh 
pasteurized milk, quickly brought to a 
boil, gives a retention of Calcium three 
times as great as the slowly heated pas
teurized milk or as dried milk. Evap
orated milk, which is known to be so 
good for babies, has its Calcium easily 
available. Fresh raw milk is best of 
all. The Calcium of sweetened con
densed milk is not readily assimilated. 
Cereals taken with the milk have the 
tendency to prevent Calcium assimila
tion. Spinach tends to decrease the 
power of the system to absorb Calcium. 
The drinking of orange juice gives a re
markable ability to assimilate the Cal
cium in spinach. The acid salts of the 
orange do not remain as such in the 
digestive processes because they are 
burned to produce alkaline carbonates 
and bicarbonates which readily tend to 
decrease and overcome the acidity of 
the body. 

The food you eat may contain plenty 
of Calcium, but your body may have 
little ability to utilize these elements. 
During the summer months, we should 
soak up all the sunshine we possibly 
can, because there are rays that are 
absorbed by the skin and these rays have 
the tendency to keep and fix Calcium in 
solution. The life substance known as 
Vitamin D is most easily obtained by 
exposing the skin to sunlight or artificial 
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ultra-violet light. Many foods also con
tain this Vitamin D, which is absolutely 
necessary in the maintenance of the 
Phosphorous-Calcium balance of the 
body. We should expose the nude body 
during the summer months to the sun's 
rays because we are utilizing Vitamin 
D, and the Calcium and Phosphorous of 
the foods is more easily handled. Dur
ing the winter months when the body is 
heavily covered, Calcium and Phosphor
ous assimilation is very low. 

Certain foods, such as oatmeal and 
other cereals, prepared breakfast foods, 
etc., tend to decrease the power of the 
digestive tract rather thah increase its 
efficiency, and prevent the absorption of 
Calcium from the food. 

When there is an affliction in the pro
gressed chart to either Mercury or Uran
us, this tends to disturb the nervous 
equilibrium of the person. If the proper 
Calcium and Phosphorous supply is 
present in the food or if concentrated 
foods are added to the regular meals as 
is now being done by so many people, 
this Calcium and Phosphorous is made 
available to the bones and nerves and 
tends to take the strain from the nervous 
system and restore the parathyroids to 
function normally. If Vitamin D in the 
form of sunlight is added, the Calcium 
and Phosphorous are utilized better, 
which assists at such times in resisting 
the tendency to nervousness and irrit
ability. This steadiness of muscle, nerve 
and brain tends to steady thinking and 
makes it easier to direct the thoughts 
into harmonious channels. 

The planet Saturn rules the bones, 
which are the chief depositories of Cal
cium. Calcium has a favorable effect in 
stabilizing the influence of other salts 
in the body, similar to the influence 
which the planet Saturn has in stabiliz
ing the character. Calcium combines 

Closer -attention to thnr food would increase tne 
efficiency of busineu men. 
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with Silicon, Magnesium, Phosphorous. 
Fluorin and gelatin in the structures of 
bones and teeth. Between four and five 
pounds of Calcium enter into the struc
tures of the human body. Without Cal
cium a person could not move, act, 
walk nor stand up. Without Calcium 
we would fall together like an empty 
bag and be as shapeless as a sponge. 
Calcium lactate is of value in serious 
operations by causing the blood to co
agulate at the surface of an injury, thus 
preventing one from bleeding to death. 
Ugly scars from wounds, cuts and op
erations can be prevented by the addi
tion of concentrated Calcium foods. Ten
dencies to all sorts of hemorrhages, 
weakness of the arteries and veins are 
the results of not enough Calcium and 
Iron. Calcium affects the pulsation of 
the heart and governs all muscular 
movements. The cells of the body can"'." 
not thrive long without Calcium, as it 
increases the life of the cell and calls 
out its functional properties. Calcium, 
if fixed in the blood and kept in solution, 
saves us from the ravages of many germ 
species and dangerous diseases. Modern 
concentrated Calcium foods are a boon 
to humanity. So necessary are Calcium 
foods to the system that the body will 
tear down its own structures in order 
to obtain Calcium material for the main
tenance and integrity of the internal 
secretions. Under the influence of Cal
cium foods, the brain gives up its know
ledge, transmission is greater, poetry 
grander, science more profound, genius 
more brilliant and concentration more 
efficient. 

Phosphorous is used in every faculty 
seat of the brain. It is impossible to 
even develop a faculty without supply
ing Phosphorus food first. If you try to 
develop a faculty or any feeling or char
acteristic without supplying yourself 
with Phosphorous food material which 
is needed by your brain, it be
comes erratic and instead of build
ing it up, you weaken it. People 
who imagine that mind, memory, 
reason, emotion, prayer, concentration, 
etc. can be developed by mere sugges
tion and mental ballyhoo do not know 
anything about the chemistry of man. 
For whenever we try to develop, we 
should not only use that special feeling, 
characteristic, impulse or thought, but 
should also supply the Phosphorous food 
n·eeded. The brain in its function uses 
up a tremendous amount of Phosphorow 
at the expense of the rest of the body. 
The more Phosphorous goes to the brain, 
the weaker that person will be in a 
physical sense. We cannot use our eyes, 
nor ears, nor tongues, nor can we exer
cise emotion without utilizing Phos
phorous and developing the brain. ~f 
any faculty of the brain is weak, there is 

(Please turn to page 67) 
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LEO 
LOOKING AHEAD 

BORN JULY 23rd to AUGUST 22nd 

YOU lucky Leos will find your
selves possessed of boundless 

energy this year, which you can 
devote to self-education, with a 
view · to increasing your earning 
power and making a reputation for 
yourself, and to having a good 
time. These two interests usually 
conflict, but this year they go hand 
in hand-that's why we call you 
lucky. 

· August, up to the 25th, bids fair 
to be a placid month, with empha
sis on good times, clothes and 
pleasures you have not been able 
to afford heretofore, and a general 
atmosphere of prosperity; there are apt 
to be unique opportunities of making 
money. From August 25th to September 
6th guard against occurrences which 
could upset your plans, perhaps jeopard
ize your standing with your friends or 
fellow workers. 

The period between September 3rd 
and 18th is favorable for planning school 

Planetary positigns by uodiac Solar House Arrange
ment, August I, I9J6, and August 1, 1937 (outside 

ring), for Mean Noon Greenwicll. 
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and professional activities for the year, 
awaking enthusiasm in others, organ
izing sports and recreational facilities. 
Don't let laziness keep you from having 
a good time this winter. The square of 
Jupiter and Neptune which swings into 
place September 20th is a sound warn
ing to you to keep away from money 
trouble, don't play the market nor the 
races, nor take long chances when in
vesting money, at least still after the 
middle of November. Your judgment 
will be quite good at this period, how
ever, and you won't find it hard to hang 
on to your money. 

Leos must prepare themselves for a 
critical period beginning October 4th 
and continuing till March 14th. Your 
affairs are apt to become very much in
volved and very complicated, one thing 
depending on another, with misunder
standings over money, difficulty in con
nection with loans or trust funds. There 
will be mitigating conditions, however; 
your health will be very good and you 
will have an unusual capacity for work 
and organization, and by being patient 
and cautious you can work your way 
through; this period promises to be an
noying but not of a permanently de
structive character. 

Home and family affairs in relation to 
community and public standing are like
ly to become important during January, 
1937. You may find your family con
flicting with your work or hampering 
your progress politically or professional
ly. This can be a very delicate situation 
and will require utmost tact in dealing 
with it, but be persistent and don't act 
till you have figured out the right course 
to bring home relations into control 
without friction. 

(Please tum to page 70) 
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VIRGO 
LOOKING AHEAD 

BORN AUGUST 23rd to SEPTEMBER 22nd 

THIS year opens with Neptune 
and Venus in your first solar: 

house, indicating that adaptability 
and sensitivity to the whims and 
ideas of others will be your char-· 
acter keynote for the year. This 
ability to fit yourself in with oth
ers will made you very popular · 
with all groups of people and 
should make this year a happy one 
for you, even though you may not 
have· as much money as you would 
like. 

The first two weeks of Septem
ber find you prepared to deal brisk
ly and originally with home and 
family problems. This is the time 
for Virgo housewives to redecorate 
for the winter, and for Virgo parents 
to get their children settled in school, to 
see that everything around the house 
and in connection with the property is 
shipshape. In attending to business 
pertaining to your home or property be 
sure that everything is as represented. 
Don't let yourself be misled in making 
purchases or improvements, and above 

SUN IN VIRGO 
Planetary p_ositions by uodiac Solar House Arrange
ment,, September 1, 1936, and September I, 1937 (out

side ring), for Mean Noon Greenwich.' 
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all, consult with your wife or husband 
frequently. 

In spite of your ease of adaptability 
and your talent for social doings you 
are apt to encounter considerable lack 
of cooperation in any activities you 
undertake with others. The burden is 
apt to fall on you, though others will be 
there to seize the credit when the enter
prise is carried to a successful conclu
sion. Guard against misunderstandings 
with co-workers. Keep joint accounts 
in good standing, and don't stoop to un
fair competitive methods, no matter 
what your competitors do. These dan
gers will lessen after the middle of next 
March. 

Guard against trouble, perhaps scan
dal, in connection with the opposite sex 
during the last week of October and the 
first week of November, Curb your im
pulse for careless generosity during No
vember. Keep religious and political 
arguments out of your home. Don't 
travel during this month if you can avoid 
it. 

December, the holiday month. should 
be a gay time for most Virgos, as both 
Jupiter and Mercury enter your 5th 
solar house early in the month, indicat
ing pleasure and prosperity, a quicken
ing of the senses and a finer degree of 
appreciation. Activities connected with 
entertainment, school, travel are well 
aspected, though some Virgo parents 
may be anxious about their children at 
this time. Virgo love affairs should 
progress very satisfactorily, and there 
will be plenty of parties and entertain
ments of all kinds to help create a ro
mantic atmosphere. 

WE RECOMMEND YOU SETTLE 
down to hard work in January; try to 
curb the restless feeling that may steal 

(Please turn to page 70) 
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ASTROL-OGY 
Or ASTRONOMY 

By JOSEPH J. HALL 
Secretary and Historian, Florida 

Archaeological Society. 

IN THE JUNE-JULY issue of this 
publication a story appeared, 

giving the experience of the author 
during a visit to the Adler Plane
tarium in Chicago. My own expe
rience while visiting the Planetar
ium with a friend paralleled that of 
the· writer of that article so closely 
as to make setting it down here 
mere repetition. The attitude of 
those in charge of that institution 
is so typical of the majority of as
tronomical scientists, however, that 
I cannot refrain from using it as an 
example. 

They overlook the real Grand 
Plan of the Universe behind the ef
fect, that these suns, moons, stars 
and planets move in accordance 
with the Will of the Divine Archi
tect, in perfect harmony and under 
His direction, and when rightly un
derstood they act as a guide to man 
in all his actions, recording events 
in his own life, also in various world 
affairs, nations, cities, etc. In fact 
it can be applied to all conditions 
to which man must conform. It 
serves as a means of recording 
world cataclysms, past and to come, 
and gives the ages of history in en
during characters, where they can
not be disturbed, stolen or de
stroyed by thieves and vandals. 

Astrology and astronomy must go 
hand in hand. Astrology is the soul 
and body of the plan, while Astronomy 
is the blueprint or skeleton framework, 
upon which the edifice is erected. 

John Kepler, the great astronomer, 
said, "Astrology compels my unwilling 
belief." 
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Which? 

Tacho Brahe, one of the greatest as
tronomers who· ever lived, when asked 
why he always put on his best clothes 
when he went up to look through his 
telescope, said, "I want to look my best 
when in the presence of my Maker." 

Professor Fox of Adler Planetarium in 
answer to a question on Astrology said, 
"Astrology may have been all right 
thousands of years ago, but all wrong 
now." 

* ALL ASTROLOGERS must be 
qualified to correct this misconception, 
and be able to answer this question as to 
the difference between the two sciences, 
and why there is 30 degrees and 45 
minutes difference this year between the 
planets' places as given in the Ephe
meris and their places in the heavens 
as given by astronomers for his present 
year. One does not need a telescope to 
note the difference as the planets' posi
tions can easily be seen by anyone who 
knows anything about where they are 
at the present time, and they can be 
seen by the naked eye. I have asked 
many astrologers why this is so, and 
many of them, even with 20 to 30 years 
experience did not appear to know there 
was any difference between the two 
sciences, or anything about the preces
sion of the Sun, or equinoxes, and they 
still silently allow their profession of 
Astrology to be ridiculed and classed as 
exploded, pseudo and unscientific by 
material astronomers and others who 
are ignorant of its truth and value to 
humanity. 

We are working with Cosmic Forces, 
the all prevading, imponderable omnipo
tent Power back of all things, invisible 
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to our physical senses but nevertheless 
working continually, silently, harmon
iously, without friction, moving our un
iverse and all other universes in accord-
9.nce with natural law. 

Our own little earth whirling on its 
axis 1,000 miles an hour at its surface, 
and rolling on in its orbit at the rate of 
about 70,000 miles per hour, makes its 
circuit around the Sun in one year, but 
fails to make the same position, falling 
back 50 seconds each year, one degree in 
72 years, one sign in 2,160 years and mak
ing a Solar cycle in 25,920 years; this is 
called the precession of the Sun; it is 
the earth's movements which cause it, 
and not the Sun. Astronomers tell us 
that they know of thirty billion suns, 
all with their chains of planets moving 
like our own, our own Sun and earth 
being one of the smallest of all the sys
tems of si,ms and planets. 

* THIS great power, supreme Ruler 
of this Cosmos, being too great for finite 
mind to grasp as it goes into infinitude, 
we must turn our attention to our little 
speck of dust, the earth, and realize 
that all of above apparent movements 
and cycles are caused by our planet 
earth and its aspects to the Sun, moon, 
planets, constellations, and the fixed 
Zodiac, all of which is related as part 
of the great scheme of creation and evo
lution. 

All great achievements of man on 
the earth, all the wonderful relics and 
ruins found in every continent, and be
neath the sea, go to prove that Man's 
supreme endeavor was to build some
thing lasting and permanent; to preserve 
and perpetuate his reverence for his re
ligion, and his Creator; massive stone 
ruins found in all parts of the world, in 
America, Europe, Asia or Africa, all 
show this same truth, that Man's first 

The Wandering Minstrels 
By Eleanor Hughes 

The planets march across the sky, 
( A motley band before the eye) 
With measured tread in charted course 
Around the zodiac perforce. 
Each with his own distinctive name, 
Insignia of rank and fame; 
Wearing color like a jewel 
Lost in the deep of Night's dark poo_]. 

The wandering minstrels of the air
Each strikes his note of radiance rare, 
Of muted harmony, a chord. 
Our senses are the sounding-board. 
But we, like children play the scale, 
Untutored lingers often fail, 
And discord shatters what should be 
A symphony for you and me. 
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religion was an astrological religion 
founded upon scientific principles, as 
expressed in the Starry Heavens; their 
religions and science were one and the 
same thing, and it is the same today, in 
spite of the ignorance of some misguid
ed individuals, who try to separate 
science and religion, when they cannot 
be separated, because science is dealing 
with Universal Laws governing the uni
verse, and religion is dealing with the 
same laws. 

In our archaeological research into all 
land and continents we find these facts 
beyond all doubt. Our own ancesto,·<; 
living in Europe for thousands of years, 
were ignorant of the American contin
ent's existence and civilization. The 
American prehistoric peoples as shown 
by late discoveries, and study by arch
aeoligists and astronomers, as well as 
astrologers, all show a superior know
ledge of the movements of the Sun, 
moon and planets not exceeded in accur
acy by any race ancient or modern, in 
Peru and Bolivia their ancient temples 
were oriented perfectly, their most fam
ous remaining temple at Cusco was 
placed directly on the meridian, as 
shown by the theodolite, (an instru
ment for measuring horizontal and ver
tical angles) as used by the astronomer 
scientist. In Guatemala and Central 
America, after long research and study 
of the ancient American Mayan Race, 
Dr. Henseling and Ludendorph state 
that they had the best and most ac
curate calender of any race in the whole 
world, and that their civilization ex
tended back at least 12,500 years. These 
ancient Mayas were proficient in As
trology, and handed their superior 
knowledge down to the Aztecs and 
other races and tribes which followed 
them; these stone tablets covered with 
astrological symbols and terms which 
they well knew how to use, are pre
served to the present day in the Great 
Aztec Calendar Stone of Mexico, the 
Swastika and Triskelion Calendars, and 
on monuments and temples still in exis
tence at this time. 

* THE ANCIENT prehistoric Ameri
cans were good astrologers and they 
lived close to Nature, they observed the 
Laws of Nature as expressed in the 
heavens and on the earth below; they 
could predict the changes, past, present 
and future to a degree unknown at the 
present day. 

As man becomes more materially 
minded and commercialized and crowds 
himself into large cities, and thus loses 
contact with Nature, he becomes ignor
ant of many of the natural forces which 
he formerly knew and heeded, for the 
good of himself and his family. 

Our ancient Americans were a race 
(Please turn to page 71) 
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Trees And The Moon 
By ROBERT E. DEAN 

IT IS not generally realized, but 
one of the important spheres 

within which the Moon exercises 
great influence is in connection with 
trees. A few of the older beliefs 
and observations are: 

In ancient days, the waxing or wan
ing condition of the moon was considered 
of great importance with the felling of 
timber. Pliny, citing Theophrastus, says 
that the very best time to fell trees is 
when the moon is in conjunction with 
the sun, that day being called the Inter
Iinium, or the "silence of the moon." He 
says further that Tiberius Caesar took 
advantage of that belief to fell the 
larches in Rhaetia which were necessary 
to rebuild the bridge of the Naumechia, 
which had been destroyed by fire. 

Felling trees at the time of the rising 
of Sirius, the Dog Star, was also said 
to be favorable, and the timber used for 
building the Forum of Augustus was 
cut at that time. 

Cato, in his De Rustica, gives instruc
tions regarding timber as follows: "When 
you root up the elm, the pine, the nut
tree, or indeed any other kind of tree, 
mind and do so when the moon is on the 
wane, after midday, and when there is 
no south wind blowing. The proper 
time for cutting a tree is when the seed 
is ripe, but be careful not to draw it 
away or plane it when the dew is 
falling." 

He says further, "Never touch the 
timber except when the moon is on the 
change, or else at the end of the second 
quarter. At these periods you may 
eitheF root up the tree, or fell it as it 
stands. The next seven days after the 
full moon are the best of all' for grub
bing up a tree. Be particularly careful 
not to rough-hew timber, or. indeed, to 
cut or touch it, unless it is perfectly dry, 
and by no means when it is covered with 
frost or dew. 

Even in comparatively recent times 
the wane of the moon, or when it is 
wedeI, was considered to be the best time 
for tree-felling. It was recognized that 
as the moon grew less in the sky, so 
the amount of sap in the wood decreased 
or flowed downwards, leaving the wood 
dryer, and much in the same manner 
that the moon affects the tides. 
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Jacob Grim, a compiler of Teutonic 
Myths, mentions that a calendar printed 
by Hupfuff, in Strasborg, during 1511, 
appears the following advice: "With the 
moon wedel 'tis good to ber>in the hew
ing of wood", and he adds that the same 
precept is still given in many books on 
forestry, mentioning further that the 
full moon is called holz-wedel. 

In very early times, carpenters re
jected wood which had been cut when 
the moon was waxing, saying that at 
that time it was full of moisture and 
could never be fully dried, and, until 
recently, the Forest Laws of France 
contained a regulation that trees were 
to be felled only when the moon was 
on the wane. 

This pecularity is taken advantage of 
by certain peoples who have had abso
lutely no opportunity to become ac
quainted with these influences which 
may have been spread by the printed 
word, for there are well-authenticated 
accounts of uncivilized tribes in East 
Africa who, in their hut-building, use 
only posts which have been cut while 
the moon was waxing, as they consider 
therri. more durable and lasting when 
felled at that time. 

It is also true that in Demarara there 
is a tree resembling mahogany called 
walala, which is much influenced by the 
phases of the moon. If the tree be cut 
at new moon, it is very tough and dif
ficult to split, but if the moon is full at 
the time the wood is soft and splits very 
easily. 

Astrology is the connecting link be
tween the human and the divine.
Llewellyn George. 

"Follow but thy star; 
Thou canst not miss at last a glorious 

haven."-Dante. 

Iris Vorel well known Astrologer is 
said to consider a horoscope as a sacred 
document and never discusses it with 
anybody, not even her closest relatives. 
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Announcing America's Greatest 

ASTROLOGICAL CONVENTION 
Chicago, September 1, 2, 3, 

IT IS the pleasure of your editors 
· to announce the most thrilling 

news ever released to American 
readers and followers of Astrology 
-the great free-for-all get-together 
of America's astrological leaders 
and students in the Stevens Hotel 
at Chicago on September 1, 2 and 3. 

We believe that every sincere 
follower of Astrology who can pos
sibly afford the trip to Chicago at 
this time will find it to his advan
tage spiritually, mentally and finan
cially to join this pilgrimage to 
Chicago, which during the three days 
named above will be the Mecca of As
trology in America. 

Those of you who are fortunate 
enough to attend this convention will 
have an opportunity to meet personally 

many of those whose writings you have 
followed. Invitations have gone out1to 
all known leaders in the field, as well as 
to many students not so well known for 
their work. 

It is hoped and expected that this con
vention will give a great impetus to 
the study of Astrology all over Ameri
ca and will be the beginning of the 
second great era in the rapid develop
ment of this coming science. The key
note of this meeting will be SERVICE, 
not profit! If you think of it as a group 
of practicing astrologers who are com
bining to get more for what they do, you 
are missing the spirit of this endeavor. 
How to give more, rather than how to 
get more will be the . theme of the 
meeting. 

If you desire a detailed program, send 
a self-addressed and stamped envelope 
to Secretary, Program Committee, All
American Astrological Convention, 430 
S. Michigan, Room 230, Chicago, Illinois. • 

BOOK REVIEWS 
Astrology and Romance, by Elsbeth 

Ebertin. For several months it has been 
rumored in astrological circles that this 
great work by Miss Ebertin would be 
translated from the original German 
and published for American readers. 
The rumor has at last become a reali
zation with the announcement of the 
translated edition by D. G. Nelson, the 
American publisher. 

Once in a long, long time we open a 
book that thrills us from the introduc
tion to the last page, and this is literally 
true of this book by a woman who has 
been called the German Evangeline 
Adams. Instead of writing a dry treatise 
on her subject, Miss Ebertin chose the 
wiser course of using actual cases as a 
basis for her work. The effect is some
thing approaching perfection both in 
entertainment and education. 

Twenty-one horoscopes, many of fa
mous people, are presented to prove to 
even the most skeptical reader that As
trology holds the key to happiness in 
love as well as in every other earthly 
endeavor. No one who has ever loved, 
or ever hopes to feel the bitter-sweet in-
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fluences of romance should fail to read 
Astrology and Romance. Today's As
trology Book Shop. In fine cloth bind
ing, $2.65 Postpaid, paper cover, $2.15 
Postpaid. 

Self Mastery and Fate with the Cycles 
of Life, by H. Spencer Lewis. F. R. C., 
Ph. D. Simplicity is the key note of this 
new book, written by the author of so 
many worth while books that space pro
hibits even a partial list. Dr. Spencer 
has grasped the fundamentals of cosmic 
influences on our lives, and tabulated 
them in a way that makes them easy 
to understand and, what is· more, 
USABLE. 

What this book really constitutes is ,a 
simple system by which anyone can de
termine the good and bad daily, monthly 
and yearly periods in his or her life. 
There is really nothing to learn. Every
thing is laid down in black and white. 
Illustrated with easily understood tables 
and charts, this book is written to be 
used, rather than studied in the abstract. 
A practical application is not only pos-

( Please turn to page 74) 
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----**-----••-----
By the Editor and the Readers 

* FROM OUR OBSERVATION POST, 
which is admittedly isolated and some-· 
what off the beaten path, we have ob
served the making of history during the 
past month, and we are struck by the 
uncertainty which still grips the people 
of a great nation. We believe that this 
uncertainty is aggravated by the con
flicting statements of those who are 
seeking office, and cannot help deplor
ing a system that necessitates such 
tactics on the part of those who feel they 
have the qualifications to govern. 

It is indeed cheering to note that 
leaders in Astrology are effected very 
little by the exaggerated pessimism of 
those who are "out" and the studied op
timism of those who seek four more 
years of control over the nation's des
tinies. For our own part, we glance over 
the political propaganda of both parties 
with an open mind without expecting to 
find the solution to the future of the 

· country in the highly biased writings 
of our self-styled statesmen. We have 
much more confidence in the indications 
which lie in the horoscope of the United 
States than we have in the statements 
which so often "lie" in the press releases 
furnished by the two opposing parties. 
Astrological indications are that the 
United States will grow in strength un
til it is the greatest nation in the world, 
culturally and spiritually as well as fi
nancially. That we are not slated to 
become a great military power is not at 
all regretable, for military power is as 
transient as the fame of some of our 
so-called statesmen. For our readers 
we recommend a healthy doubt when 
listening to the "viewing with alarm" 
or "pointing with pride" of our two ma
jor parties. Let us think for ourselves 
and look for guidance to a higher source 
than the publicity bureaus of either 
party. 

JIMINY OR GEMINI? 
* THE WRAPPER ON A CANDY 

BAR-no less-has Mr. Bert Treble, of 
Chicago, doing a bit of over-time wor
rying, and he would like us to put him 
straight about what's worrying him. "I 
have always thought that the slang by
word, by Gemini, was an oath that ap
plied to the sign, Gemini," Mr. Treble 
writes us, "but I have seen it spelled 
both ways, that is, by Gemini, and by 
jiminy. Now I note that a candy com
pany has put a candy bar on the market 
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using the latter spelling. While I don't 
believe in oaths of any kind, I did rather 
like the idea of swearing by the zodiacal 
sign, Gemini, instead of the Deity .. But 
when the word becomes corrupted 1t fi
nally loses its meaning entirely." . 

We agree with Mr. Treble that the 
word must have been "by Gemini" at 
first, and must have originated back 
about the time people be_gan to use the 
exclaimation, "my stars!" Perhaps it is 
too bad that by corruption, this lusty 
and expressive old oath has been re
duced to a meaningless bit of jibberish, 
but beyond passing Mr. Treble's re
marks on to the company who makes the 
candy, we see very little we can do about 
it. 

COINCIDENCE? 
* "IT'S A FUNNY THING, the little 

things that may turn skepticism into be
lief," writes Mr. Justin C. Wells, of 
Memphis, and continues, "On the ~orn
ing of· January 24, 1936, I was wa1tmg 
for a train to pass in front of me, not 
realizing that my car was too close to a 
track behind me. A scream from an on
coming passenger train warned me too 
late, and this train actually touched the 
rear bumper of my car, without doing 
more than frightening me half to death. 
The remarkable part of all this is that 
I was born at 6:15 in Kansas City, Mo., 
just 15 minutes after the gentleman re
ferred to by Key Lloyd in your last is
sue. We were both born within 15 min
utes of each other, and 25 years later 
had a narrow escape on the same morn
ing! I give up. You fellows must know 
what it's all about-unless that is the 
most remarkable coincidence I have 
ever heard of!" 

We have two answers to this. First, 
"we fellows" don't know what it's all 
about-not half. Second, we do not be
lieve there is any coincidence in the two 
happenings. Just another instance 
among the thousands which prove 
Astrology right. 

POLL YANN A? 
An old St. Louis, Missouri, neighbor is 

rather peeved with your editor, and for 
what seems to us little or no reason. "I 
knew you when you were the darndest 
pessimist alive," he writes, "and now 
look at yourself! Singing Hozana from 
month to month. What's got into you?" 
Astrology perhaps. · 
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TO INQUIRING READERS 

To make TODAY'S ASTROL
OGY _more practical and increase 
the application of Astrology to 
every day interests and problems 
we will answer a number of ques
tions for our readers in this Ques
tion and Answer Section. The 
number will depend upon our 
space. We ask you in the interest 
of the science to send in only sen
sible quqestions that are of real im~ 
portance to you. There is no 
charge for this service, it being 
just another of our special features 
to increase the value of our maga
zine to our readers.-1.R. 

G. F., Portland, Oregon. How a.bout 
my chances for employment, and will I 
win in lotteries and horse racing? 

Ans. To the first question, you seem 
to be in line for moderate prosperity 
during the last four months of this year, 
and some indications are present that the 
next two years thereafter will be good 
years. As to the horse racing and lot
tery gambling, we don't wish to preach
what you do with your money is your 
own affair-but with the exception of a 
few quick transits during the next year 
your judgment would be unsound in 
horse racing, and there is no reason for 
you to suppose you can beat the lottery. 
Only those marked for outstanding good 
fortune at anything can beat this game. 
Look for any failure you might have 
suffered in your employment affairs to a 
tendency in your horoscope to use so
called short cuts. The slow way in your 
case is the best way. 

Mrs. S. D. P., Iowa. Would a change 
of location be beneficial, a,nd shall my 
son be successful in a venture he pro
poses? 

Ans. We will not attempt to answer 
the first question by geographic As
trology, as we are not sufficiently well 
versed in this branch, however, a change 
during the year is indicated as beneficial 
in your chart, and your physical and 
mental requirements seem to be plenty 
of fresh air and a warm climate. For 
these reasons, the change in location 
will in all probability give you a mental 
outlook that will assure you several ac
tive and successful years. About your 
son's business venture, don't be in-
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fluenced by his outdoor tendencies. He 
can have his outdoors out of business 
hours. From his chart, he should be 
well liked by the public, and fairly ef
ficient in a small business. He may 
have some trouble with subordinates, 
but his judgment may very easily be 
improved by practice. Why not let him 
try? 

Miss A. M., Connecticut. Shall I edu
cate myself for a career or continue do
ing housework for the benefit of my 
family? 

Ans. Your chart shows a tendency 
toward ambition-without the ability to 
make a decision and then stick to it. 
For this reason, it would be unwise for 
you to break home ties to follow any of 
the work you mention, or even to get a 
technical education in those lines. If 
you will adapt yourself to home study, 
even via the magazine route, during the 
next three years you will enter a more 
settled period in your life and your 
judgment will be improved. Any dras
tic break now would probably "go sour." 
As for writing, write a little and read 
a lot. A subscription to one of the 
writer's magazines will teach you much. 
Go slow for the present. 

McDonald. My Daughter's Chart re
sembles that of David C. Davis, used by 
Key Lloyd in your March issue. Will 
she become a great musician? 

Ans. Your daughter indeed has a 
fascinating and quite an outstanding 
chart. One aspect denoting fame ex
tremely early in life is missing. The 
chart you erected is essentially correct. 
Talent is indicated, and enough stability 
to follow up this talent with real 
achievement. 

Aries, St. Louis. Will my husband's 
printing business succeed, and would 
mail order business offer gains? 

Ans. A good financial key operates in 
your husband's chart during the latter 
part of September and this may mean 
the upturn. He seems to be of the type 
who would do much better by applica
tion to his work, thinking things out 
slowly, than py dealing with the public. 
Ask him if he doesn't often let deals get · 
away from him after he has all but 
closed? A mail order business, well 
planned, would go a long way toward 
solving your difficulties. 
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ARIES - - August 
For Those Born March 21 - April 19 

* Outings with the 
youngsters are 
recommended for 

your mental 
health. 

PLEASURES 
and health occu

py the stage for Aries natives in August, 
and both tend to be affected by your 
environment and choice of activities. If 
you have delayed a vacation, the first 
week of the month would be an auspici
ous time to enjoy one as travel is well 
aspected. Get out with younge,r people, 
if possible; join the children on picnics 
or camping or beach parties. Partici
pate freely in outdoors sports and games, 
the more strenuous the better. You will 
find your health benefits by these whole
some, simple pleasures. You can avoid 
digestive upsets if you will shun dissipa
_tion, gay companions and late hours, and 
r~frain from all excesses in food and 
drink. 

Should there be no children or young 
people in your circle with whom to 
share your leisure hours, better devote 
them to pursuit of some hobby-garden
ing, cooking, and all artistic work find 
favor between the 11th and 31st. Clerks, 
bookkeepers and nurses are well as
pected between the 8th and 27th. Con
sult the Aspectarian for the best days, 
there are several good ones. 

The best fields for financial gain are 
in connection with music, inventions, 
railways, and electrical things. There 
is also a possibility of money acquired 
through the federal purse: a government 
bounty, tax rebate, or something of the 
sort, not expected. 

Look out for some domestic unpleas
antness on the 1st, 8th and 9th. It may 
be damage done to the home by cloud
burst, lightning or fire. Foresight and 
paying heed to your intuition will as
sist in rendering these menacing forces 
harmless. If at any time during the 
month you feel blue without cause, seek 
cheerful championship or amusement in 
crowds; don't stay by yourself. 

Aries Daily Guide For August 
AUGUST 1: A good day to make business 

changes, to seek promotion or special honors. 
Don't monkey around machinery after 6 p.m. 
or handle knives or tools carelessly. 2: A 
pleasant visit from a woman friend or a good 
time with congenial companions is indicated. 
Be slow to cultivate new acquaintances to
night. 3: Parties and social gatherings are 
favored but beware of getting too hilarious. 
You may hear some unpleasant news this 
evening. 4: Dietary indiscretions or too much 
liquid refreshments mustn't be risked. 5: 
Looks as if you ignored yesterday's warn
ing. Eat lightly and get to bed early. 6: 
You incline to want to bring matters to a 
head too quickly, it will pay you to wait. 
Conflicting desires confuse you. 7: Your 
judgment today is ever so much better; go 
after whatever you want. 8: If you don't 
act too headstrong, you should profit mater
ially today. Commercial transactions are fa
vored. 9: You'll probably waste money this 
Sunday in foolish amusement or futilely on 
some woman. Never mind, that was a swell 
dinner, wasn't it? 10: An active day. You 
have lots of pep and if you'll refrain from 
gossip you can increase your popularity. 11: 
The mind is vacillating and indecisive, wait 
until a better day to settle any matter of im
portance. Don't let anyone else make up 
your mind for you, either. 12: The urge to 
tidy up the living quarters possesses you, 
and no closet or cubbyhole escapes you. 13: 
A fine day to make important changes in the 
home, to sell, trade or invest in property. 
14: Repairs and improvements about the 
home can be made to good advantage but 
look out for minor injury such as cuts and 
bruises. 15: Uncertain emotions and a ten
dency to stubbornness can make trouble be
tween you and a loved one unless you keep 
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yourself controlled and reasonable. 16: The 
moon is new (which rhymes with woo) and 
Venus, sir and lady, smiles on you. Get busy. 
17: You're apt to feel nervous and irritable 
due to some psychic cause. Try to analyze 
the cause with calm mind, 18: You'll suffer 
some less due to dishonest employe or ser
vant if you aren't careful. Read, write, _Qr 
look after accounts this evening. 19: A good 
day for business and all commercial activi
ties. 20: Strive to appear at your best today, 
especially in looks. Good for dealing in food, 
clothing, luxuries, animals, construction and 
transportation matters. 21: Cooperation from 
others comes easily. Marriages and mergers 
well aspected. 22: The partner is a willing 
victim to any "touch" on his pocketbook. 23: 
Should you quarrel with your mate this a. 
m., a gift or some special treat will heal the 
wounds. 24: A good day for negotiating 
joint loans, making out wills, also other le
gal and banking matters involving the part
ner. 25: You are more than usually ambi
tious; it never hurt anyone to hitch his wa
gon to a star. 26: Concentration is poor, 
stick to routine activities. 27: A successful 
business day provided you don't attempt 
anything out of the ordinary or engage in 
controversy. 28: A good time for business 
concerned with shipping, chemicals, liquids 
of all sorts, and choice foods. 29: You'll 
bump into obstacles this a.m., in business a,f
fairs. Refined pleasures-music, art, good 
conversation - for your enjoyment tonight. 
30: A friend may prove disappointing this 
a.m. You may have to go alone to a social 
function this p.ni., but go, anyway, you'll 
enjoy it. 31: Suct!ess and popularity, espe
cially with superiors. Guard against self-in
dulgence tonight. 

·TODAY'S ASTROLOGY 



ARIES - - September 
For Those Born March 21 to April 19 

* Love interest may 
dominate Aries 

minds during 
September. 

LOVE INTER
ESTS dominate 

the scene in September for the Aries
born, whether married or single. Now 
don't stop reading because there are no 
romantic prospects on your horizon or 
in your immediate life - love interests 
may also involve children, pets, par
ents, many other things. Whatever is 
the object of your affections, take warn
ing not to express your feelings too ar
dently or impulsively, especially when 
Mars is afflicting ( watch Aspectarian). 
To do so would invite scandal where the 
opposite sex is concerned; injury to 
health where love of pleasure or over
indulgence in strenuous sport is con
cerned; grief or loss in the case of chil-

dren; bodily harm through treachery 
from pet animals; possible breakdown 
from overwork if the job is the big love 
in your life. Facing all these grim pos
sibilities, you'll resolve right now to 
curb your ardor, won't you? 

Conjugal love gets a better break, due 
to peaceful, serene influences in your 
solar 7th. You should. enjoy many so
cial pleasures with you spouse and 
probably will have some opportunity for 
mutual financial gain. Even if you do 
have an occasional spat, it won't be im
portant or damaging to your future re
lations. Overlook the small slips in 
conduct. Only on the morning of the 
17th, and the afternoons of the 2nd, 25th 
and 30th, need you be especially on 
guard against disappointment and un
happiness caused by the marriage part
ner. 

You will have many pleasures of the 
more refined sort-books, music, card 
parties and movies-and should profit 
by any connection with schools, libraries, 
travel or entertainment enterprises. 

Aries Daily Guide for September 
SEPTEMBER 1: If you have any sick 

friends in the hospital or in distress this is 
a good day to visit them with gifts or deli
cacies. The aspects are much better for 
benevolence to others than for self-seeking 
and material gain. 2: Creative work should 
be done in seculsion. If your talents don't 
measure up to it, better spend the day 
catching up on correspondence or the family 
sock-darning. Avoid large social affairs. 3: 
A day to bear in mind that "the Lord helps 
those who help themselves." Don't be 
asleep or unready when Opportunity un
expectedly knocks. 4: A dull headache may 
be caused by leaking gas or fouled air. 
Plenty of fresh air will be better for you 
today than medicine. 5: Don't try to in
crease your earnings or income through 
dubious methods or on the alluring promises 
of a stranger. Deal . only with responsible 
people. 6: Legitimate opportunities for fin
ancial gain present themselves. Act on them, 
if possible, between 3 and 4 p.m. 7: Labor 
Day: a short trip in celebration of the 
holiday is likely. Keep your wits about 
you tonight or you'll surely suffer a loss. 
8: Some member of the family may unwitt
ingly hurt your feelings. Don't be so sorry 
for yourself, it's silly. 9: Domestic affairs 
may be somewhat disarranged this a.m. 
Afternoon favors dealing in lands, buildings, 
groceries and household supplies. 10: You 
should get lots accompli~hed ar~und !he 
house today. Give attention to 1!11Proving 
the home environment. 11: Feelings and 
emotions are stimulated but not for good; 
anger and tears if you don't keep yourselj 
in hand. 12: A good day for dealing with 
professional men, young people and affairs 
of minor commercial character. Beware of 
auto accidents if out late tonight. 13: rn·
teresting and emotionally satisfying ex-
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periences with young people this a.m. (Sun
day school teachers take note). Eat lightly 
this evening and get to bed early. 14: Dress 
carefully if you go out looking for a job 
this a.m. There is quite likely to be some 
change for the better in your employment. 
15: Don't let a temporary rebuff or criticism 
of your work discourage you. 16: New con
nections may cause you to work harder or 
limit your opportunities. Think twice be
fore joining your destinies with another. 17: 
Today is ever so much better for expanding 
your business opportunities and enlarging 
your field of activities. An execellent day 
for weddings. 18: Relations with the op
posite sex are subject fo sudden and violent 
change. 19: Fireworks on the emotional 
front. 20: Give strict regard to the conven
tions, especially in matters. of sex. 21: Both 
mind and body· incline to restlessness, you'll 
be happier keeping them busy and active. 
22: Give your imagination and vision free 
rein. Get away from routine duties, leave 
the office early if you find it hard to con
centrate. 23: You're probably still champ
ing at the bit. Vigorous outdoor . sports 
will help work off that feeling. 24: A change 
of occupation is likely to work to your ad
vantage. Don't let trifling annoyances upset 
you this evening. 25: Watch out that you 

·don't make an ·embarrassing social blunder 
this p.m. 26: A good evening for club ac
tivities. Be on guard against abrupt changes 
in feelings and friendships. 27: Today's 
companions bring gain to you in some w~y. 
28: R-est and quiet• will be more beneficial 
than medicines and stimulants. 29: · Stay 
away from hospitals, jails, breweries. Take 
no risks of any kind, especially in or near 
water. 30: Make no .changes whatsoever in 
personal habits, routine or environmen.t, 
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TAURUS - - August 
For Those Born April 20-May 20 

* Paint or redecor
ate the home d.ur
ing the first ten 
days of August. 

AUGUST brings 
considerable ac

tivity to Taurean homes. The first ten 
days would be good for paint jobs and 
redecorating or otherwise beautifying 
the abode. If you are in a business that is 
carried on within the home, or your in
come derives from newspapers, hotels, 
libraries or real estate and rental agen
cies, make the most of the first seven 
days. 

After the 10th, watch the Aspectarian 
closely for times when carelessness o·r 
recklessness could bring damage to the 
home. Don't let the children play with 
matches or build bonfires in the vicinity 
of fences or buildings. If you live in a 
locality where electrical storms are like
ly, be sure your property is amply pro-

tected by lightning rods; see that your 
fire insurance policies are in force. There 
is danger of accident befalling your 
home in your absence; take every pre
caution for protection on the 1st, 8th and 
9th. 

Affairs of the heart are happily as
pected from the 11 th to the 31st. You 
may safely put all your eggs in one 
basket where the one and only girl (or 
boy) is concerned. Speculative matters 
in general are favored but it's wise to 
consult the Aspectarian for the best days 
involving any particular matter. Keep 
both your health and your emotions on 
an even, normal keel because disturb
ance of either will tend to affect love 
affairs to your detriment. 

Saturn in your solar 11 th is trying to 
put a wet blanket on your hopes and 
ambitions-don't let him. If you set 
your mind to it, you can achieve success 
and public acclaim, particularly if you 
are in a literary, artistic or amusement 
enterprise. The last four days are good 
for employment matters. 

Taurus Daily Guide For August 
AUGUST 1: There's apt to be increased in

terest in science or religion, or long flights 
of fancy. Guard against accident and injury 
after 6 p.m. 2: Your dress and manners win 
favorable attention, whether at church or in 
Sunday 'pleasure-seeking. Stay closely with
in the conventions tonight. 3: Anxiety and 
uncertainty over occupational matters make 
you a poor companion; try not to Inflict 
your mental state on others. 4: Deal care
fully with elderly people. Don't trust anyone 
unless you know them well. 5: You'll suffer 
some financial loss If you put too much con
fidence in new acquaintances or dubious 
companions. 6: Don't worry about your health 
if you feel under par. Probably all you need 
is a simple medicine-or less beer. 7: You 
needn't hesitate to assert yourself today, ask 
for what you want and you'll be pretty sure 
to get it. 8: Use your best energies and 
make the most of a winning personality If 
you'd add to your material well-being. 9: 
Beware of a run-In with the law this Sun
day, It could result In a fine. Act on your 
hunches. 10: Friction with friends or asso
ciates will prove costly, so strive to stay se
rene. Look out for financial loss through the 
opposite sex. 11: Beware of schemers, es
pecially the slick salesman. Shun games of 
chance. 12: Attend a dance or other social 
affair where the feminine element is essen
tial to the general enjoyment. 13: New men
tal Interests should be undertaken, particu
larly those of an Inspired or romantic nature. 
14: Visit or do something pleasing to grand
parents or elders. 15: Keep the children 
from playing with matches or firearms. Clean 
up rubbish and eliminate fire hazards. 16: 
Don't go around with a chip on your shoul
der. Seek to give others a good time in your 
home this evening. 17: Be careful that feel-
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ings don't triumph over good judgment. 
Keep your reasoning faculties alert 18: A 
very unfortunate aspect for risky ventures 
of any kind. Seek recreation tonight with 
the radio or a good book. 19: Mental activ
ity is strongly stimulated late this p.m. Put 
it to work wherever and however it will 
bring you the greatest pleasure. 20: Vigor
ous outdoor exercise will be very beneficial 
to your health, particularly a competitive 
sport, such as tennis or golf. 21: A good day 
to seek employment or try for promotion. 
Use extra caution if motoring after 10 p.m. 
22: An excellent day for forming new part
nerships, which of course includes marriage. 
23: Don't quarrel with your mate this a.m., 
lest you drive him to. seek consolation else
.where this p. m. 24: The aspects are gpod 
for all joint undertakings; also the si~nlng 
of contracts and agreements. 25: Gam is 
likely in public affairs or in any activity de
pendent on the trust and confidence of oth
ers. 26: Concern over the finances or prop
erty of the partner may lead you to bitter 
words and recrimination. Strive for toler
ance and understanding. 27: Be very care
ful of anything you say In public this a.m. 
It would be wiser to postpone a speech or 
public announcement until after 3 p.m. 28: 
Pleasing the public taste is easy for you to
day; you are personally popular, too. 29: 
Observe the customary regulations this a.m. 
Do nothing to invite neighborhood disappro
val or enmity. You are fluent with tongue 
.and pen tonight. 30: If you are at outs with 
anyone this a.m., you may expect a change 
of heart after 3 p.m., and should get your 
wish. 31: People of influence and power .can 
be counted on to aid you, at least until 8:30 
p.m. 

TODAY'S ASTROLOGY 



TAURUS - - September 
For Those Born April 20 - May 20 

*Exercises will 
benefit y~ur 
health all during 

the month. 

DI S'T'URB ING, 
disarranging and 

possibly disrupting forces enter the home 
life of Taurean natives in September. 
You are quite likely to make a change 
of residence, perhaps to a better section 
of town, or in to the city where the chil
dren will benefit by greater cultural 
and educational advantages. In any 
event, a move tends to be favorable. In 
the case of business men, it will result in 
increased earnings. The health, also, 
may benefit by a change of environ
ment. You younger Taureans may find 
yourselves separated from home and 
family, but being naturally self-reliant 
you'll really relish your new freedom. 

There are a good many days in Sep
tember when Mars will do the disar-

ranging in the home life (watch Aspec
tarian). At such times your dwelling is 
under serious threat of fire, theft or ac
cident in violent form. These are also 
bad times to speculate or invest in build
ings or lands. If you must invest, put 
your money in oil, shipping interests or 
brewery stock, and do it only when 
Neptune is favorable. 

You are inclined to be surcharged 
with vital energy which will result in 
unwholesome restlessness or erratic be
havior unless you give it proper outlet. 
Strenuous sports, gym classes and the 
like would help, but for the most part 
try to convert it into mental energy so 
that you may develop the original ideas 
that come to you. All things out of the 
ordinary appeal to you; if you apply 
your ingenuity you may invent some
thing of great service to others or im
portance to industry. Take no chances, 
however, in handling explosive chem
icals or electrical devices when Uranus 
is adverse. 

Employment gains and social pleas
sures are promised. 

Taurus Daily Guide For September 
SEPTEMBER 1: Better for having good 

times with friends than seeking favors from 
them. Shun doubtful companions tonight. 2: 
Study and concentrate to increase your 
knowledge and advance your ambitions. The 
hoped-for "date" fails to materialize this 
noon. 3: Better eat breakfast by yourself 
and thereby sidestep friction. Tonight finds 
you expansive, jovial and full of pep. 4: Be 
very careful of the people and things you 
contact. Stay away from liquids and waters. 
5: Don't trust your own judgment; consult a 
person of authority in whatever line you 
contemplate making a change. Guard against 
egc,tism tonight. 6: A good Sunday for pay
ing off accumulated social obligations. 7: 
Labor Day parades, speeches and picnics Will 
appeal to you. This evening take no risks 
With the authorities or your elders. 8: Not 
a good time to ask favors or try for finan
cial gain. 9: Avoid making luncheon en
gagements. Domestic happiness is in doubt. 
Benefits accrue in connection With foods this 
p.m. 10: Deal with land; repair and improve 
property. Buy something to beautify the 
home. 11: Don't be headstrong, Father knows 
best. Rash words or deeds Will bring regret. 
12: Add a sandpile or enlarge and improve 
the children's playground. Good for making 
any minor change in the home. 13:. Get an 
early start on the Sunday pleasure trip. Get 
the children to bed by 8 p.m. 14: Success 
in connection With public amusements, wom
en and children. If you should do any bet
ting or speculating, trust to your intuitions. 
15: Do something for the children's pleasure; 
reward faithful employes. 16: You'll have to 
work extra hard to keep up with competi
tors. Don't rely on surface appearances or 
first impressions. 17: A day to expand em
ployment activities and better your position. 
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Seek feminine favor. 18: An accident on 
your way to work or in the performance of 
early morning chores is possible. Avoid haste 
and carelessness. 19: Guard against an out
burst of either temper or temperament this 
a.m. 20: Don't quarrel with your spouse to
night or force your attentions on an indif
ferent companion. 21: Tax problems and the 
political outlook engross your attention. 22: 
You stand to gain financially through the 
partner's business affairs. Don't nurse a su
spicion against the mate until it becomes an 
obsession. 23: Chance of gain through pub
lic affairs around noon. Some disappoint
ment involving a relative or your occupa
tion this p.m. 24: A good time to plan ahead 
how to improve your credit and enhance 
your community standing. Unpleasant news 
or annoying publicity this evening. 25: Moth
er-In-law interference is probabk this p.m. 
26: The partner will probably trump your 
ace or give you the wrong lead at cards to
night. Control your irritation. 27: Mingle 
socially With people of importance this Sun
day; it Will redound to your advantage. 28: 
You'll probably have to invent excuses this 
a.m. to escape unwelcome companionship 
which would interfere With a rriore desirable 
social engagement this evening. ·If it's lodge 
night, don't miss attendance. 29: Friends 
prove discouraging to your hopes or give 
you unreliable advice which causes loss. 
Avoid shady companions this evening. 30: 
Give your mind over to reception of psychic 
impressions and a seemingly inspired idea 
may burst upon you. Don't rush to put "it 
into execution, however. It's not a good 
time to start anything new unless you are 
sure you can keep It secret. As for old se
crets, this is the aspect that Will pitilessly 
unearth them. 
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GEMINI - - August 
For Those Born May 21 - June 20 
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* Music and the 
arts well aspect
e d for Gemini 

this month. 

THE QUICK, ac-
tive Gemini 

mind will find plenty to keep it busy 
throughout August. The first week is 
likely to require much writing, talking 
and visiting, all very enjoyable. If the 
native's employment has to do with 
these things, the week should bring 
accomplishment and mental develop
ment. 

Editors, bandmasters, movie directors, 
dancing teachers, in fact all who direct 
the literary and artistic talents of oth
ers are apt to be very successful in the 
period following the 10th to the end of 
the month. Watch Aspectarian for the 
most favorable days. Also watch your 

tongue, for you Geminis incline to im
petuous speech during this time. The 
letter-writing urge will be strong the 
first ten days of August while Venus 
is exerting her protective influence, so 
you'd better get all correspondence and 
social visiting out of the way then, be
for Mars gets on the job to make you 
write or say things you'd later regret. 

The period from the 13th to the 24th 
inclusive favors real estate salesmen 
and dealers in household wares. There 
may be illness in the home to cause you 
worry, or difficulty with domestic em
ployes. Home matters in general will 
engage your best thought and effort 
from the 11 th to the end of the month. 

Marital affairs should be happy and 
all cooperative deals should prosper. 
Though there may be a lack of busi
ness opportunties for patronage, set it 
down to the midsummer doldrums and 
keep right on plugging. There is pos
sibility of inheritance or gain from past 
investment for some of you Geminis. 

Gemini Daily Guide For August 
AUGUST 1: Pllblic affairs and relations 

bring gain. Be very careful of accident in 
riding streetcars, buses or trains, and espe
cially on bicycles after dusk. 2: Share Sun
day dinner with friends. Guard against ex
pressing your views too freely tonight. Rela
tives-in-law are apt to prove antagonistic. 3: 
Avoid the opposite sex. Don't depart from 
routine and familiar ways. Curb the tongue 
against gossip. 4: Your tendency today is 
to overwork. If you feel unaccountably let 
down tonight, realize it is only because you 

· are tired. A good detective or ghost story 
will help you forget your blues. 5: Take no 
risks in your occupat10n. Even if you escape 
loss, you are likely to meet with obstacles, 
confusion and disturbing conditions beyond 
your control. 6: Deal only with those you 
can trust. There is an element of trickery 
and delusion surrounding you. 7: Friends 
are disposed to assist you to social or fi
naneial gain. 8: You'll feel charitable and 
generous today; it's all right to give freely 
but don't waste money. 9: "Envy of others' 
possessions or opportunities can s'poil your 
Sunday if you let it. Filling stations and 
soda fountains have a prosperous day. 10: 
Be careful that your excessive. energy and 
optimism don't lead you to over-confidence 
that could bring disappointment. 11: Your 
judgment is undependable so do nothing that 
demands clear thinking and sound reason
ing. 12: Women incline to bestow favors on 
you. The wife or mother is apt to do soml!l
thing particularly nice for you tonight. 13: 
A gainful day all around but especially 
where home and property Interests are con
cerned. 14: Benefits from parents or older 
people In the home are indicated, provided 
you have done nothing early in the day to 
antagonize them. 15: Be extremely careful 
not to wound the feelings of loved ones. 
Protect children against accident during 
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play. 16: If you'll control a tendency to ego
tism and boasting you should enjoy popular
ity with this Sunday's companions. 17: You 
may have to work unusually hard today, 
possibly due to the illness of someone in 
the home, but more likely because you 
tackle a difficult cleaning job. Seek mental 
recreation tonight. 18: Too much confidence 
in someone's promises or character may 
cause you to suffer loss. Forget domestic 
worries in a good game of bridge tonight. 
19: An excellent time to consummate any 
business deal relating to property. Sign pa
pers around 4:45 p.m. 20: Pleasant emotion
al experiences, especially where women or 
children are involved. 21: You will prob
ably be entertained by a person of influence 
and power. Use caution against accident be
tween 10 :30 and 11 p.m. 22: A better day for 
serving others ·than oneself. 23: Don't indulge 
in anger or other emotional excess this a.m. 
You'll benefit from a good swim or other 
outdoor sport this p.m. 24: Advance your 
employment interests; ask for whatever you 
feel you deserve. 25: Resourcefulness, en
terprise and perseverance· wll advance your 
personal welfare. 26: Some woman is apt 
to place obstacles in your path or disturb 
harmonious relationships. 27: The morning 
newspaper holds unpleasant news. Get out 
among people this p.m., or get yourself be
fore the public in some way. 28: Financial 
gain is likely for Geminis who in any way 
depend on the public's patronage. 29: Don't 
let the neighbors overhear a domestic spat. 
Good news is likely around 6 p.m. 30: Use 
extra caution if obliged to travel in public 
conveyances or automobiles this a.m. Bene
fits possible from a relative by marriage. 31: 
Gain is indicated through personal enter
pri~e or ingenuity. Be slow to act ,on hunches 
tomght. 
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GEMINI - September 
For Those Born May 21-June 20 

* Gemlnis In edu
cational work 
will prosper dur

ing September. 

YOU GEMINI 
folk must keep 

yourself well in hand throughout Sep
tember in your relations with others, es
pecially those with whom you came in 
daily contact. There is a tendency to be 
too outspoken, somewhat ruthless of 
others' rights and desires, and impatient 
with children. You're apt to say and 
do things not intended. and thereby 
make trouble for yourself among your 
neighbors and in the family circle, or 
invite needless accident. Be particularly 
careful to keep your head when driving 
where traffic is heavy or in school zones. 

With Mercury stimulating your mind 

strongly, you'll do much writing, read
ing and talldng. ·Your words are fired 
with eloquence and enthusiasm. Obvi
ously, political orators, radio speakers, 
editorial writers, actors and ministers 
are at their best under this aspect. 
Teachers also are favored throughout 
September, with the possible exception 
of the 5th. 

The shadow of a dubious secret stalks 
through your solar house of home. It 
may be a chronic illness you're trying 
to keep hidden, or irregular goings-on 
with your secretary which you don't 
want discovered, or merely that you're 
trying to keep Dad from learning you've 
begun to smoke cigarettes! Better re
member deception seldom pays. The 
last four days of the month tend to 
bring trouble with servants or employes. 

Unless Saturn is very favorable don't 
try to expand your business or change 
your job. Beware of self-indulgence 
Sept. 30. 

Gemini Daily Guide F·or September 
SEPTEMBER 1: You should be able to wipe 

off old debts and in other ways make your
self popular in a business way. While the 
aspects encourage your seeking minor 
changes and favors, they are not good for 
attempting anything important or specula
tive, or requiring approval of superiors. 2: 
Today is much better for seelcing promotion 
or salary raise. Make the most of it. 3: 
Morning inclines to occupational annoyances 
but the day winds up profitably, with much 
to your credit. 4: Not good for impulsive 
friendships; be sure your impressions are 
correct. 5: Don't be duped into false phil
anthropy today. Be charitable but know 
where your money is going, be sure the 
cause is worthy. 6: An appeal to your gen
erosity or sympathies will not go unreward
ed. 7: Looks as if you might win some sort 
of prize this p.m. or possibly a gift from an 
uncle. Your tendency is be over-critical to
night, and to misjudge others. 8: Much time 
and thought, perhaps a measure of worry, 
too, will be given to personal affairs. 9: 
There is apt to be some costly damage to 
household equipment this a.m. Money is 
willingly spent on luxuries. 10: A fine day 
for scrubbing, cleaning and brightening up 
the premises. 11: Lovers' quarrels happen 
under this aspect. Guard your tongue in an 
contacts with those near and dear to you. 
12: The morning's mail brings news of 
pleasing nature; the noon hour, enjoyable 
sociability. Get yourself safely tucked in 
bed before 11 p.m. 13: Letters and books, 
the Sunday sermon, too. bring mental en
joyment. Be very careful what you eat and 
drink this evening. Don't enter an unlighted 
house or try to find anything in the dark. 
14: A good day for small parties and club 
entertainments in the home. 15: Whatever 
gets mislaid around the house this a.m. will 
undoubtedly be found before night. Any 
physical Indisposition will be of short dura-
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tion. 16: A bad time to speculate or seek 
cooperation from younger people. And don't 
choose today for the wedding date! 17: 
Success and pleasant experiences with or 
through children. Excellent aspects for the 
teaching profession. 18: Strive for emotional 
balance today, though we warn you, it won't 
be easy. 19: Guard your nerves and your 
impulses carefully, it's a day when explosive 
things happen in your employment. Tact 
and self-discipline will keep you from get
ting fired. 20: You should enjoy radiant 
health this Sunday but don't overdo in 
muscular effort. Don't be abusive to in
feriors tonight. 21: Benefits through the 
opposite sex or through participation in some 
reform movement. 22: Push an cooperative 
ventures and work to expand your share of 
activities. Ignore opposition from elders 
and efforts to disilJusion you. 23: Don't 
count on reputation of parents or the posi
tion of your employer to assist you. Rely 
on your own push, pluck and perseverance. 
24: Be dutiful in executing others' affairs 
and careful In handling their money. Don't 
compromise with principles or honor. 25: 
The partner may cause you a setback of 
some sort in your business or profession. 
26: It will be safer today to go in search of 
new knowledge rather than new adventure. 
Don't ride in a friend's car; don't consort 
with strangers. 27: You may go on a visit 
to grandchildren. The day brings spiritual 
progress and benefits from relatives. 28: A 
good time to make business or employment 
changes, provided you have satisfied your
self in advance that everything is strictly 
on the level. 29: Delays and opposition 
harass you in your work. Evening is hap
pier. 30: Business friendships are more 
satisfactory than social friendships, but 
avoid the opposite sex and be circumspect 
with superiors. 
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CANCER August 
For Those Born June 21-July 22 

* Good forces for 
financial gain op
perate for Cancer 

throughout 
August. 

MONEY and fa
vors come easily 

to Cancer people this m_onth. People· 
are well disposeg. toward you and put 
money - making opportunities in your 
path, or pay you generously for serv
ices rendered, without any effort on 
your part. The danger is that you are 
apt to take your good fortune too com
placently, spending lavishly and freely in 
the confident belief that money will 
continue to flow in unchecked. The 
chances are 10 to 1 it won't, so better 
not be t_oo prodigal with your expen
ditures. 

The good forces for financial gain 
operate, however, throughout the month, 
affecting a great variety of. employ
ments and professions at one time or 
another. Not only is the public well 
disposed toward you but your em
ployes also take greater interest in your 
financial welfare. The last three weeks 
of August your own energy, both phys
ical and mental, is strongly stimulated 
and will still further assist you in ac
quiring money and material possessions. 

Don't make money your only goai. 
Give thought to others less well situ
ated; take an active interest in your 
employes' welfare; spend some of your 
extra money on sweetheart or children, 
and make substantial expenditure on 
improving the appearance of the home. 

From the 11th to the 31st you are 
apt to have a strong leaning for mental 
culture and uplift. Social diversions 
will be many and pleasurable. 

Cancer Daily Guide For August 
AUGUST 1: Don't quarrel with wife or 

partner. A genial manner will help you in 
public contacts this p.m. 2: If you'll ac
company the marriage partner on some Sun
day diversion and be your pleasantest self, 
you may sidetrack the domestic difficulties . 
that threaten your happiness this evening. 
3: Seems to be a leak in the budget, some

·where. Joint accounts are apt to cause you 
much stewing and figuring tonight. 4: Peal 
carefully with elderly people; don't be over
ly influenced by your seniors. 5: You're in
clined to waste time in day-dreams, which 
get you nowhere. 6: A day filled with ir
ritating happenings and cluttered with 
trivialities. Your jbb is loaded with detail. 
7: Ask favors from your superiors and be 
your most engaging self if you would obtain 
preferment and promotion. 8: Well-to-do 
friends may exert important influence on 
your material welfare. Guard your personal 
belongings against loss this a. m. 9: Better 
stay by yourself this Sunday if you'd avoid 
quarrels, disappointments and unhappiness. 
Spiritual help around noon. 10: Be careful 
not to let your sympathies or emotions get 
out of bounds. Study of occult subjects will 
benefit you. 11: Have no dealings with 
churches or charity today. Shun self-in
dulgence. 12: A pleasantly humdrum day
possibly a small family gathering in your 
home tonight. 13: You could be an excep
tionally successful and popular host or 
hostess today. Social and domestic affairs 
flourish. 14: Good for improving the ap
pearance of property and setting the house 
in order. 15: The pursuit of pleasure leads 
you into excesses and extravagance. !6: 
Children and young folk bring you more 
happiness today than your elders. You may 
suffer some financial embarrassment of minor 
nature. 17: If you've been worrying over 
some relative, or awaiting important news, 
you'll get a message this evening that should 
ease the mind. 18: Be very careful what you 
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put in writing or tell a neighbor. Mental 
pleasures are best for tonight. 19: Short 
trips and visiting with intimate friends are 
favorably aspected. 20: A splendid day for 
all household and domestic activities. You 
have the energy to get a lot accomplished. 
Social progress is probable. 21: If anything 
has been lost around the home, this is the 
day to look for it. Like as not, it will turn 
up of its own accord. Look out for auto
mobile accidents tonight. 22: A gift to the 
current heart interest will not do you any 
harm-quite the contrary! 23: Don't start the 
Sabbath day wrong by losing your temper 
with the children. The afternoon promises 
social pleasures, probably a picnic or tea. 
24: Public entertainers and public amuse
ment generally are very well aspected. Also 
good for things of minor commercial char
acter. 25: Vigorous outdoor exercise, also 
horseback riding, will benefit the health. 
Outdoor employment requiring great strength 
is accomplished with speed and vim. 26: 
Stumbling blocks appear in the path of 
today's employment. Eat plenty of fresh 
fruits and vegetables and get ample outdoor 
exercise if you want to keep well. 27: Af
ternoon is best for cooperative effort; friction 
is likely if you try to get others to work 
with you or for you this a. m. 28: Today's 
influences tend to bring about strong at
tachments. Evening is good for affiliation 
with a philanthropic, benevolent or religious 
organization. 29: Be careful that you do 
nothing this a. m. which could get you in 
dutch with your neighbors. Money from the 
mate this evening. 30: Be extremely careful 
in crowded conveyances today. Avoid Sun
day excursion trains and boats. Formal 
functions, however, are favorably aspected. 
31: Seek the society of prosperous people-
their prosperity may prove contagious. Re
sist the attraction of exotic people and 
foods. 

TODAY'S ASTROLOGY 



CANCER - - ·September 
Those Born June 21 - July 22 

*Domestic in'ter
ests will occupy 
Cancer women 

this month. 

IF IT'S TRUE 
that· "the pen is 

mightier than the sword," the September 
planetary forces help to prove it for 
Cancer destinies. All Cancer natives 
who wield the pen, whether as writer, 
advertiser, bookkeeper, teacher, or in 
related occupations, have good indica
tions of financial gain through their ac
tivities. The aspects on the 29th and 30th 
tend to give executive power along these 
lines, so assert yourself and you may 
get promotion to a responsible post. 

Even though you have nothing to do 
with writing activities yourself, you will 
probably be thrown into association with 
those who have-dramatists, handwrit
ing experts, graphologists and others 
who are doing inspirational or peculiar 
things with the written word. Some of 

these people will bring you unexpected 
benefits, although you must take care 
not to make friends with them too quick
ly or ardently. 

Letters and letter-writing, telephone 
conversations, social invitations, pleas
ure trips and visits with relatives are 
among the things which make the first 
three days of September enjoyable. 
After that, you will probably find your 
greatest happiness within the home, buy
ing new things for it, giving parties, cul
tivating domestic interests such as cook
ing, sewing or homecraft. You could 
have success raising pedigreed pets. 

The month generally promises gain
ful employment, particularly for Cancer 
people in the legal, scientific, publishing, 
medical or transportation fields. There 
could'be loss, however, in these matters 
when Saturn is adverse. Should you 
suffer illness-it would come through 
intemperate diet-you may be assured 
of excellent care, and might even gain 
in some way through it. 

Things to guard against: self-decep
tion, guarrels over money, extrav'a
gance. 

Cancer Daily Guide For September 
SEPTEMBER 1: A good day to shut your

self up with your own soul and seek inspira
tion on other planes than the material. ·2: 
Plan ahead, giving heed to natural resources, 
but don't begin any new undertaking. 3: 
Now is the time to make use of all your 
energies and whatever "drag" you have with 
influential people. 4: Beware of fraud and 
trickery from business associates and others 
with whom your occupation brings you in 
contact. 5: Seek the assistance of prosper
our friends but don't count on them too heav
ily, there's an element of disillusionment 
abroad. Don't be careless of valuables to
night. li: Attend important social functions; 
be seen with the right people. 7: Much ac
tivity with friends and neighbors is prom
ised for this a.m. Later in the day, keep 
to yourself; friends could lead you astray. 
8: .. Gloomy thoughts, doubts and discourage
ments oppress you. Try to shake them off, 
realizing the trouble is all within your own 
mind. 9: Ignore opposition of the feminine 
members of the household; make whatever 
changes and improvements you desire around 
the home. 10: Home affairs demand thought
ful attention. The personal factor is impor
tant in any changes affecting domestic wel
fare. 11: You're inclined to spend money 
rashly or lose it through gambling. Check 
your impulses. 12: A gainful day if you have 
any connection with amusements or business 
catering to women and children. Specula
tion is reasonably safe. 13: Plan how to get 
the most out of this Sunday, for loved ones 
as well as self. Illness of some member of 
the immediate family may bring anxiety. 
14: Relationships with employes are excep
tionally favorable today. Make the most 
of their good will. 15: Defer until evening 
any change in dietary habits. Think twice 
before dismissing an employe. 16: A poor 
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time to invest in lands or try to rent prop
erty. Use extra caution with canned and bot
tled goods. 17: Very favorable day for large 
parties within the home. Good also for home 
improvements, painting, refurnishing and the 
like. 18: Domestic routine goes haywire, 
probably through no fault of your own. De
fective electric wiring could cause an early 
morning fire. 19: A sudden change of plans 
may serio_usly interfere with your pleasures. 
20: Disappointment in affairs of the heart, 
very likely a quarrel because you fail to 
keep yourself in control. 21: Give more at
tention than usual to fresh air, exercise, diet 
and hygiene. Horseback riding would be 
beneficial. 22: Good news affecting your em
ployment, probably a promotion or chance 
to widen your field of activities. Don't let 
doubt or indecision cause you to muff an op
portunity for getting ahead. 23: You'll do a 
lot of running around in the interests of 
others. Keep your own aspirations to your
self if you don't want them blasted. 24: 
Avoid breakfast-time friction. New oppor
tunities for cooperative business present 
themselves. 25: Changeful relations with the 
opposite sex are indicated with the outcome 
likely to prove unsatisfactory. 26: Favorable 
publicity probable and increased esteem 
within you circle of friends and associates. 
Guard against accident in public places. 27: 
Benevolence and altruism will ultimately re
ward you. Social popularity is indicated. 
28: Thoughts have a tendency to wander. 
Try to direct them toward something worth
while; in that case, your day-dreams would 
be of practical benefit. 29: Don't poke your 
nose into other people's business or affairs 
today, especially where it concerns relatives 
of your marriage partner. 30: Another day 
to be circumspect. Let deeds prove your 
worth. 
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LEO - - August 
For Those Born July 23-August 22 

* Children will 
prove a help and 
comfort to Leos 

during August. 

AUGUST opens 
with Leos right 

up on their toes, full of ambition, ag
gressiveness and executive ability to 
carry through their own or their em
ployers' big plans. The first week is es
pecially good for artistic pursuits and for 
businesses requiring imagination, re
sourcefulness and a strong sense of re
sponsibility. You are sociable, friendly 
and inspiring to those younger or de
pendent on you. 

Make the most of your good luck be
tween the 1st and 10th but keep your 
wits about you and do nothing on im
pulse. Watch the Aspectarian for times 
when Mars is adverse so that you may 
avoid the troubles which quick temper, 

rash words or reckless behavior could 
bring down on your head. If you should 
get into any sort of jam, don't fib to your 
parents or boss about it. When Uranus 
is unfriendly you could easily get into 
serious difficulties with your employer. 

If you should got involved in slander, 
scandal, or suffer loss of your job, choose 

·the 13th of the month for a searching 
self-inventory and then try to recon
struct your habits and ways of doing 
things. If necessary, seek to create an 
entirely new activity for yourself. 

Take part in all social functions that 
offer and stay in crowds rather than 
alone. Particularly avoid staying alone 
in the house on the evening of the 1st 
and 9th. The 5th is another day when 
you will be safer with companions close 
at hand. 

Children will prove a help and com
fort to you and the opposite sex is like
ly to bring you both happiness and suc
cess, especially when Jupiter is in good 
aspect. Engage in no hazardous sport or 
activity Sunday, Aug. 30. 

Leo Daily Guide For .August 
AUGUST: Utilize the physical and mental 

force equally. Fresh air and exercise will 
benefit the health. 2: Your sympathies are 
easily played on; be careful not to let an
other woman come between you and your 
spouse. 3: Public gains are apt to be offset 
by domestic worries and derangements. 4: 
Do nothing of importance today and take no 
risks with others' funds or property. 5: 
Make no investments and take no part in 
risky ventures or games of chance. Any 
trouble that comes under these aspects is 
likely to be self-caused. 6: Don't get your 
chin out today. The less you seek to assert 
yourself the better. 7: Now you can ask for 
favors and try for advancement. New ven
tures, new scenes and surroundings are fa
vored. 8: If you're engaged in farming, in 
any business that caters to women, or in an 
artistic profession, today should prove pros
perous. You're inclined, however, to be ex
travagant and over-generous. 9: The repu
tation is apt to suffer unless you watch your 
conduct. Should you run afoul the law, don't 
try to bribe or argue with the policeman. 
10: Financial gains and attainment of hopes 
and wishes are indicated except where theq 
concern the affections. 11: Look out for the 
double-crosser today; also confidence men, 
shyster lawyers and scheming women. 12: 
Stay quietly at home and preferably keep to 
your own company. Reading light romance 
at bedtime will insure happy dreams. 13: 
You'll benefit most today by working unaid
ed and in seclusion. Literary and artistic ef
fort, as well as library and laboratory re
search, are well aspected. 14: Be careful of 
accident in the home during the early hours. 
A favorable day for all matters connected 
with property and domestic affairs. 15: This 
is no day to make any sudden changes, es
pecially where the affections are involved. 
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Postpone engagements or the adoption of 
children. 16: Seek refined pleasures this 
evening in the company of younger people 
or with a loved one. 17: Dissatisfaction over 
financial affairs or lack of opportunities may 
be overcome by utilizing your ingenuity and 
trying out new ideas. But analyze the sit
uation before acting. 18: Don't risk loss of 
personal belongings through carelessness or 
through trusting strangers too far. Heed 
your hunches and inspiration tonight where 
money is concerned. 19: Advertising, pub
lishing, all minor commercial activities prom
ise financial gain. 20: Cultivate new mental 
interests and seek the assistance of associ
ates. Cooperate in friendly fashion with 
business competitors. 21: Ask favors of those 
in authority. Project yourself into the social 
limelight. 22: A good aspect for ingratiat
ing yourself with elders and those in au
thority. 23: Plan some social affair in the 
home this afternoon or enjoy a Sunday pic
nic with the family. Guard against injury 
through violence or fire this a.m. 24: Good 
for signing leases or other agreements in
volving property. Buy the new radio or set 
of books under these aspects. 25: An active 
day for pleasures and amusements, particu
larly those that appeal to the emotions. 26: 
Sorrow through love affairs unless reason 
controls the emotions. 27: Not good for em
ployment changes. If dissatisfied, use your 
head to improve matters right where you 
are. 28: Depend on optimism, enterprise and 
imagination to make your work go better. 
29: Avoid hasty temper and impulsive speech 
where partnership relations are concerned. 
30: A magnanimous attitude and a sense of 
humor may heal the marital breaks. Do noth
ing foolhardy. 31: Everything serene and 
lovely on the marriage front this a.m. Be
ware of dubious attractions and alcoholic in
dulgence tonight. 

TODAY'S ASTROLOGY 



LEO - - September 
For Those Born July 23-August 22 

* Children's affairs 
will prosper for 
you in Septem

ber. 

GOOD INFLU
ENCES through

out September (except 3rd) make Leo 
natives wonderfully magnetic and in
spiring. You are so full of zest and 
verve that others will perk up, uncon
sciously, at your mere presence. Not 
because of anything you do, particular
ly, nor because of what you are or have 
done, but chiefly due to this electric 
force of personality, others will be 
drawn to you and eager to do you favors. 
Lose no time cashing in on this magnet
ism which lasts until the 26th. 

The first three days of September are 
indicative of gifts, money, social honors, 
as well as financial gain through artistic 
pursuits and the so-called luxury trades. 

The 24th suggests that you will change 
your job for the better or get advance
ment, unsought and unexpected. Though 
you may have some difficulties with em
ployers or foremen at times when 
Uranus is adverse (consult Aspectarian) 
your keen, resourceful mind should 
show you how to overcome them. Try 
not to champ at the bit too noticeably; 
be adaptable. 

There is some danger that _you will 
wield to over-confidence, excessive am
bition and headstrong action. You cre
ate your own fate when the fiery; force
ful Mars is in your solar 1st, so follow 
the Martian aspects closely in the Daily 
Aspectarian. 

Children's affairs prosper in Septem
mer and bring you happiness. There is 
also the promise of pleasure, success and 
gain through love affairs, social func
tions, places of amusement, schools, 
parks, churches, financial enterprises 
and fine raiment. The only serious cloud 
seems to be danger of grave accident 
when Saturn is adverse. Watch this 
carefully. 

Leo Daily Guide For September 
SEPTEMBER 1: A good day for salvaging 

and reconditioning old things. Be very care
fui if you handle other people's money, this 
is no time for investing it. 2: Dye and re
furbish, send worn carpets out for reweav
ing into rugs; in general, don't throw away 
anything that can be restored for use. Shun 
speculation this p.m. 3: Better for making 
progress on the physical rather than the 
mental plane. Inventions and journeys are 
favored. 4: Don't try to show off your 
prowess in swimming, diving or otherwise 
around water. Use caution with chemicals, 
gas and poisonous liquids. 5: Just because 
the boss praises your work, don't be fooled 
into thinking he's going to raise your sal
ary. Wield razors, can-openers and other 
sharp-edged tools with respect tonight. 6: 
Looks like a handsome gift or a social in
vitation of importance this p.m. 7: Your 
alert mind can be relied on to show you how 
to increase your earnings or income. 
Friends bring disappointment this evening. 
8: Deal carefully with elderly people. De
laved hopes and frustrated wishes are likely 
to· b(' your lot. 9: Slight physical indisposi
tion may keep you in bed this a.m. With 
the mind turned to mystery and romance, a 
good detective novel would help pass the 
time enjoyably. 10: Give thought to home 
affairs; act on your inspirations, first impres
sions are apt to be correct. Things that 
havt. been mislaid around the house will 
probably turn up this a.m. 11: Sudden and 
violent changes in the affections should be 
avoided. 12: Children's.. interests.. are 
wrapped up in your own; whatever changes 
you make affecting them will likewise af
fect your own welfare. 13: Get an early 
start if you've planned a Sunday excursion. 
Avoid gloomy places and lonely roads to
night. 14: Accept every invitation that 
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comes your way, whether of social or busi
ness nature; you'll profit from it ultimate
ly. 15: Keep your own counsel in money 
matters this a.m. Afternoon favors financial 
benefits from people of wealth and influence. 
16: Delayed business appointments, wrong 
directions given you, casual acquaintances 
dropping in to waste your time-these are 
some of today's minor annoyances. 17: Let
ters, accounts, shopping and appointments 
with doctor or dentist fill today's calendar. 
Any leftover time should be given to social 
diversion. 18: Guard against misunderstand
ings that could bring estrangement from 
someone near and dear to you. 19: Serious 
family quarrels are possible under this as
pect. Curb both speech and desires. 20: Be
ware of accidents in the kitchen or with 
machinery tonight. 21: Let today's pleasures 
be in wholesome, outdoor activities. 22: If 
you do any betting or speculating, keep your 
wits sharply alert. It will be safer to gam
ble for fun than for gain. 23: A good day 
for outdoor activities demanding muscular 
strength. Also favorable for seeing your 
dentist. 24: A better day to make a com
plete change of employment than to make 
minor changes within it. 25: Illness threat
ens your mother. Look out for trouble
makers among business associates or co
workers. 26: Cooperative undertakings al
ready begun should bring happiness today 
but don't enter into any new partnerships 
or joint ventures. 27: Share your pleasures 
and possessions with others today. 28: It 
should profit you in some way to delve into 
the wisdom of the ancients in the form of 
occult sciences or cryptic writings. 29: It 
doesn't pay to be hidebound and narrow
minded. The workings of another's destiny 
impedes your own. 30: Don't assert yourself 
too vehemently in the presence of relatives. 
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VIRGO - - August 
For Those Born August 23-Sept 22 

* Seek betterment 
and enjoyment in 

reading study. 

EMOTIONAL 
experiences seem 

to be the key to whatever happiness or 
unhappiness the month holds for Virgo 
natives. You are more responsive than 
usual to the emotional appeal and ex
tremely sensitive to psychic conditions. 
Choose your environment carefully be
cause you are peculiarly susceptible to 
its influences. Cultivate a few good cal
luses on your sensibilities, if you can. 

Like the taut string of a violin, your 
feelings are likely to snap if played 
upon too roughly. Misunderstandings 
with friends, family disagreements, so
cial unpopularity and coldness of the 
marriage partner are all possible sourc
es of unhappiness if you allow over-

sensitive emotions to get the better of 
you. 

Be careful, however, of where you 
give your trust and on whom you con
fer your affections. Make sure that the 
love offered you is honest and sincere, 
and that no one else has prior claims 
on it . 

.Venus and Mercury both incline you 
to adventure during the early part of 
the month. You will feel strongly at
tracted to whatever is risky, romantic 
or mysterious. Those Virgos who are 
accustomed to these elements, such as 
aviators, explorers, archeologists, de
tectives, and the like may profit finan
cially by yielding to the extra-strong 
lure, but other Virgos had best move 
with caution in strange places and se
cret doings. 

Seek satisfaction for mental interests 
in reading and study rather than in 
writing or oratory, except during the 
last four days of August. At this time 
gain is promised through correspond
ence, lecturing, writing, and commer
cial affairs generally. 

Virgo Daily Guide For August 
AUGUST 1: Avoid doing anything thought• 

less that might injure your community 
standing. Hospitality and generosity will be 
appreciated. 2: You're in a light-hearted 
frame of mind this Sunday. Careful that it 
doesn't turn into light-headedness this eve
ning. 3: You find it difficult to concentrate 
on your work today. Get out and mingle 
with fun-loving companions. 4: Restrain that 
tendency to weep on a sympathetic shoulder 
and don't pull that silly line that your mate 
doesn't understand you. 5: You'll still have 
to buck opposition, both at home and abroad. 
Be wary in whom you impose trust. 6: Do 
nothing of importance today; loaf and get 
plenty of sleep. 7: Gain is indicated through 
public relationships; also favors from peo
ple of influence or authority. 8: A govern
ment check is indicated or money coming to 
you from a distance. Guard against loss of 
personal belongings this a.m. 9: You'll need 
the spiritual aid this morning's sermon could 
give-it's not a very happy Sunday on the 
material plane. 10: You'll have to depend 
more on your own energy and the help of 
superiors rather than popularity with asso
ciates, if you want to get ahead on the job. 
Beware of an envious woman. 11: Over-con
fidence and over-credulity in others will 
bring disappointment. 12: Aspects are good 
for entertaining friends in the home. 13: 
An all-round good day, you are popular and 
due for a happy time with friends and in 
the home circle. 14: Friends will aid you ·in 
domestic problems or troubles. 15: Guard 
against being headstrong or indiscreet, espe
cially in pleasure-seeking. Wait for a better 
day to take children to the circus. 16: Plan 
a picnic or similar excursion for this Sunday, 
in which the young folk may share. 17: A 
safe time to fire and hire, if employes are 
lazy and inefficient. 18: Better wait until 
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evening to make any definite change In your 
personal affairs or habits. Your judgment 
tends to be confused and unreliable during 
the day. 19: Good for all personal matters 
that require a ready tongue and nimble fin. 
gers. 20: Public patronage from women and 
gains througl\ artistic professions. Don't 
scorn. the aid of your wife, you Virgo bene
dicts. 21: Success and prosperity come to 
you through the influence of persons in pow
er. Seek a raise in salary or a bigger allow
ance from Dad. 22: Good news in a letter, 
pleasant visits with neighbors and friends 
and gratification of your desires of the mo
ment, all are promised. 23: Keep the emo
tions well in hand and don't argue at the 
breakfast table. Accompany the spouse to a 
concert or other place of refined amusement 
this p.m. 24: Visiting, shopping and social 
functions are well aspected. Don't stay in
doors or stick by yourself today. 25: An ex
cess of physical energy may lead you into 
strenuous labors. Virgos who handle live
stock have an arduous day. 26: Damage to 
lawns and gardens is threatened. Be· cau
tious on ladders and stairs and protect your
self in general against hip injury. 27: Sign 
no contracts or other commitments today. 
Avoid unfavorable publicity. The afternoon 
is good for pleasure-seeking and paticipa
tion in contests. 28: You may play your 
hunches with safety this p.m. The aspects 
are good for all kinds of speculative things. 
29: Shun whatever has to do with invest
ments; also, amusements and young people. 
Lectures, radio addresses, even soap-box ora• 
tions, are favored tonight if you're the one 
who makes them. 30: The nerves are apt 
to be on edge today. Seek wholesome out
door diversion of a kind that will stimulate 
the circulation. 31: Radiant health this a.m. 
Doubtful relations with opposite sex tonight. 
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VIRGO - - September 
For Those Born August 23-Sept. 22 

* Spend extra mon
ey on things that 
gratify your love 

of beauty. 

ARTISTIC pur
suits and pleas

ures loom large on the Virgo map for 
September. While you will make 
money in appealing to the public taste 
for whatever is beautiful and skilfully 
wrought-whether it be a painting or a 
prize angel-food cake, a poem or a 
trapeze act-you will also spend money 
on things that gratify your love for the 
beautiful and luxurious. The artistic 
feelings are especially stimulated the 
first three days of the month-a time 
when you also get increased admiration 
from the opposite sex. (Is your date
book handy?) 

You must be careful, however, not to 
yield to seductive wooing. You are in 

danger of being strongly attracted to the 
wrong people, to suffer from misplaced 
affection, from gossip and loss of repu
tation through indiscreet or reckless 
conduct, even though it be wholly inno
cent. Don't consent to any secret ren
dezvous, or park with your "date" on a 
lonely road, or participate in any risky 
adventure "just for the thrill." 

The domestic life on the whole is se,.. 
rene and comfortable for Virgos in Sep
tember, barring possible incompatibil
ity for you who are married and trouble 
through relatives-in-law. You can side
step these unhappy eventualities if you 
will refrain from forcing ..issues at times 
when either Saturn or Uranus are 
adverse. 

Take no risks with large animals when 
Mars is unfriendly; don't overwork or 
be reckless of your health from the 27th 
to 30th; get plenty of sleep, also ~ental 
relaxation, throughout the month. Let 
your social pleasures be with old friends 
or those you know thoroughly and can 
trust. 

Virgo Daily Guide For September 
SEPTEMBER 1: A good day for contracts, 

partnerships, social affairs, cooperative ven~ 
ture5 and reconciliations, but not good for 
obtaining support from superiors or those in 
authority. 2: Card games and similar social 
amusements involving partnership play are 
well aspected for evening. 3: Gain is indi
cated through a bequest, trust fund or in
herited property. 4: -Be very careful of 
tainted meats and preserved foods of all 
kind. 5: A day to recall the old saying: "A 
bird in the hand is worth two in the bush." 
Don't get in dutch with the law after 9 a.m. 
6: Benefits are coming your way from rela
tives-in-law or professional people. 7: Ad
vance intellectual interests. Seek favor from 
relatives at a distance. Don't make any 
important change of plan affecting either 
occupation or credit. 8: Delays and dis
couragement cast gloom over whatever ybu 
try to accomplish today. Better mark time 
on the job. 9: If domestic disagreements 
darken the horizon, seek friends who are 
convivial and gay. 10: Older people or those 
in authority may be able to straighten out 
the domestic kinks. 1r: Guard against secret 
romance. Avoid "blind dates." 12: Take 
your problems to a lawyer, doctor or pastor 
for private consultation. Don't disregard 
either the conventions or the law late to
night. 13: Give attention to your private 
affairs this a.m. Don't give in to peculiar 
101,gings or be influenced by eccentric com
panions tonight. 14: Your appearance, man
ners and personality conduce to getting spe
cial attention from those who serve you. Ad
vance all personal matters. 15: Your health 
will suffer if you become unduly excited or 
overheated this noon. 16: You may meet 
with stiff competition in business and will 
have to work hard to hold your place. Be
ware of being tricked out of a hoped for 
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prize. 17: Competition proves stimulating 
today, your quick wits and suavity of tongue 
should make .you come out on top, 18: Don't 
be careless of money or valuables. Protect 
joint investments and finances against sud
den emergencies. 19: Not good for business 
or pleasure trips, visiting or social contact 
of any nature. 20: Restless feelings and 
emotions will lead you into trouble if you 
aren't very careful. 21: Outdoor activities 
are best. Plan to work in the yard or 
garden, sprucing up the exterior of the 
home. 22: A better day for improving home 
interests in anabstract may, by investment, 
renting out rooms, increasing the fire insur
ance and the like, than by such concrete 
activities as cooking, cleaning, etc. 23: This 
morning you can be as active and busy as 
you please doing housework or making home 
repairs. Don't quarrel with neighbors over 
damage done by children or pets. 24: To
day's influences conduce to fondness for the 
opposite sex. Be very careful not to write 
anything tonight you wouldn't ·want others 
to real. Guard against undue sensitiveness; 
don't mind what people say. 25: Love affairs 
are headed for the rocks. Better trim sails 
or change tack. 26: Success in employment 
matters and attainment of your wishes if 
you are careful not to antagonize others. 
"Easy does it." 27: Today brings closer and 
better contact with friends. Intimate little 
parties promise more pleasure than for
mal functions. 28: Don't nurse any secret 
suspicions against your spouse. Talk things 
over frankly and seek for full understand
ing. 29: If the mate persists in making 
things difficult, turn to someone who. be
lievEs in you wholeheartedly to act as arbi
ter and mender of hearts. 30: Other people's 
affairs are an awful headache. Seek mental 
recreation. 
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LIBRA - - August 
For Those Born Sept. 23-0ct 22 ~ 

* Crime solution 
favorably aspect. 
ed from 11th to 

31st. 

FRIENDS and as
sociates will have 

an important influence on the August 
destinies of Libra-born folk. If you al
low yourself to be too soft-hearted and 
credulous their influence will prove un
fortunate. There will be some with an 
ax to grind, so don't be taken in by their 
flattery. Especially after the 10th, it 
will be wiser for you to court favors 
than bestow them. If Mars is adverse 
(watch Aspectarian) don't go bond for 
anyone or endorse a note for a friend. 

The wise course for Librans is to keep 
pretty much to themselves. If you must 
have companionship, let it be women, 

younger people or those of an artistic 
bent. They will prove more helpful to 
you than older, practical people or busi
ness superiors. During the first nine days 
of August Mars makes you irritable, 
domineering and overly impetuous. Be 
particularly on guard against quarrels 
with parents or superiors on the 1st, 8th 
and 9th. 

Rest and seclusion will benefit your 
health. Don't neglect any illness or ig
nore strange symtoms. Poor health 
could mean loss of employment oppor
tunities. There is a tendency for cir
culation and other physical functions to 
slow down. Corrective medicines or 
exercise should be promptly taken. 
Horseback riding is advised where 
practicable. 

Study, laboratory research or think
ing things out alone will ulhmately ad
vance your success. Medicine, chem
istry, occult sciences and crime solution 
are under favorable aspects from the 
11th to 31st. 

Libra Daily Guide For August 
AUGUST 1: Favorable for real estate in

vestment, property improvement, also social 
affairs within the home. Don't break any 
speed laws between 5:30 and 6 p, m. 2: 
Share Sunday dinner with congenial com
panions or give the children a holiday treat. 
Use extra caution in automobiles, trains and 
other motor transport tonight. 3: Be careful 
that a glib salesman doesn't put something 
over on you. Stay out of mixed foursomes 
in cards, and in general avoid the opposite 
sex. 4: The health is probably below par 
today. Rely on simple medicines, rest and 
quiet. 5: Disappointment, frustration, in
decision and confusion complicate whatever 
you try to accomplish today. 6: Worry and 
anxiety over the partner's affairs may con
fuse the mind. Don't cultivate an inferiority 
complex. 7: A strong attachment is likely 
between you and someone of wealt)l and 
influence. Cooperative matters thrive. 8: 
Loss of money in a public place this a. m. 
may be compensated by a legacy or profits 
through inherited goods or land. 9: Losses 
threaten, either because you lose your head 
or are careless. Turn to Mother for con
solation. 10: Attend to routine duties; avoid 
new undertakings; let the mind do whatever 
adventuring there is to be done. 11: Give 
heed to psychic conditions. Don't launch any 
long-time project where there's the slightest 
element of uncertainty. 12: Housewives and 
all those whose business is conducted within 
the home or has to do with home interests 
have a favorable day. 13: An active day 
where property and home interests are in
volved. Buying for the home, improving it, 
remodeling or installing electrical equipment 
are advised. 14: You'll work hard at your 
occupation today but it should profit your 
domestic welfare. 15: Affairs of the heart 
as well as intimate friendships tend to be 
disturbed by quarrels and misunderstandings. 
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16: Sociability and good times are promised 
for this evening, 17: Something you eat this 
noon may disturb the digestion. Better stay 
quietly at home this evening, to bed early 
with a good book for relaxation. 18: Stay 
away from hospitals, courts and jails. Study 
ways of improving your health and general 
welfare. 19: You may cash in, today, on 
one of last night's bright ideas. 20: A good 
day for the new permanent wave, a new 
hat or other purchase that tends to improve 
the appearance. 21: Your personality is at 
top form today; strive to capitalize on it. 
22: If you've lost a watch, purse or other 
thing of value recently, you have a good 
chance to recover it today. Mingle with 
prosperous people, it will react to your 
profit. 23: Don't be careless with money 
or valuables this a. m. A present from 
someone dear to you is probable this p. m. 
24: Your banker or broker may point the 
way to increase your income. A good day 
to make contact with publishers, educators, 
professional people in general. 25: Corres
pondence, transportation affairs, printing 
and publishing, as well as legal matters come 
under today's good aspects. 26: Love letters 
may be delayed or fall into hands for 
which they were not intended. Lawsuits, 
contests over wills and similar annoyances 
are possible. 27: Guard against extrava
gance in purchases for the home. Don't 
mortgage your dwelling or pawn household 
goods or furniture today. 28: People of im
portance in your community will lend you 
support and patronage. Mother is also ready 
to aid. 29: Better tidy up the house lest 
neighbors gossip about your slovenly house
keeping. Clean up rubbish and fire hazards. 
30: Don't give way to an outburst of anger 
should children annoy you. Visit an or
phans' asylum or children's hospital with 
gifts this p. m. 31: Altruism pays. 

TODAY'S ASTROLOGY 



LIBRA - - September ~ For Those Born Sept. 23 - Oct. 22 

* Many of your 
good times will 
be with children 

or adolescents. 

LIBRA friend
ships, particular

ly those of a romantic nature, are none 
too favorably aspected for the first 26 
days of September. You must guard 
against the impulsive, thoughtless act 
that could alienate others' affections and 
bring you unhappiness. Your emotions 
are tinder, ready on slightest provoca
tion to set the sparks flying, invoking 
angry words and ultimate estrangement. 
Though Mars can be relied on to stir 
things up in your Solar 11th, it will nev
ertheless be largely up to you whether 
his turbulent proclivities bring sorrow 
and loss or merely give wholesome stim
ulation. 

You will probably find those who are 

younger than you or with literary inter
ests the most congenial companions. 
Many of your good times will be with 
juveniles or adolescents. If you have 
children of your own, the aspects tend to 
raise your hopes and aspirations for 
them. When Mercury is adverse, ac
quaintances become pests, and friends 
give you wrong advice or make trouble 
for you, although without slightest in
tent. 

The general public, however, as well 
as business associates and members of 
your immediate family, bring gain. You 
are in line for favors, money and other 
advantages from them. Rivals take a 
friendly attitude and you'll reciprocate 
-even though you do try to outshine 
them as a "good spender" and squan
der money needlessly on dress, appear
ance, and personal adornment. 

Aspects are not good for employment 
matters except on the 10th when those 
in sedentary or laborious occupations 
may benefit. Be guided by the Aspectari
an to avoid illness or accident. 

Libra Daily Guide For September 
SEPTEMBER 1: Be sure you present a 

goc;d appearance if your employment takes 
you into contact with others. You'll prob
ably find your work more successfully if 
you go it alone. Be careful what you drink 
tonight. 2: Seek to know all there is to 
know about your job. Don't be over-opti
mistic; pollyannas often defeat themselves 
without knowing it. 3: Don't hesitate to 
seek cooperation from superiors. A little 
social climbing is not amiss. 4: Beware the 
dazzling night-club girl or gigolo. Shun 
companionship with those outside your na
tural sphere. 5: Provide against the inevi
table rainy day. Shun psychic phenomena, 
fortune-tellers and odd characters in gen
eral. 6: Give an important social function 
this p.m. to discharge accumulated obliga
tions. 7: Financial gain through past invest
ment is possible. Place no trust in strangers 
of unfamiliar things tonight. 8: Don't start 
anything today you can't speedily finish. 
9: Household worries beset you this a.m. But 
everything turns out lovely this p.m., espe
cially if you're giving a party. 10: Another 
good day for entertaining iri your home; 
also for dealings in property, lands and re
lated matters. 11: Guard against outbursts 
of temper, broken engagements, scandal, 
social ostracism. 12: Financial success and 
happiness comes to you through the instru
mentality of friend or lover. 13: Study to 
further your aspirations. Worry over pri
vate affairs, especially a secret affiction, 
will only make matters worse. 14: You'll 
be happier and more successful if you do 
your work alone and preferably in seclu
sion. A good aspect for those naturally so 
situated-research workers, scientists, writ
ers and the like. 15: Should you feel neglec
ted and unappreciated, don't nurse your 
self-pity. Seek sunny-natured friends and 
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you'll quickly snap out of it. 16: Must we 
repeat it?-Stop worrying about what others 
think of you I 17: Your social life is apt to 
be important, active and satisfying. 18: 
You're inclined to be careless in dress and 
sarcastic in speech. It won't help you win 
out if others are also after what you seek. 
19: A sudden infatuation may lead you into 
rash and foolish expenditures. 20: Don't 
let ardor tempt you into extravagance or 
excessive demonstration of the affections. 
21: Join in a hike, mountain climbing ex
pedition or riding party; it will do you a 
world of good. 22: The mind is exception
ally receptive; take care, therefore, that 
you come under the influence of responsible 
and upright persons, others will surely trick 
and defraud you. 23: A day to use all the 
push and enterprise you can command. 
Slow down, however, after 4 p.m. Don't be 
overbearing with superiors. 24: Some 
change in the home impends, perhaps in
duced by or affecting your mother. Be 
prudent in speech and art, where domestic 
interests are. concerned. 25: Not good for 
social affairs or alteration of household rou
tine. 26: Success in affairs of the heart and 
attainment of wishes. Use extra caution on 
pleasure trips and while motoring. - 27: A 
Sunday when twosomes spell greater happi
ness for you than being in a crowd. A gift 
to or from the beloved is indicated. 28: 
Ch,mges in the employment are advised but 
don't be led ast'l'ay by gilded promises or 
false hopes. 29: You'll probably have to 
work hard doing things for others Without 
appreciation or reward. Keep cheerful, mat
ters greatly improve before night. 30: You 
start the day with good teamwork, then 
spoil it by being domineering and difficult 
to work with. It would profit you to be more 

cooperative. 
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SCORPIO - - August 
For Those Born Oct. 23-Nov. 21 

* Those who fol
low the sea may 
cause you anx

ious moments, ,. 

IT'S NOT the 
heat (nor the hu

midity) but the fiery planet Mars who 
will disturb the peace and welfare of 
Scorpio natives in August, if you allow 
it. He operates a good share of the 
month in your solar house of occupa
tion and honor, where he will tempt 
you to say and do things on impulse 
that could get you into all sorts of dif
ficulties. You'll feel so self-confident 
and aggressive you may try to impose 
your will on your superiors-with un
fortunate results. If you keep this force 
within bounds it can bring you promo
tion and a raise in salary. Follow the 

Aspectarian carefully to be advised 
when the Martian currents are good or 
adverse. 

Your best channels for business suc
cess are in selling to the feminine buyer 
or catering to feminine needs, although 
musical and artistic pursuits also come 
under the favorable influences. The 
first week of August is good for public 
service and responsible position under 
a superior. Social success and popular
ity are possible whenever Venus is not 
adverse. (See Aspectarian.) 

Friends will bring you inspiration and 
mental development and possibly finan
cial gain as well. You will be attracted 
to literary and scientific people. Poets, 
musicians, mystics, night-club enter
tainers or those who follow the sea are 
likely to figure prominently in your life, 
not always to your ultimate advantage. 
Beware of unfortunate complications 
through your friendships; also of treach
ery from supposed friends. 

Scorpio Daily Guide For August 
AUGUST 1: Neighbors are well disposed 

toward you but you must take care not in 
incur displeasure from the maternal side of 
the house. 2: Entertain friends in your 
home this Sunday, the dinner will make a 
hit. Be sure you fully understand its mech
anism before attempting to repair an el
ectrical household appliance. Don't handle 
firearms. 3: Buy nothing for the home un
der today's aspects. Tidy up, so that friends 
dropping in this evening won't find disorder. 
4: Keep away from swamps, marshes and 
damp basements. Don't go swimming where 
there are undercurrents or treacherous bot
tom. 5: Be extremely cautions with invest
ments, speculation and with pleasures that 
hold an element of risk. 6: A false friend 
may injure you in employment matters by 
lying about you or deceiving you. 7: Ignore 
what others say; if ,you think you deserve 
promotion or a better job, go confidently 
after it. 8: Careful that you don't talk your
self out of a good financial opportunity this 
a. m. Changeful relations with the opposite 
sex affect your financial welfare. 9: Quar
rels with the spouse over money threaten 
the early hours but you'll probably kiss and 
make up by noon. Avoid dark places tonight 
or you may lose something of value. 10: 
Gain is indicated through the property or 
funds of others, though it may bring you 
anxiety or cause domestic disagreement. 11: 
Be on guard against trickery and schemers 
where the money of others is concerned. 
You may encounter obstacles and opposition 
in public contacts. 12: Attend to legal, pub
lishing and transportation matters. Benefits 
possible from relatives-in-law. 13: Use your 
imagination and ingenuity to show you ways 
to greater prosperity and success. 14: Be 
careful of an early morning fire in the 
home. Build, repair or work with land 
today. 15: Scandal will have an unfortunate 
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effect on your business or professional life, 
even though you may have done nothing 
personally to merit it. Don't give way to 
annoyance or recklessness tonight. 16: Pop
ularity and success among younger people 
is indicated for this Sunday. 17 : Something 
is likely to occur to dash your hopes and 
ambitions. Use your resourcefulness and 
adaptability to meet the situation. 18: Dis
appointment and possible financial loss 
through friends. Don't go bail or sign bonds 
for anyone. 19: The mind is alert and re
ceptive to new ideas, also clever and in
genious in thinking up new activities and 
employment for others. You'cl make a good 
host. 20: If you have any creative ideas, 
shut yourself up and give your best energies 
to their development. An active day for 
farmers, merchants and hotelkeepers. 21: 
Work is accomplished with more energy 
and joy if done alone in seculsion. 22: You 
are generous and good-hearted today. Let 
your spouse in on it. 23: Don't force your 
desires on others this a. m. ·social life and 
musical interests favored this p. m. 24: 
Dress well and appear at your best before 
the public today. Seek to promote your 
social and domestic welfare. 25: Pluck and 
push bring home the bacon. 26: Loss through 
lawsuits or women threatens. 27: Seek the 
society and assistance of influential, success
ful people. Unpleasant news in the morn
ing paper or mail. 28: A lake trip or short 
boating excursion would prove enjoyable. 
Give the evening over to some form of 
pleasurable social diversion. 29: Take care 
not to write or say anything on impulse 
this a. m. Enjoy mental recreation tonight. 
30: A spirit of adventure may lead you to 
accident. Entertain friends in the home this 
p. m. 31: Invite someone of importance to 
your home for lunch. 

TODAY'S ASTROLOGY 



SCORPIO - - September 
For Those Born Oct. 23-Nov. 21 

*Jupiter's good• 
rays increase 
Scorpio's chances 
in Government 

work. 

SCORPIO ener
gies will be ex

pended throughout September chiefly on 
occupational affairs. So great is your 
urge to get ahead that you may try to 
keep two jobs going at once, with no 
time out for pleasures. Your desire to 
get to the top, professionally or in busi
ness, in the quickest possible time, may 
tempt you to ruthless tactics. With im
pulse and emotion predominating, you 
are not likely to give much sober rea
soning or practical planning to your vo
cational affairs. The same influences 
tend to promote turmoil ahd industrial 
strife. 

Except when Mercury is adverse, the 
aspects favor public service and all oc
cupations embracing writing, printing, 

teaching, mathematics and the handling 
of others' money. Jupiter's good rays 
increase your chances for success in 
government work, law, scientific and 
transportation concerns. 

During the first three days of Sep
tember friends are inclined to aid your 
aspirations. Favors from women as well 
as social success are indicated. The last 
four days of the month are less fortu
nate in these respects. 

Scorpios must take no risks or chances 
of any kind. Under Saturn's bad as
pects you'd invite disappointment in 
love, loss by speculation, danger from 
animals while pleasure-bound; when 
Uranus frowns, sudden and irregular 
unions with unhappy results, loss 
through strangers, the law, and in pub
lic contests. Looks as if you'd better 
check over the Aspectarian every day! 

You'll feel an urge for romance, mys
tery, adventure, and at times an intense 
longing to be alone. Horseback riding 
will appeal to you and can be bene
ficially practiced. Under good Venus 
rays, all these desires may be safely 
indulged. 

Scorpio Daily Guide For September 
SEPTEMBER 1: Outfit the children with 

new shoes and school clothes. Be practical 
and decisive. Not good for risky pleasures. 
2: Educational matters and social amuse
ments occupy the mind. Don't let worry 
as to whether you can meet their financial 
demands keep you from sleep tonight. 3: 
Whatever advancement you make in your 
employment today will come through your 
own efforts. You'll have to ask for what 
you want. 4: You're in for a headache if 
you aren't careful what you eat and drink. 
Stay out of places where the air is foul. 5: 
Should you lose money or personal be
longings this a.m., the partner will make it 
up for you this p.m. Don't talk yourself out 
of a good financial opportunity tonight. 6: · 
New professional affiliations may bring you 
closer to prosperity. Socially prominent peo
ple could also help. 7: Read today's news
paper with care so you won't overlook an 
opportunity to make money. Careless friends 
may damage a prized possession tonight. 8: 
Don't worry over other people's affairs. Let 
past experience guide your conduct. Post
pone new business. 9: Tears, emotional up
sets, disappointed affections threaten the se
renity of the home. A warm bath or hot 
drink will prove a bracer and restorative. 
Be hospitable to strangers visiting the hqme 
this p.m. 10: Deal with plumbers, landlords, 
coal merchants. -real estate men. Can fruit 
or vegetables. Put the house in order. 11: 
Take care that scandal doesn't jeopardize 
your job. 12: Should you need an exten
sion of credit for business interests, bankers 
and merchants will be inclined to turn a 
favorable ear. 13: Study how best you may 
advance yourself occupationally. , Reading 
and research might help. Protect against 
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exposure to cold. Shun dark, unfamiliar 
places. 14: Swimming and water sports will 
benefit the health. You are popular today 
with fellow employes and all those with 
whom you come in contact. 15: Co-workers 
help smooth out difficulties with superiors. 
16: Cooperation from others comes less eas
ily today. You'll work hard, all by your 
lonesome. 17: Don't try to ape competitors; 
strike out on an independent course. A good 
day to commune with Nature. 18: Avoid 
contact with others if you would avoid .con
tention. Don't violate any speed laws or 
traffic rules tonight. 19: Not a ji?ood time to 
make any change in habits, environment or 
personal affairs. 20: Be temperate in af
fections; avoid excesses in food and drink. 
21: You've a good chance of taking a prize 
in an athletic contest or winning a sporting 
bet. 22: Banking and routine commercial 
affairs are favorably aspected but specula
tive deals and investments had best be post
poned. 23: Brawn is more profitable than 
brain today. 24: Launch new undertakings 
in the public interest. Unfavorable publicity 
or unpleasant news possible this evening. 
25: Sisterly spats portend, also social em
barrassment and humiliation in public. 26: 
Elderly people, strangers and members of 
the opposite sex incline to have a disruptive 
influence in the home. Looks as if you'd 
better content yourself with a good book or 
the radio. 27: Today's aspects favor enter
taining; the bigger the party the better! 
28: Busy yourself _with social reforms and 
child welfare. Shun speculation and gam
bling. 29: Take no risks of any kind; you 
can't rely on your impressions, judgment, or 
past experience. 30: Get to work early, it 
will probably be a trying day. Do your best 
to keep level-headed and calm. 
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SAGITTARIUS - - August 
For Those Born Nov. 22-Dec. 21 

* Employment 
problems may ab
sorb your atten
tion in August. 

EMPLOYMENT 
problems will 

absorb the attention of $agittarians in 
August. If in business for yourself it is 
important that you keep well, not only 
in order to give personal attention to 
management but also that you may feel 
equal to the heavier responsibilities and 
work that are apt to be your lot. On the 
mental plane, the influences tend to 
put you in fine fettle to cope with any
thing. If you keep your natural op
timism and self-confidence uppermost, 
vexations will be powerless to get on 
yo~r nerves. 

You will probably extend the circle 
of your pusiness friendships; these and 
others bring you inspiration and finan- ' 
cial gain. You will have a chance to 

prove your merit and ability between 
the 11th and 31st and may receive some 
special honor. In any event you will be 
popular and should be successful in al
most any occupation, provided you avoid 
legal complications and illness. 

Your mind is stimulated to fresh ac
tivity, bringing you resourcefulness and 
the desire for more than one iron in the 
fire. Take care lest you scatter your 
energies. Concentration on the business 
immediately at hand is essential on the 
evening of Aug. 3. 

Make the most of the first ten days 
for promoting your social and domestic 
welfare because the rest of the month 
inclines to trouble and quarrels with 
relatives-in-law. There may be diffi
culties and worry over property and 
a generally unsatisfactory home life, 
possibly due to "the partner's extrava
gance. Stay out of water (swimming, 
boating, etc.) between the 1st and 10th. 
The 8th is a favorable day to start a 
vacation trip and the 20th to return but 
for the most part avoid travel that takes 
you any distance from home. 

Sagittarius Daily Guide For August 
AUGUST 1: Advantageous changes in your 

public status as well as opportunities for 
business progress. 2: Benefits from close 
friends and neighbors, perhaps an invitation 
for Sunday dinner. Don't get into heated 
discussion or argument tonight. 3: Not a 
good day for testing your popularity with 
relatives. The written or printed word spells 
trouble for you tonight. 4: You're apt to 
undertake more than. you can accomplish, at 
any rate you'll find much to do around the 
home that is slow and laborious work. Look 
out for leaking gas and fetid odors. 5: Buy 
nothing for the home this a.m., you're apt to 
get gypped. A day when food spoils in the 
icebox, meals are delayed and the domestic 
routine, in general, gets snarled. 6: You will 
probably be forced to forego an anticipated 
pleasure. Uncertainty and confusion in love 
affairs. 7: An excellent time for specula
tion and games of chance. Your head is clear 
and your judgment sound. 8: People of in
fluence and power will help you in employ
ment matters if you don't act too stubborn 
and egotistical. 9: Your own or an em
ploye's carelessness may cause damage to 
your car or other costly possession. A gift 
brings happiness around noon. 10: You'll 
have to work hard to get others to cooper
ate with you today. The domestic scene is 
pretty badly wrecked. 11: Secret enemies 
or gossiping women may cause domestic 
discord. 12: Marital affairs are more har
monious today. Home life should be pleas
ant. 13: Should you be handling the affairs 
of others or concerned in their financial wel
fare, the aspects are very favorable for suc
cess and personal gain. 14: Hard work on 
the farm or in the handling of others' prop
erty and funds will ultimately bring its re
ward. 15: Broken engagements, traffic tie-
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ups, train wrecks, and loss through foreign 
securities are within the realm of today's 
unfavorable aspects. 16: Mother-in-law and 
sister-in-law can be helpful to you today; 
daughter's favor, too, should be courted. 17: 
You may find It hard· to concentrate on the 
job, but close application will pay. 18: You 
incline to go round in a daze, indifferent to 
your job and careless. Woe unto you if the 
boss catches you at your dreaming. Good 
news possible tonight. 19: There's likelihood 
of change in your occupation or employment, 
probably for the better. 20: Social life is 
active today. You'll be popular, especially 
with women. 21: You'll profit by associa
tion with politicians and people of influence. 
Don't get wrought up in argument tonight. 
22: Be kind and generous to the afflicted. A 
good aspect for doctors and nurses. 23: Emo
tions dominate reason this a.m. Go off by 
yourself on a Sunday fishing trip or go into 
seclusion for creative work this p.m. 24: A 
good time to improve the mind in reading 
or study. Listen to your doctor's advice. 25: 
you're brimming with energy and ambition. 
Fix your goal high. 26: Reaction today -
you're lazy and indolent. Do nothing de
manding sound judgment. 27: Don't worry 
if you face difficulty meeting your bills. 
Seek the friendly cooperation of merchants, 
or go to your banker for a short-time loan. 
28: Success and benefits through delicacies 
that please the public taste. Strive for the 
most favorable impression if you go out so
cially tonight. 29: Extravagant spending 
won't help your community standing. Fav
orable publicity possible tonight. 30: Be 
careful what you put in writing this morn
ing; also what you say over the phone, if 
you happen to be on a party line. 31: Be 
open-handed and generous with friends. 

TODAY'S ASTROLOGY 
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SAGIT-TARIUS - - September 
For Those Born Nov. 22-Dec. 21 

* You may yearn 
for life in distant 
places during this 

month. 

FORCES largely 
beyond the na

tive's control tend to agitate the Sagit
tarian map in September. Lawsuits 
threatens; litigation over property, in
heritance and mines could occur; the 
wife's relatives may try to make trouble; 
domestic developments are likely to 
bring heavier responsibility and harder 
work. Luckily, you have a variety of 
good traits, likewise set into activity, to 
help you solve your problems: courage, 
logic, good reasoning, daring, energy 
and enterprise. So keep smiling, there'll 
ultimately come a happy ending. 

Being extremely sensitive to condi
tions surrounding your employment, you 

should not work with uncongenial as
sociates, nor employ subordinates who 
irritate you in any way. You are in dan
ger of nervous illnesses and ind1;lstrial 
accident at times when Uranus 1s ad
verse (see Aspectarian). Never eat 
when tired, nervous or angry. Don't 
worry or yield to doubt and indecision. 
Don't scatter your forces, either; con
centrate on one thing till completed. 

You will be active in the defense of 
your rights, and in defending them, may 
bring on rather violent contention and 
strife. Nevertheless, you are promised 
considerable social popularity, the good 
will of companions, and favors from 
friends, particularly women. 

You are apt to have a desire for life 
in, or knowledge of, distant places. Per
haps you can transfuse this desire into 
business connected with shipping, for
eign travel or trade, long-distance 
transit operations, or you might try con
ducting citizenship classes for foreign
ers. You have a chance to perform an 
exceptional service to inferiors on 
Sept. 24. 

Sagittarius Daily Guide For September 
SEPTEMBER 1: Household accounts will 

give you a busy a.m. Spend the p.m. sew
ing, cooking or improving the appearance 
of the home. Avoid dealing with landlords, 
rental agents and real estate brokers. 2: 
Another day better for minor activities with
in the home than large-scale deals affecting 
It from without. 3: You'll probably be the 
life of the party wherever you are tonight, 
and by the same token, the belle of the ball. 
You're the Big Moment in somebody's life. 
4: Perhaps you put too much stock in last 
night's popularity? Anyway, you built up 
to an awful letdown this a.m. 5: Be reticent 
and somewhat aloof with co-workers. Don't 
lend them money this a.m. Financial suc
cess comes easily this p.m. 6: An important 
social contact made this Sunday may ad
vance your business welfare. 7: Even 
though it is a holiday, write all those checks 
payable before the 10th. The marriage part
ner will probably connive to keep you from 
stepping out tonight. Better not argue about 
it. 8: You'll find it hard to give undivided 
attention to others' problems. 9: The spouse 
is likely to wreck the household budget by 
some extravagant expenditure. You gain 
through public affairs and secret orders. 
10: Develop natural resources. Dig, plant 
in land; lay pipes, build dams and irriga
ting ditches. 11: Not a good time for falling 
in love with a uniform, nor with a foreigner. 
Shun all impetuous pleasures. 12: Study of 
foreign languages, settlement work, folk 
dancing, are among today's sources of en
joyment. Possible benefits from re!atives
in-law. 13: The minister's sermon this a.m. 
strikes a responsive chord. Deal gently but 
firmly with elderly people. 14: Aspects fa
vor benefits through or from employes. The 
cook makes something of which you are es
pecially fond. 15: It's best not to attempt 
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anything important affecting your occupa
tion, honor or credit unless you are certain 
you have will power and energy enough to 
see it through. 16: Well-intentioned friends 
succeed only in getting your affairs sadly 
snarled. 17: A good day to combine your 
efforts with others in club work or in assist
ing a worthy charity. 18: It infuriates you 
to have anyone belittle you or seek to "put 
yon in your place." Don't be a poor sport 
or bad loser. 19: An aspect that often brings 
divorce and sorrowful separations. Unex
pected things happen. 20: You'll be far less 
apt to get into trouble today if you keep to 
yourself. Seek to sublimate physical desires 
into spiritual aspirations. 21: Apparently it 
worked !-thoughts and ideals are uplifted. 
Wholesome outdoor sports appeal. 22: High
er hopes, loftier ideals, nobler ambitions. 
Don't get discouraged because you can't 
make yourself over all at once. 23: Exercise 
the muscles to tone up the system. Deal 
with animals, if not literally, then mount 
your hobby or your dream-and ride 'em, 
cowboy! 24: A public appointment or po
litical office may improve your financial 
status. Threat of blackmail, delinquent tax 
notice, subpoena, or maybe just a "ticket" 
on your car. 25: You'll be tempted to squan
der money on some woman; it won't im
prove your reputation to do so. 26: Muc_h 
sociability and visiting. Be careful of acci
dent if riding in a public conveyance. 27: 
Go to church this a.m. Be charitable and 
generous. 28: A good day for making im
portant changes in the home. Be careful 
around or in water. 29: Take• no risks with
in the home or in business deals affecting it. 
30:. Children's affairs caus,:, you extra work 
and worry and may interfere with your 
personal pleasures and fun. 
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CAPRICORN - - August 
For Those Born Dec. 22-Jan. 19 

* A vacation on a 
ranch or farm 

would prove 
beneficial. 

SATURN, Uran
us and Mars are 

trying to play the ·role of the three 
Shakespearean witches chanting, "Dou
ble, double, toil and trouble," for you 
Capricorners this August. But it's· all 
play-acting, because in the end you are 
certain to triumph over your troubles 
and prevail over your enemies. 

Just the same, you will find it hard 
to avoid worry and anxiety. Letters 
and important messages are apt to go 
astray; family affairs are disturbing; 
children cause grave concern; the part
ner squanders your money; journeys are 
delayed or·prove disappointing. Not all 
these things will happen to all Capri
corn natives, but all are possible and 

can best be met or forestalled by a 
calm manner, clear thinking and deci
sive action. Keep the mind alert and 
don't yield to forebodings or distressing 
dreams. 

Even more important, don't be the 
cause of your troubles. Rash love af
fairs and quarrels leading to · divorce or 
separation could occur between the 1st 
and 10th. Take no risks of any sort; 
protect your own and other _people's 
property against fire, accident and loss. 
Be cautious in traveling and don't get 
involved in the affairs of your wife's
relatives from the 1st to 11th. 

Rest in a sanatarium, camping in the 
woods far· away from civilization, va
cationing on a quiet farm or ranch, 
anything that brings peace and quiet 
and solitude will prove beneficial and 
will help erase your worries and trou
bles. If conditions are such that you 
can't get away, lose yourself in con
centrated reading and study, spend your 
leisure hours attending concerts, visit
ing art galleries and in other soothing 
and uplifting diversion. 

Capricorn Daily Guide For August 
AUGUST 1: You'd better change some of 

those bad habits if you want to keep in good 
standing wit\1 your neighbors. 2: Any busi
ness that caters to public taste for deli
cacies or amusement has a profitable day. 
Cultivate friends of the opposite sex. Be 
careful of automobile_accidents tonight. 3: 
Someone is likely to talk you into a bad 
bargain or foolish investment. 4: Give heed 
to psychic conditions in your relations with 
others. A ·delayed message or letter may 
cause you anxiety. 5: Postpone important 
business transactions, you're in danger of 
being duped. 6: Clogged drain-pipes threat
en damage to your home. Better not try to 
be your own plumber. 7: Favorable for 
renting a new apartment, for all deals in
volving buildings, mines and real estate. 8: 
Although aspects are good for speculation, no 
investment or undertaking should be en
tered into without due consideration. 9: 
Should a child damage something of value, 
don't lose your temper and punish him, ac
cidents happen even to grown-ups. 10: A 
jealous woman may try to injure you in 
your employment but she won't get far; the 
boss is all on your side. 11: Not a good day 
for the general health of . women Capri
corners. Take no chances at work or play. 
12: A day favorable for getting married but 
not so good for those already wedded; there 
Is apt to be a powerful counter-attraction 
which the mate will find hard to resist. 13: 
All cooperative deals and undertakings, es
pecially where domestic interests are in

. volved, are under good forces today. An ex
cellent time to enter into business partner
ship with Dad. 14: The urge to clean out at
tics, closets, ba$ements and other neglected 
corners is strong. Farmers and road workers 
are In for a busy day. 15: Be extremely 
cautious if holiday-bound. Your pleasure 
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is menaced by threat of accident. Don't 
let the children do anything risky. 16: You 
may suffer a blow to your pride; try not to 
show it. Evening favors musical diversion 
or other refined amusement. 17: Not a good 
time to begin anything that requires time 
to consummate. Better for mental than 
physical activity. 18: Shun lawsuits and 
legal business generally. Particularly avoid 
negotiating labor contracts. 19: Indulge your 
flights of fancy. You may light on a bril
liant idea. 20 ... You have no trouble win
ning public favor and patronage today. 
Women prove especially helpful to your oc
cupational interests. 21: A favorable day for 
hunting a better job or seeking promotion. 
Also for advertising your wares and extend
ing public contacts. 22: Friends of the op
posite sex can be extremely useful and 
helpful to you today. 23: Let your Sunday 
pleasures be in the mixed company of light
hearted companions; older, practical folk 
merely bore you. 24: Get out and mingle 
actively with others, it will help both your 
business and social interests. 25: A good day 
for consultation with your doctor or a ses
sion with your dentist. Also favorable for 
miners, excavators and others who dig or 
work in earth. 26: Disappointment, gloom 
and depression may be your lot today. Seek 
pastoral consolation. 27: Don't knock or 
belittle others; you may need their good 
will and favor later on. 28: Try to get others 
viewPoint. Be receptive to ideas for the 
advancement of your personal welfare. 29: 
Don't act on impulse this a. m. Curb your 
impatience. Some friend points the way 
to increasing your income tonight. 30: Rash
ness may bring you loss or damage to per
sonal belongings. Favors and gifts indicated 
for you later in the day. 31: denerosity and 
kindness bring reward. 

TODAY'S ASTROLOGY 



CAP.RICORN - - September 
For Those Born Dec. 22-Jan 19 

* Hospital and in
stitutional alfairs 
better aspected 

this month. 

BUSINESS car
ried on within 

the home, or in partnership, has good 
aspects for success in September for 
Capricorn natives. Perhaps your suc
cess will be written in terms of popu
larity and increased patronage rather 
than "cash in hand" but utilmately that 
should come, too. Gain through the 
mother and through musical pursuits is 
also indicated. 

Generally speaking, personal rela
tionships spell trouble. You are likely 
to quarrel with the spouse over money, 
to be faithless in love, and dictatorial or 
unsympathetic with children. You may 
entertain unconventional ideas on sex 
and a liking for daring pleasures and 
queer places of amusement. Beware 

lest you suffer mental anguish on the 
24th. 

There will be several times during 
September when the Capricorn mind 
tends to gloom, misgivings and morbid 
fancies. Trouble, loss, disappointment, 
annoyance and delays in connection with 
writings, relatives, changes and travel 
do nothing to assuage your despond
ency. The best thing you can do is to 
watch the Aspectarian for times when 
Saturn is adverse and prepare yourself 
to meet your troubles bravely. • 

It is possible that you could find con
solation in the teachings and wisdom of 
the ancients, or perhaps by working in 
quiet places away from crowds and 
companions. Hospital, institutional and 
philanthropic affairs are under good as
pects, if they mean anything in your 
present life. 

You may be quietly benefited or re
ceive secret aid from some influential 
person during Jupiter's good aspects. 
The last two days of September prom
ise both gain and happiness through 
friends. 

Capricorn Daily Guide For September 
SEPTEMBER 1: Avoid neighbors and rel

atives. Stay home with a good book. Have 
no part in large institutional gatherings or 
charitable affairs. 2: Deal with dressmakers, 
tailors, florists, jewelers, shopkeepers in gen
eral; make collections. Short business trips 
favored. 3: If you want a larger or better 
dwelling place, look for it this p.m. You'll 
probably be able to locate exactly the right 
house or apartment. 4: Be careful you don't 
get gypped in any deal involving sale or 
lease of the family homestead. 5: Don•t be 
stubborn or wilful where younger people, 
particularly children, are concerned. Insist
ence on having your own way may bring 
loss. Buy gifts for those you love this p.m. 
6: You'll probably spend a good deal of 
money in the pursuit of pleasure this Sun
day but it will be worth it. 7: Whatever ac
tivity is undertaken for pleasure this p.m. 
is apt to bring profit as well. Avoid being 
over - venturesome and over - confident to
night. 8: A poor day to hire new employes 
or change your working environment. De
pressing thought are bad for the health un
der these aspects. 9: Tread lightly in deal
ing with the opposite sex this a.m. Be 
hospitable and cordial, share the advantages 
of your home with others. 10: Excellent for 
forming partnerships. Advance social, do
mestic and home interests. 11: Careful not 
to go off half-cocked. Anger, uncontrolled, 
spells disaster. 12: Give attention to wills, 
life insurance, long-term bonds and invest
ments. Face marital problems ~with opti
mism and confidence. 13: The Sunday paper 
will have good news for you in some in
direct fashion. Give attention to the finan
cial page. Don't try out anything new and 
unfamiliar in the way of food, drink or 
medicine tonight. 14: Porters and bus-driv-
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ers, clerks and office boys are helpful and 
friendly to you. Ask favors freely of those 
in public service or employment. 15: Bene
fits from relatives-in-law are possible if you 
restrain your egotism. Be deferential and 
accmomodating in their presence. 16: Don't 
worry over what competitors may be doing. 
Steer your own course, concentrate on your 
own affairs. 17: Popularity and success at
tend your occupational efforts. Business 
moves with snap and precision. 18: Curb 
your tongue and hang onto your temper if 
a competitor tries to "get your goat." 19: 
Friends make trouble by interfering in your 
private affairs. 20: Don't be seen with dis
reputable companions or run any r1sk of 
scandal this evening. 21: Go off by yourself 
for a long walk or ride in the country. Get 
plenty of fresh air. 22: Work done alone in 
seclusion will prove most satisfying and suc
cessful. Don't sit and brood over private 
troubles. 23: Put everything you have on 
the ball but keep your intentions to your
self. 24: Don't let a sudden turn of affairs 
upset your mental equilibrium or disturb 
your serenity. Face facts and settle things 
one at a time. 25: It will probably be your 
own fault if you are unpopular with neigh
bors today. Don't go abroad with a chip on 
your shoulder. 26: Investigate everything 
new that contains a money angle. Apply 
the knowledge and experience of compan
ions to the furtherance of your own finan
cial welfare. Enter no contracts or partner
ships. 27: Sunday brings gifts and favors 
from friends held in high regard. 28: Go out 
after new knowledge but don't let anyone 
trip you up, literally or figuratively. 29: Lie 
low today. Avoid all unnecessary social and 
business intercourse. 30: Do nothing of im
portance where domestic interests are con
cerned. 
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AQUARIUS - - August 00 For Those Born Jan. 20-Feb. 18 

* Protect cr(!PS or 
gardens from 
loss t h r o u g h 
marauders, stray 

dogs, etc. 

AUGUST dog 
days - and a 

dog's life for you Aquarians unless you 
resolve right now to be extraordinarily 
patient, forgiving and unselfish. The 
business partner is apt to be captious, 
critical and difficult to get along with; 
the marriage partner inclines to sar
casm, nagging and fruitless argument, 
and after the 10th will probably be cold 
to your affection and repel any demon
stration of it. Consideration and an un
derstanding attitude will pay ·in the end. 

Relations with the public and with 
friends will be far more harmonious and 
satisfactory. Although you may feel 
that lack of money prevents you from 
taking advantage of opportunities, if 
you will cultivate important and power-

ful acquaintances their influence may 
help you attain your ambitions. If you 
must have ready money, borrow from 
friends; you can rely on their loyalty 
and devotion. 

Since _your health would ultimately 
suffer from excesses, practice stern self
discipline, particularly during the first 
nine days of August. Be careful of in
jury from animals on Aug. 9 and don't 
invite an accident in the home on Aug. 
30. Small animals may cause trouble on 
the 1st and 8th; protect your crops, gar
den, lawn and chickenhouse against 
marauders, stray dogs and the like. 

Don't let vexations or domestic trou
bles get you down; utilize the knowledge 
gained through experience and strive 
for the philosophic attitude. Shun sleep
ing powders and narcotics, they might 
solve the coroner's problem but they 
won't solve yours! 

There are strong indications you will 
travel the last four days of August, if 
not actually and physically, at least 
mentally into new realms of enlighten
ment and delight. 

Aquarius Daily Guide For August 
AUGUST 1: Unless circumstances compel 

it, make no change of residence or living 
habits today. Social advantages possible. 2: 
Friends may have a strong influence over 
your personal affairs. Don't change your 
mind or your opinions suddenly tonight; 
you'll wish afterwards you hadn't. 3: Take 
care that the advice given you today is not 
motivated by selfishness. 4: You'll have to 
work extra hard for any financial gains made 
today. Hang on tight to your earnings. 5: 
Bad judgment and indecision spell loss, eith
-er of money or the chance to make it. 6: 
You may receive word of the illness of a 
close relative or other unwelcome news. 7: 
Intimate friends will prove helpful today. 
Don't hide your light under a bushel. 8: 
Guard others in the home against accident or 
feverish illness. Keep up the optimistic front. 
9: Inferiors tend to take advantage of you, 
causing loss. Predatory animals will damage 
your property or livestock unless you guard 
them well. 10: You'll feel an irresistible 
attraction for something or someone which 
is likely to incite jealousy in your spouse. 
11: Don't listen to the advice of well-mean
ing friends; rely on your own past experi
ence. 12: Better results today in serving oth
ers than .self. A good aspect for domestic 
servants. 13: Employes are friendly and eager 
to serve. You'll have no difficulty securing 
household help or farmhands. 14: An older 
person in the home will prove helpful. 15: 
Marital incompatilibity and domestic strife 
threaten. Try to keep your temper even 
though the mate proves exasperating. 16: 
Don't be sulky and over-sensitive when the 
better half seeks to make amends. Take 
her to the movies tonight. 17: Others' loss 
is your gain. Don't worry or quarrel over 
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the partner's financial affairs. 18: Take no 
risks with the money you handle for anoth
er. Avoid brokers and bondsmen. Go over 
joint accounts tonight. 19: The partner's 
money interests demand your concentrated 
attention. 20: The mind is ingenious, inven
tive and penetrating and should show you 
ways to get the jump on competitors. 21: 
The aspects continue good for progress and 
advancement. Advertise and expand your 
business interests. 22: New opportunities for 
progress in your chosen line are presented, 
possibly through the instrumentality of an 
influential person or through the death of a 
superior. 23: Do nothing to invite the criti
cism or antagonism of your partner this a.m. 
Your worldly standing may be suddenly im
proved in some peculiar manner. 24: For
tunate friends assist your business or profes
sional affairs and advance your social wel
fare. 25: Deal actively today with friends 
and the general public. You're dynamic and 
forceful and can overcome opposition, even 
enemies, with ease. 26: Disappointments and 
losses through friends are indicated. Per
haps you aspired too high. 27: A sudden 
journey due to illness is possible. You have 
opportunity to attain a position of trust and 
responsibility, or appointment to high public 
ofiice. 28: You may be told a happy secret 
around noon today. Attend to matters con
nected with education, science or medicine. 
29: Do nothing rash or venturesome. Pay 
strict attention to the conventions if you'd 
spare yourself annoying · gossip. Study or 
read tonight to improve the mind. 30: Don't 
alter your habits or viewpoint today, Guard 
against misunderstanding and estrangement. 
31: Your social life tends to bring advan
tages. Build yourself up in others' esteem. 

TODAY'S ASTROLOGY 



AQUARIUS - - September 00 For Those Born Jan. 20-Feb. 18 

* Guard against 
family quarrels 
when Mars is 
badly aspected, 

TWO HEADS 
may be b.etter 

than one (if we believe the old saying) 
but two hearts are worse than one in 
the Aquarian chart for September, when 
the planets get into action. The chief 
afflictors are in your solar houses of 
marriage ( or business partnership) and 
home. The principal instrument of af
fliction appears to be money-or the lack 
of it. 

When Mars is on the :rampage, look 
for quarrels with your spouse. Be as
sured it will be no nice, ladylike affair 
of simple argument; fists and fur will 
fly. It is a time when passions and emo
tion get the upper hand of judgment 
and cause you to do impetuous, often vi
olent things. It is under this aspect that 

marriage bonds snap,· so be warned and 
keep a sharp eye on the Aspectarian. 
Marital finances or excessively amorous 
conduct will be the troublemaker. 

Many of the ups and downs in finan
cial matters will be due to peculiar con
ditions beyond your control. (But just 
try to make your spouse believe it!) It 
may be wise for you to move to a house 
or apartment where rentals are lower. 
In any event, you are pretty sure to 
have to practice severe economy and 
thrift. It is quite within the possibilities 
that such commendable conduct will 
bring you reward from employer or 
father. There is also a prospect of fi
nancial gain the first three days of Sep
tember, and through people of influence 
and power whenever Jupiter is friendly, 
so be sure you cultivate the highly 
placed among your associates and ac
quaintances. 

Friends will be loyal and helpful; they 
can be instrumental in the attainment 
of your ambitions, if you give them a 
chance. Benefits from distant relatives 
are possible, also from employees. 

Aquarius Daily Guide For September 
SEPTEMBER 1: Money may be made to

day in obscure ways or through secret 
methods. Hidden channels of information 
pres,mt' new financial opportunities. Shun 
panhandlers and confidence men. 2: Se
cluded and solitary work holds the best 
promise of pecuniary gain. 3: Don't let any
thing in this morning's paper or mail disrupt 
your plans. Be active in social and busi
ness affairs; make your presence count. 4: 
Your worst side keeps persistently turning 
up to "gum up" relations with others. Don't 
depend on letters of reference to prove your 
worth. 5: Don't do any bargain-shopping 
this a.m. Do your buying at reputable 
houses this p.m. Guard against theft in the 
home tonight. 6: A gift from Dad is indi
cated. 7: A good day to advertise rooms for 
reut or household goods for sale. Avoid 
card games, romantic ventures and amateur 
entertainments. 8: Children's affairs, or 
possibly the neighbor's youngsters, cause 
you worry and annoyance. 9: Clerks, sec
retaries, the hired girl, or maybe it's just 
dear old Auntie, seem obsessed to upset 
your apple-cart this a.m. Strive to be phi
losophical about it. 10: Eat a hearty break
fast so you'll feel fit and vigorous for tack
ling hard work ahead. 11: Marital spats this 
evening or quarrel with the partner at cards, 
wounded feelings and hurt pride. 12: Good 
for signing contracts, opening joint bank ac
counts, getting married, adopting an orphan. 
13: The spouse changes his or her mind re
garding Sunday's plans for pleasure. Eat 
lightly tonight and get to bed early. 14: 
Financial gain and success in handling the 
affairs of marriage or business. 15: Benefits 
from those in public service, possibly a 
government pension or check. 16: A traffic 
jam is likely to cause you delay this noon 
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or you may find detour signs compelling 
you to alter your route. 17: The mind is 
keen, searching and ingenious. You should 
have no difficulty getting several jumps 
ahead of competitors today. 18: Don't spoil 
your chances by boasting about how smart 
you are-or were! 19: A sudden change im
pends, affecting your busin<!"ss, professional 
or public status. Don't force issues. 20: 
Indiscretion or carelessness with the con
ventions invite public disgrace. 21: Group 
activities outdoors, such as games, sports, 
hayrides and hiking expeditions prove pleas
urable and beneficial. 22: Deal actively and 
confidently with business and professional 
people; don't let minor disappointments and 
discouragements deter you. 23: Canvassing, 
selling, soliciting as well as social activities 
are favorably aspected this a.m. Keep your 
private affairs from the prying eyes. 24: 
Occupations demanding investigation and 
quiet, intensive work are favored. Sorrow
ful news possible this evening, 25: Scandal 
is certain to follow if you indulge in liai
sions and secret meetings. 26: Any change 
made in your personal life is likely to work 
for the better, provided it comes naturally 
and not by force. An aspect under which 
acquaintances become warm friends. 27: 
Wear new clothes and step out socially. 
Someone you encounter today may have an 
important · influence on your personal life. 
28: Investigate new ways for making money. 
Did it ever occur to you that money saved 
is money earned? 29: Don't risk a penny 
needlessly today. Neither buy nor invest 
since your judgment is sure to be poor and 
subject to dubious influences. 30: Disap
pointment, derays on journeys and with 
business appointments. Social blunders and 
other embarrassments. 
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PISCES - - August 
For Those Born Feb. 19 - Mar. 20 

*Pisces women 
may succumb to 

.. "crying spells" 
this month. 

PISCES peo p 1 e 
should resolve to 

take things easy, both subjectively and 
objectively, during August. Your tend
ency is to overdo. During the first ten 
days you are apt" to overeat and make 
yourself ill; during the rest of the month 
you incline to emotional orgies--cry
ing spells, fits of temper, excessive ar
dor toward the object of your affec
tions, needless waste of vitality and 
strength in the pursuit of good times 
and in striving to be the life of the 
party. You fret and fume unnecessarily 
over the affairs or conduct of employes. 
Spells of "nerves"-unless controlled
will lead you to say and do irrational 
things. Try to convert this excess emo-

tional force into physical energy by 
working hard at something you enjoy. 

You have many opportunities for so
cial pleasures after the 11 th and will 
be popular and successful with the 
public. Too much dancing or being on 
your feet may induce· foot troubles. On 
the 15th guard against shock; also col
lapse from over-exertion. 

After the 8th you are likely to be 
drawn into the partner's business affairs 
and relationships. Give him (or her)· 
full cooperation and do nothing to ham
per his progress. 

Though you may encounter some 
trouble over taxes, licenses or the fi
nancial affairs of others the last four 
days of August, the month as a whole 
promi!,.es favores from superiors, good 
will of the public, help from relatives 
in the occupational life, and financial 
gain from the public or through politi
cal office. So, as was said in the be
ginning, take things easy; good things 
are more apt to come to you if you 
don't try too hard to get them. 

Pisces Daily Guide For August 
AUGUST 1: Do nothing to set the neigh

bors gossiping about your private or domestic 
life. You can win their good will . if you 
try. 2: Emotions dominate reason. You're 
apt to get unduly keyed up and do some
thing foolhardy before night. Don't blame 
your companions for anything unfortunate 
that may befall you. 3: Guard against in
discreet eating and other excesses, or the 
health will surely suffer. 4: Avoid worry 
and vague melancholia. Watch where you 
walk, especially where it's dark or the foot
ing is insecure. 5: Concern and fretting over 
the partner's health will impair your own. 
Don't resort to drugs or strong medicines. 
6: Do not invest, buy or exchange. Guard 
against fraud, dishonesty and theft. 7: 
People of wealth and influence will further 
your financial welfare. Favors and gifts are 
indicated. 8: Don't close any business 
transaction too quickly or you'll suffer loss. 
Checks come in freely today; collections are 
easy. 9: Costly damage is _possible to your 
personal belongings or household equipment 
this a. m. Social pleasures likely this noon. 
10: Social affairs continue important. You 
will probably consume too much party food, 
however, and suffer a restless night. 11: 
Avoid buying anything for the home. Deals 
involving lands or buildings should be de
ferred. 12: A good night for · a big, gay 
party in your home. All light amusements· 
as well as courtship are favored. 13: Success 
is indicated in connection with women, 
children and public amusements. A good 
time to throw open your home to public 
gatherings. 14: You may safely purchase a 
building lot, buy farm machinery, or other
wise make substantial investment in the 
interests of home and family. 15: You've 
a tendency to overwork today. Protect your-
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self this evening against electrical shock 
and explosives. 16: Avoid over-excitement 
and nervous irritability. Picnics, movies, and 
romantic pleasures are well aspected for 
evening. 17: Vague feeling of gloom and dis
satisfaction disturb relationships with those 
near and dear to you. A change of scene or 
a new hobby would prove beneficial. 18: 
Avoid dealing with the public so far as pos
sible. Keep your partner's private affairs 
from becoming public property. Talk over 
the domestic budget with your spouse, 
reasonably and intelligently. 19: Joint busi
ness and cooperative affairs are well as
pected. Sign labor agreements and other 
contracts. 20: You may be given the res
ponsibility of handling money for others, 
due to the trust and confidence you inspire. 
21: Loyalty and devotion to others' business 
or property interests bring you reward. 22: 
A good morning for reasearch and important 
discoveries. Also, you may recover some
thing long lost. 23: Great opportunities for 
spiritual development. Subordinate the phy
sical side of the nature. 24: Benefits possible 
from cousins or relatives by marriage. 25: 
Use all your enterprise and ehergy to ad
vance yourself in your occupation; improve 
your credit standing. 26: Criticism, disap
pointment and disagreement make your ef
forts seem in vain. Try to fix your mind on 
the ultimate goal, not the methods. 27: Set 
guard on both tongue and pen. Stl}nd up 
loyally for friends. 28: Your hopes and 
wishes have promise of fulfillment. 29: Stay 
out of all controversy and argument. Don't 
be a neighborhood nuisance. 30: Don't con
fide in strangers. Don't participate in any 
association or venture unless you know all 

· about it. 31: You shoulder all resp9nsibility 
cheerfully, thus winning approval of sup
eriors. 

TODAY'S ASTROLOGY 



PISCES - - September 
For Those Born Feb. 19-March 20 

* Don't burn the 
candle at both 
ends If you value 

your health. 

f..·, ~ 
f :1 • ,' PLANETARYpo-

sitions in the 
Pisces map for September are far more 
favorable to employes than to employers. 
If you belong in the latter category you 
are likely to suffer loss, theft and other 
troubles through those who work for 
you, as well as many minor veaxations. 
On the other hand, if an employe, you 
stand to gain. Promotion to higher po
sition and assistance from those in au
thority are indicated under favorable as
pects of Mercury and Jupiter. Financial 
success is within reach whether you are 
master or hireling. 

There is some danger that you will 
overwork this month or otherwise im
pair your health. Don't burn the candle 
at both ends in your· pursuit of fun and 
be careful of all excesses, especially 
smoking which in time would damage 

the heart. Restrain yourself from get
ting nervously excited and overwrought. 
While on the subject of health, it's not 
too early to warn you against contract
ing a head-cold. Also be careful of in
jury from animals in your employment. 

The month inclines Pisces natives to 
sudden upheavals and changes. It sug
gests separation from neighbors and kin, 
possibly from the partner as well. When
ever you go places by automobile or 
other motor vehicle, be extremely cau
tious of the car that tries to pass you on 
a hill or curve; give him wide berth. 
Don't travel by any mode of convey
ance, if you can help it, when Uranus is 
not well aspected. 

After the 4th, influences for the most 
part are favorable for repair of used ar
ticles and the salvage of old things. Have 
the family jewels reset; buy second-hand 
furniture; make over old clothes; re
model inherited property. 

Although not the most harmonious 
time of the year for Pisces, Septe~ber 
might easily be one of the most con
structive if you steer clear of mental 
shoals and keep in the middle of the 
channels that mean success for you. 

Pisces Daily Guide For September 
SEPTEMBER 1: Be practical, conservative, 

patient. Give thought to improving your ap
pearance. 2: Study and read for self-im
provement. A void others, you'll accomplish 
more workinl! alone and will spare yourself 
friction. 3: Possible loss through books, pa
pers, writings. Your best chances for gain 
come through your own enterprise and re
sourcefulnes£. 4: Beware of guile and flat
tery. Those who pretend to admire you have 
some ulterior purpose. 5: You are still in 
danger of being duped. Don't pool your 
funds or otherwise relax strict personal con
trol over money and possessions. Luck is 
kinder this- p.m. 6: Gifts, favors and social 
invitations are In line for you this Sunday. 
7: A check in the mail or a good chance to 
increase your income. Don't choose tonight 
for entertaining your bridge club; any party 
is apt to be a "flop." 8: Don't grope around 
in dark places. Look out for spider bites. 
9: Domestic arrangements and social plans 
are under disruptiI)g influences. Speculation 
and conviviality are favored for mid-after
noon. 10: The children are veritable little 
angels today, helpful, obedient and generally 
conducive to pride and joy. Home affairs 
prosper. 11: Beware of indiscretions this 
evening, they could seriously impair your 
health. 12: Push employment interests. A 
ready tongue and lively wit will make you 
popular. You handle employes successfully. 
13: Give atention to the welfare of children. 
Safeguard the health of your spouse tonight. 
14: Irresistible attractions and strong attach
ments are likely to occur under these as
pects. Be careful others don't impose on 
your generosity and good nature. 15: Do 
something big-hearted and unselfish for your 
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mate; gifts will be valued according to the 
giver. 16: Don't let a desire to show off 
tempt you into jeopardizing another's funds 
or possessions. For instance, don't speed in 
a borrowed car. 17: A fine day for putting 
your ingenuity to work devising ways and 
means of salvaging old clothes, furniture, 
etc., and for developing natural resources. 
18: Take no risks with the elements of Na
ture. Stay out of airplanes and public con
veyances. 19: Resist any sudden attraction 
you may feel for strange people, places and 
things. 20: Shun unwholesome excitement, 
burlesque shows, salacious books; also avoid 
contention with the opposite sex and rela
tives-in-law. 21: Occupations that deal with 
the law, courts, church or publishing are ac
tivated. Muscular effort outdoors is ad
vised. 22: A good day to press lawsuits, 
rou'd come out winner. Publishing, print
ing, advertising and all writing activities are 
favorably aspected. Protect your reputation 
and credit. 23: Attainment of hopes depends 
primarily on yourself. Utilize all your abil
ities. 24: Friends stimulate you to renewed 
effort; don't let them get you in a state of 
mental tension. If you lose, take it grace
fully, 25: An envious or jealous woman may 
seek to injure your reputation. 26: Knowl
edge being power, strive to learn all you 
can about a chosen subject. A good day 
for unobtrusive kindness to the afflicted. 
27: Visit the sick and shut-ins, take them 
flowers, fruit or other simple gifts. 28: A 
good time to make changes in your personal 
life if you've planned it all out in advance. 
29: Any deviation from routine habits should 
be undertaken with utmost caution. 30: Salt 
down any money that comes to you this a.m. 
Financial losses threaten the rest of the day. 
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August-Sept. VIBRATORY 
COSMIC WAVE ASPECTARIAN 

How to Use This Feature: First: Make 
all recommended decisions and begin 
favorable actions ONE HALF HOUR 
BEFORE LISTED TIME OF ASPECT. 
If you are living under daylight saving 
time, act one hour earlier than listed 
time. Meaning of symbols;:: : In the first 
column are the aspects themselves, in 
the second column is the time of the as
pect. I nthe third column, G means 
Good, g means mildly good, A means 
Adverse, or bad for certainly activities, 
a means mildly adverse, D means 
doubtful. 

IMPORTANT: The fourth column 
contains the KEY FIGURES that refer 
to the ASPECT CHART which you will 
find printed below the last day of the 
month. USE THIS ASPECT CHART! 
It tells you what activities are ruled by 
the aspects, thus: 03 in the fourth col
umn refers to the key numbers, 03 in 
the ASPECT CHART. 03 means an as
pect of the Moon to Venus, and it con-
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trols such activities as partnership, mar
riage, social life, art, entertainment, 
buying or making clothes, finance, 
pleasure, dancing and friendships. 

Don't go another minute without 
learning to use tliis aspectarian. Run 
down the column to an aspect on a cer
tain day, then check the KEY NUM
BERS in the fourth column against the 
same KEY NUMBERS in the ASPECT 
CHART. You will find what activities 
are controlled by the aspect. Then turn 
back again to the aspect and find if the 
initial in the third column is G, g, AJ. a, 
or D. This will tell you whether the fame 
is good for the things mentioned in the 
Aspect chart. This aspectarian is really 
easy to use if you will put in a few mo
ments learning the meaning of the sym
bols, and Astrology will take on a new 
meaning for you. LEARN TO USE THE 
ASPECTARIAN NOW! 

Note: To avoid confusion, the plane
tary numbers formerly published in the 
fifth column have been omitted. 
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Aspect Chart 
The aspects are indicators of 

favorable conditions according to 
the fallowing chart. Select good 
aspects for success. 

01. Moon to Sun: Success, help from 
superiors, gain, benefits, good for busi-
ness. . 

02. Moon to Mercury: Travel, study, 
correspondence, teaching, messages, 
relatives, advertising, business activity, 
food, clothing. 

03. Moon to Venus: Partnership, mar
riage, social life, art, entertainment, 
clothes, finance, pleasure, dancing, 
friends. 

04. Moon to Mars: New enterprises, 
speculation, surgery, dentistry, action, 
sports. 

05. Moon to Jupiter: Voyages, kmg 
distance travel, philosophy, religion, 
wealth, banking, legal affairs, financial 
success. 

06: Moon to Saturn: Land, real estate, 
building, mining, hard work, buying, el
derly people. 

07. Moon to Uranus: Inventions, re
forms, aviation, railroads, electrical 
science, travel. 

08. Moon to Neptune: Sea or river 
travel, chemicals, poetry, music, psychic 
interests. 

10. Mercury to Venus: Entertainment, 
fine arts, decorations, friendships, asso
ciates' finance, buying of finery. 

11. Mercury to Sun: Business, man
agement, science. 

12. Mercury to Mars: Travel, mental 
pursuits where physical activity is re
quired, science and mechanics. 

13. Mercury to Jupiter: Travel, lit
erature, science, sales, law. 

14. Mercury to Saturn: Good mem
ory, reasoning, organization, calculation, 
travel for business, politics, accounting, 
.speculation, education, real estate, sales. 

15. Mercury to Uranus: Keen intui
tion, originality, inventive, mechanical, 
scientific, Political Travel, Government 
work, ·Astrological interests. 

16. Mercury to Neptune: Psychic in
terests, travel, chemicals. dreams. 

18. Venus to Sun: Music, art, mar
riage, pleasure, amusements, luxury. 

19. Venus to Mars: Pleasure, specu
lation, advertising, sports, music. 

20. Venus to Jupiter: Love and mar
riage, success, good fortune, popularity, 
travel. 

21. Venus to Saturn. Investments, 
banking, securities, art, friends, danc-
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ing. 
22. Venus to Uranus: Fine arts, in

ventions, gain through friends, business 
and sudden unexpected good fortune. 

23. Venus to Neptune: Music, art, 
drama, speculation, shipping. 

25. Sun to Mars: Gives physical 
strength, good endurance and recupera
tive power, will power, executive abil
ity, venturesome, ambitious for leader
ship and control, gains approval from 
those in positions of power and author
ity, exhibits courage and natural tend
encies to forge ahead. Mechanical skill, 
sales director, promotion manager. 

26. Sun to Jupiter: Financial deals, 
government office, railroads, influential 
friends, success in big ventures. 

27. Sun to Saturn: General success 
executive work, companies, land, mines, 
investments. 

28. Sun to Uranus; Success through 
Astrology, public or government work, 
inventions, aviation, automotive, radio, 
positions of authority, lodge and group 
associations. 

29. Sun to Neptune: Inspiration, 
travel, law, philosophy, music, art. 

31. Mars to Jupiter: Active expan
sion, industry and enterprise, success to 
personal efforts, gain by speculation. 
Confidence and determination may lead 
to extremes. Get a new job, start a 
new business. ACT. 

32. Mars to Saturn: Actively and as~ 
sertively ambitious, determined to suc
ceed at any cost. Reserve force fortified 
with daring and courage. Holds to se
lected line of effort. Good execution, 
mental and physical. Favorable for ex
ploration, beat new trails, mechanical 
construction, military leadership; engi
neers, civil, mechanical, mining, con
tractors. Lawyer and political office. 

33. Mars to Uranus: Mechanics, elec
trical engineering, travel, construction, 
investigation, business success. 

34. Mars to Neptune: Inspirational 
along aggressive lines of effort. Travel 
by water. Business connected with ship
ping, liquids, refreshments, oils, medi
cine, drugs. Active occul and Astrologi
cal experiments. 

38. Jupiter to Neptune: Favorable for 
travel, social contacts, art, poetry, dra
ma, inspiration, religion, and philoso
phy. Dreams are prophetic. 

40. Saturn to Uranus: Inventiveness 
and originality where patience, perse
verance, organization and management 
are required. 
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LANDON---
(Continued from page 5) 

Jup_iter. It would not be a fair com
panson of the two gentlemen to call 
them respectively Uranus and Jupiter 
and let it go at that, because that is 
only part of the picture, but such a 
comparison is one of the straws in the 
wind, one circumstance to be taken into 
consideration with others. 

It happens, too, in these birth graphs 
that Roosevelt's rising Uranus rules his 
so-called sixth house, region of the sub
tle subconscious mind and part of the 
fifth house, region of speculation and 
amusement. Thus, if he is inclined to 
play his hunches his graph provides a 
ready explanation for that trait. Lan
don's rising Jupiter, on the other hand, 
relates to Landon'.s second house, or re
gion of money, which is consistent with 
his having considerable financial back-
ing. , 

The two birth graphs have one fac
tor in common, the presence of Mars 
in both of their zeniths indicating great 
executive power and authority. Roose
velt's Mars is .supported by a major 
friendly aspect from Mercury, adding 
intelligent imagination to his executive 
ability, but is afflicted by his birth Sun. 
Landon's Mars is in friendly major as
pect to Moon, Venus, Saturn, Uranus, 
Neptune and Pluto. Its conjunction 
with wise Saturn implies restraint 
against impulsive assertiveness. 

Executive Ability Reflected 
Without going further into detail it 

may be fairly stated that Landon's 
Mars is extraordinarily well supported 
and that consequently his executive 
ability is of like caliber. His Mars hap
pens also . to rule his ascendant, sup
plying a clear link between his person
ality and high executive position. 

So much for their birth graphs. They 
disclose much more detail, but the 
points mentioned are some that ~eem 
to carry a political significance. Let 
us glance now at their secondary direc
tions plotted in the middle lanes of the 
concentric rings. I won't attempt to 
explain here what those directions are 
beyond saying simply that they are a 
modification of the birth graphs in ac
cordance with a technical measure. 
Ordinarily they .seem to reflect recog
nizably in the experience sequences of 
individuals' lives. 

Roosevelt's secondary solar and lunar 
directions for 1936 election time both 
emphasize his discordant radical Sun
Saturn complex which may be the most 
unfavorable factor in his birth graph. 
His secondary Saturn will have pro
gressed to close unfriendly aspect to his 
birth Sun, and his progressed Mars ties 
in sharply. I am not attempting to in-
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terpret these unfavorable directions, 
but I will say that they are not the kind 
of condition that I .should expect to 
bring a man any good luck at all. 

Secondaries Favor Landon 
Landon's secondary solar and lunar 

directions both impinge upon his strong, 
favorable radical Mars complex. The 
progressed Moon will be in favorable 
major aspect to hi.s birth zenith. The 
progressed Sun is his birth ascendant 
in conjunction favorably with his birth 
Jupiter. His progressed Mars has 
formed a favorable minor aspect to 
birth Mars. The.se favorable condi
tions may not elect him President, but 
they ought not to stand in his way a bit. 

So without going into the secondar
ies too deeply we may fairly observe 
that they present another distinct con
trast,. Roosevelt's being ominous and 
Landon'.s encouraging. 

What about the transits? They are 
the planetary situation on election day. 
Thus they are the same for all candi
dates, but their influence depend upon 
when a man was born. Transits seem 
to affect individuals through their in
born tendencies. The transits on Nov. 
3, 1936, are rather .scattered. Sun and 
Mercury are in Scorpio, Venus and Ju
piter in Sagittarius, Saturn in Pisces, 
Uranus in Taurus, Moon and Pluto in 
Cancer, and Neptune and Mars are in 
Virgo. 

There appears no such concentration 
of planets as we saw two years ago 
when Sun-Moon-Mercury-Venus-Jupi
ter assembled in Scorpio and put Cur
ley on Beacon Hill. Probably the most 
important transit of this election will 
be that of Sun at 11 Scorpio in favor
able major aspects to Saturn in Pisces 
and to Moon in Cancer. 

Emphasizes Discord Element 
Let us see what the sun will stir up 

in the graphs of these two candidates. 
In Roosevelt's graph the transiting 

Sun is to be in exact adverse major 
aspect to his birth Sun. This is like put
ting the thumb right on the button of 
his major discord complex and adverse 
secondary directions, and pressing the 
button down hard. The transiting Moon 
will stir up his secondary Moon-Mars 
to activate that same harsh birth com
plex, and the transiting Saturn is un-

* * * * 
Learn Public 

Speaking 
t-;~~~~h~:P~~!i~~r:;!1~!n°c;e;:;31rn: 
crease their earning power, through ability 

~r~~~afur0{t~rto~1:t~eJ;~; t!~~~k 
Wonders Willi Words and requirements 
North American Institute, Dept.318B 
3601 Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Ill. 
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friendly to his Uranus-Ascendant. 
Again I .say this may not harm him, 
but I do not see how it will do him any 
good. 

In Landon's graph the situation is 
quite different. The transiting Sun on 
electioF1 day will be in the birth as
cendant in favorable conjunction with 
progressed (i.e., secondary) Sun and 
both birth and progressed Jupiter. 

Now I have not studied astrology 
long enough to discover that there is 
anything irresistibly compelling about 
its influence, nor have I any guaranty 
that my interpretation is a superior in
terpretation, but when I look back to 
what happened in 1928 and 1932, it 
makes me attach some importance to 
the inhabitants of a candidate's ascend
ant on election day. So when I see 
Sun-Mercury transiting Landon's as
cendant and Mars-Neptune in Roose
velt's, why, I may be wrong, but I 
should hardly blame anyone for declin
ing to bet on Roosevelt. Neptune's 
presence-. at the ascendant suggests that 
.someone is being mistaken and that 
may be myself or the voters or Roose~ 
velt. 

Fine Conjunction in 1932 
Those are the principal transit indi

cations as they appear to me. There 
remain for comparison Roosevelt's 
graphs for 1932 and 1936. Both, of 
course, reflecting the birth of the same 
man, have the same radical graph, but 
the .secondary and transits are different, 
representing two different pages of his 
life. Back in 1932, Roosevelt's Moon, 
was in favorable conjunction with his 
birth Jupiter ,thus emphasizing his 
most harmonious complex Jupiter
Uranus-Neptune, and also at election 
time in 1932 Jupiter, the candidate's 
friend who had helped elect Hoover in 
1928, was transiting Roosevelt's ascend
ant favorably conjoined to his birth 
Uranus. So then Roosevelt had the 
transiting Jupitor and the progressed 
Moon both activating the most favor
able complex in his graph. How brief 
their help was can b~ .seen by review
ing the perplexities that tumbled into 
his lap early in his administration. 

If he has been prevented from ful
filling his campaign promises·, if he has 
played his hunches and pursued his 
per.sonal preferences, if he has lent a 
more and more impressionable ear to 
fanciful suggestions of his advisers, 
that course has been at least consistent 
with the unfoldment of his graphs mov
ing away from his era of power. 

And in 1936 instead of having his 
most favorable complex in the saddle 
as in 1932, he now has his most dis
cordant one and under appreciably 
greater pressure. 

This article is not exhaustive at all. 
It does not tell the whole story, it only 
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reaches for the high spots which im
press me as being likely to indicate the 
true outcome of the election. Then, 
too, my judgment is not entirely un
biased. It would be easy to be mistaken 
upon a political problem in which one 
feels a per,sonal concern. In this alibi 
section I ought to suggest, too, that we 
are living through times of such cosmic 
readjustment that perhaps the rules of 
astrology may have been somewhat re
vised. I shall be watching the event 
a.s curiously as anyone else, and placing 
no bets. Perhaps astrology will work 
again this time as it has in the past, 
perhaps not. Next November we shall 
know, and if Roosevelt wins I shall be 
surprised. 

JUST OUT 
ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS 

By Maude Houghton Champion 

A new. book, for beginners and ad
vanced students alike, bringing to
gether under one cover all of the im
portant research findings to date on 
natal analysis and interpretation in
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YOUR LOVE LIFE 
(Continued from page 10) 

his affectionate nature compromises). 
A void trying to reason with him or 
"convince" him that his infatuation is 
due to this or that, or trying in obvious 
ways to help him. Late fall will see 
Son with a new emotional adjustment. 
Just let Mother Nature work it out! 

"JEALOUS FLARE-UP" 
. . . born Dec. 4, 1900 . . . husband, 

Jan. 6, 1886 ... only married for 5 
months . . when I ask for affection he 
hints I should leave him .. this cool
ness dates from my jealous flare-,Up 
over 2 of his women friends ... 

FLARE-UP, VIRGINIA 
Your Capricorn · husband's nature 

cannot understand your ardent love of 
one moment and your jealous flare-up 
of the next, Mrs. Sagittarius. To him 
you seem an ineonsistent extremist. So 
long as you keep him on pins and nee
dles guessing whether he's going to get 
a clout over the head or an ardent em
brace (what a lot of boloney we hear 
about keeping a man "guessing!") he 
will feel that he "can't adj_ust to mar
ried life." Over-possessiveness, jealous 
flare-ups, ANY emotional extremes that 
blow hot, then cold, can only drive him 
into another woman's arms to seek the 
quiet, peace, security, trust, his nature 
craves. Now, BALANCE your emotions 
so he can predict you from one minute 
to the next. And you use that Sagit
tarian intuition to sense his moods and 
give him A MORE EVEN EMOTIONAL 
TEMPERATURE. 

ON UNDERSTANDING WIFIE 
. . . Please help me, Christina Dahl 

... how can I put a stop to those crazy 
impulses of hers . . . her only excuse is, 
"0, I don't know WHAT came over 
me" (!) ••. TYPICAL: Last week she 
bought a riding outfit-cost, 20 smack
ers of my h~rd-earned dough . . . now 
I wouldn't mind so much, but here's 
the rub: she has NEVER sat on a horse, 
had NO intention of learning, and if she 
HAD, we couldn't possibly affol'd it, 
and she KNOWS it ... P. S. When I 
found out about it, it was too late, the 
store wouldn't take it back . . . 

DUMB GUY, NEW JERSEY 
You're not handling that Sun complex 

of hers in Cancer just right. Her Sun 
semi-conjunction Moon which is almost 
exact conjunction Neptune, all opposed 
by Uranus in Capricorn. This configur
ation tends to produce a very imagina
tive nature that lets ideas fly it off on 
a tangent. Depending upon childhood 
training and environment such a nature 
becomes a "genius" or a "nut." While 
environment and training have fallen 
far short, you can still do plenty about 
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AMAZING! STARTLING! 
FRANKi 

This is the magazine you have 
been reading about in "Time" 
and other national commentaries 

MARRIED HAPPINESS MAGAZINE 
discusses the vital problem of marital sex 
relations as it Is discussed in no other 
publication. The most frequent cause of 
divorce is sexual incompatibility. Learn 
to prevent this great social evil by read
ing the enlightening articles in this maga
zine. 

CHRISTINA DAHL writes two fea
tures in each issue, dealing with love and 
marriage ASTROLOGICALLY. MAR
CIA GRAYDEN deals with the same sub
ject each month, using HAND-WRITING 
as a basis for her opinions. 

HERMAN H. RUBIN, M.D., answers 
your SEX problems. DR. THOMAS L. 
GARRETT writes on HYPNOTISM. DR. 
W. M. SCHOLL, Marital Researchist, 
contributes. 

Our FREE CORRESPONDENCE 
CLUB brings lonely men and women· to
gether with love and marriage in view. 
This service Is free to readers I 

MARRIED HAPPINESS MAGAZINE 
is 25c at your newsstand, or direct post• 
paid from the publishers. Subscription 
price, $2.50 for 12 issues. 

Special OHer: 3 assorted back issues 
postpaid for 50c. 

MARITAL ADVISORY 
PUBLICATIONS 

MOUNT MORRIS, ILLINOIS 
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it. FIRST, with Virgo rising you are 
generally too "reasonable" and lax . . . 
then she feels she can "get by with" 
anything. YOUR particular positive 
love expression: FIRMNESS at ALL 
TIMES plus some TEMPER when you 
want her to realize you're serious. 
THEN, help her to find an outlet for 
her energetic imaginative faculties. She 
has decided talent for writing the "fan
tastic" type of fiction. See that she 
STICKS TO WHATEVER SHE STARTS 
and works at it consistently. Mean
while, to impress this particular lesson 
upon her mind, insist that you will 
breakfast with her ONLY when she 
wears the useless (to her) riding habit. 
Seven breakfasts like that will practi
cally cure her of that particular failing, 
and at least guarantee that she won't 
trade your car in for a horse when your 
back is turned. THEN, when she shows 
signs of having learned her lesson: 
PLENTY OF DEMONSTRATIVE AF
FECTION AND SPOKEN PRAISE. 
Meanwhile, you handle the "hard-earn
ed dough," till she proves her capability 
to do so. Remember, FIRMNESS. 

LOVES JILTED LOVER 
... He seems to care for me . .. but 

once loved a girl who jilted him, mar
rying another . . . he born May 22, 1909 
... I, Feb. 12, 1913 ... any indication 
for marriage? 

HIDDEN TALENTS 
• Discover your hidden talents. A care

ful analysis of your handwriting re
veals the way to health, happiness, 
success. I offer personal guidance
frank but sympathetic. Everything 
revealed in one complete reading at 
one price. The reading ___________________ soc 

Miss Jean Burkholder, Box 43, Mount Morris, Ill. 
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The Sixth Edition of 
Self Maste1·y and Fate 

with the 

CYCLES OF LIFE 
Is now off the press! 

So popular and so practical is this great 
book by H. Spencer Lewis that five edi
tions have been sold since 1929. A sim
ple system by which you can determine. 
your fortunate and unfortunate hours 
for all endeavors is the theme of this 
easy-to-understand work. 
Beautifully bound in cloth, 260 pages, 
this book is now available to you for 
only $2.00 Postpaid. Don't put this off 
until you forget, but order now! 
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A. E. L., OHIO 
He is still in a state of severe emo

tional conflict, Miss Aquarius. Depend:.. 
ing on your present psychology, com
ing spring should see romantic devel
opments in your friendship. Concen
trate on developing your FRIENDSHIP. 
Avoid hitting the "sore spot." Keep 
your mutual interests varied ... be his 
pal, sympathetic mother-confessor and 
friend. Let him take the lead . . . and 
be patient. 

DESIGN FOR COURTSHIP 
. . . she was my housekeeper . . . we 

were engaged to be married . . . she 
left me 7 times . . . gets mad quick and 
takes a long time to get over it . . . I 
love this woman, how <Jan I win her? 

DUTCH PAINTER, MICHIGAN 
You're just a bit uncompromising, 

aren't you, Mr. Sagittarius? She wants 
to be the "boss" and so do you, which 
is the main trouble. One of you must 
give in a little. and it better be you. 
Why not send her a nice note with a 
bouquet of flowers or little gift? Don't 
mention the past upheavals, leave out 
criticism and blame . . . just let her 
know how much you miss her, how 
dearly you love her. Your past mistake 
was to tell her how much you loved 
her and how much you blamed her, all 
in one breath. NEVER CARRY A 
BRICKBAT IN ONE HAND AND A 
BOUQUET IN THE OTHER. You can't 
blame her for wanting to know what to 
expect from you. So now, toss away the 
brickbat and let her get used to bou
quets. 

FAMILY TROUBLE 
. . . My sister said you could help me 

... I am almost crazy ... we live with 
his mother and sisters ... they fight all 
the time and nag ceaselessly . . . my 
date, Nov. 13, 1916 ... hubby, Sept. 2, 
1912 ... his mother, Aug. 9, 1885 ... 

DISCOURAGED WIFE, TEXAS 
Hubby and you should absolutely 

have a little place of your own, and 
that immediately. Now, you're going to 
rouse hubby to action, Mrs. Scorpio. 

. But first, stop weeping and stop the 
hysterics. Instead of complaining to 
hubby, "This place is a mad-house, I'm 
going crazy," tell him "With the baby 
coming wouldn't it be lovely to have a 
place of our own, and so good for the 
baby," and "How happy we'd be in a 
quiet, peaceful flat of our own, with 
more room for baby." Get the idea? In 
this way you are concentrating on the 
hopeful side and giving him the feel
ing "How easy it would be to make the 
change," and "What a happy change it 
would be." As for his fear that "Moth
er's feelings would be hurt," instead of 
telling him, "She hasn't GOT any feel
ings," tell him, "How much better that 
would be for Mother, saving her all that 
nervous strain and work" when baby 
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PALMISTRY 
The study of Palmistry is prov

ing an absorbing bi-study for a 
crowing number of occult students. 
There is no better, or more com
prehensive book on this subject 
than 

HAND READING 
By M. N. Laffan 

That character and personality 
are accurately revealed in the hu
man hand is the basis of this won
derful book. 

YOU can learn to read the mes
sage written in the hands of your 
friends by studying this great 
work. 

Price $1.65 Postpaid 
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Mt. Morris, Illinois 

Popular 
Books on Numerology 

THE MEANING OF NUMBERS-by F. 
G. Wilhelm. 
The Mystic Meaning of Number~ a_nd 

their relation to mundane events. Signifi
cance in Dates. Well illustrated and easy 
for new students to understand. _______ soc 

NUMEROLOGY and THE LAW OF 
CORRESPONDENCES-As symbolized 

in the Bible, Masonry, and in Astrology, 
A simple arrangement of Numerology ;or 
beginners Sc 

NUMBERS - Their occult power and 
Mystic Virtues-By W. W. Westcott. 

Pythagorean view of Numbers, the Kabala 
of Numbers, Ptoperties of Numbers, ac
cording to the Bible, Hermetic students, 
Rosicrucians. 
123 pages clot'- ----------------$.1.65 

SOUND AND NUMBER-By Mabel L. 
Ahmed. The Law of Destiny & Design. 

The Alphabet with numerical values, 
planetary sounds and solar numbers. Free 
will or limited will. Solar architectural 
design in nature. Planetary le.tters and 
numbers. Biblical interpretations. Zodiac 
association. A $2.00 book for the special 
price of $1.35 

Order aIJ books by title from 

Today's Astrology 
Book Shop 

Mount Morris, Illinois 

I HA VE YOUR NUMBER 

• 
Send me your full Christian name and birth
date and I can help you solve those perolex
fng, troublesome questions applying to your 
future health, marital affairs. finances. Nu
merology, the Science of Numbers, can tell 
YOU how . 
.A thoroug-h reading covering these ......... :U. 00 

NADIA DEAN 
Box 44 Mount Morris, 111. 
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arrives. In this POSITIVE way you 
arouse his DESIRE to MAKE THE 
CHANGE by showing him it ADVAN
TAGES which will work with his par
ticular '.nature far better than showing 
him present DISADVANTAGES. Al
way's a bit of adjusting the first year 
of marriage! Time for move, August 20 
to end of month. 

"WILL I GO BUGS?" 
... Wife born June 10, 1879 ... I, 

Ja,11, 25, 1880 ... she has been ailing 
for 17 years . . . keeps to her bed . . . 
son and daughter unemployed , . . I 
work 5 nights a week ... say, the wife 
gets my goat ... say, I could go right 
up in the air and not come down ... I 
have to get outside somewhere and 
cool down . .. I make slips, but I try so 
hard not to ... will I go bugs? 

WEARY, SASKATCHEWAN, CAN. 
No, you won't go "bugs," Friend. 

You'll curse a little, maybe cry a little. 
Take a walk by yourself out under the 
stars and GET IT OUT OF YOUR SYS
TEM. Your past mistakes and the mis
takes of others are packing a wallop. 
Life is giving it to you on the chin. You 
"know that." So what? So tighten your 
belt, clench your fists and get back 
some of that fightin' courage! When it 
comes to a showdown you don't want 
to welch on your responsibilities, do 
you, Friend? Of course you don't--you 
know you couldn't get any peace of 
mind that way, knowing how much the 
wife and kids need you. Sure, they 
have faults-but you're big enough and 
strong enough to cope with them. Get 
out by yourself under the stars more 
often, Friend. Let your body and spirit 
absorb some of that infinitude of faith 
and hope, strength and courage that is 
yours for the asking. Dare to believe 
that Life has yet much good to reward 
your striving. Fall of this year and all 
of next . . . much better financial op
portunities . . . happier period for all. 
Write me again just before Thanksgiv
ing. 

ANTICIPATING TROUBLE 
... Does hubby really love me? He's 

born July 27, 1874 ... I'm born March 
11, 1884 ... feel I don't thoroughly un
derstand him . . . doubt that he loves 
me . . . is there trouble this year for 
me? 

MRS. TULIP, INDIANA 
Suppose you give him more trust in

stead of doubt, Mrs Pisces. You will 
both be so much happier. THOROUGH 
understanding of each other is not pos
sible between two, no matter how dear 
to each other, how close their lives. 
There is always something in another 
that evades complete classification. You 
can best show the equivalent of under
standing by BELIEVING IN HUBBY 
AND LETTING HIM KNOW THAT 
YOU DO! Trouble usually comes to 
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those who anticipate it, I've noticed. 
So, turn around and swim WITH the 
current, Mrs. Pisces. 

TRIANGLE, THIRD CORNER 
... Never thought I'd be the third 

comer of a triangle . . . I hate myself, 
for her husband is my best friend· . . 
I am a paying guest in their home .. 
can't seem to break away . . . 

E. V. L., ILLINOIS 
Your situation is due mostly to pro

pinquity, your loneliness and her pres
ent boredom with the routine of life. 
Just enough astrological attraction be
tween you to cause a lot of trouble and 
regrets all around. "Hating" yourself is 
a poor substitute for DOING something 
about it. Now, take that energy you're 
spending on "worrying" and "hating 
yourself" and put it into good Scorpio 
determination. Good idea to get out be
fore the 1st of September. There's a 
finer kind of romance for you, so GIVE 
YOURSELF A BREAK! 

SO IT GOES 
V.E.N., CALIFORNIA: The chart of 

yourself and Libra lady shows excep
tional harmony for marriage. Avoid dis
cussing situation with Son at present. 
He is mistaking for love what is in re
ality an infatuation for the "mother
image." Ask him to write me. Force no 
issues. 

22, DEEP SOUTH: Although you're 
already plenty sure of it-Yes! You are 
congenial! And, yes; I'm sure we all re
member you and are glad that problem 
is all in the past. I'll be there in spirit! 

'37 LAW STUDENT: Well, there's the 
man who draws the plahs and the man 
who follows specifications. Give your 
own persistence some credit. Congratu-
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Brotherhood of Light Lessons 
Standard the World Over 

Zl Courses 
C'-0vering every important astrological and occult 

subject. Each lesson, oostpaid, 25 cents. 
Send for FREE copy o! THE CHURCH OF 

LIGHT QUARTERLY. It contains the B. o! L. 
Astrological Reports, in which large series or birth
charts are analyzed by the statistical method: also 
interesting illustrated articles on astrology and ocw 
cultism. 

THE CHURCH OF LIGHT 
Dept. B, Box 152S Los Angeles, Calif. 

Your Natal BIRTH-CHART !ree with each or
der, together with a reading or your Sun-sign_ and 
Rising-sign, according to the Dictured constella• 
lions. 

Introducing C. C. Zaln's newest Course--SPIB· 
ITUAL ASTROLOGY. 

18 booklets In Course. Send 50c for first two: 
"Our Spiritual Legacy'' and "The Fountain or 
Youth." Be sure to give correct day, month, year, 
olace and time or day or birth. 

Carrie M.. Hill, Publisher 
Specializing in the distribution of 
Brotherhood of Light Literature 

DEPT. T, BOX 1229 LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 

lations. Question 1, yes. 2, probably. 3, 
Aug. 22 or Sept. 4. 

R. D. X., KANSAS: (April 16 and 
Sept. 19) Yes. Suggest they wait until
Sept. for marriage, and that daughter 
follow physician's suggestions regard
ing climate, altitude ... M. V. W., MAS
SACHUSETTS: Letters can be answer
ed in this column only when real name 
and address accompanies pen na·me. 
Put more trust in life, Friend ... MRS. " 
B. H., MICHIGAN: (Sept. 21 and Jan. 
7) Strive for immediate economic in
dependence. Watch for opportunities in 
Sept., this year. Meanwhile, use that 
nursing_ knowledge plus plenty of pa
tience and tact. 

LOUISE, MISSOURI: Be more tract
able, let him feel he's the leader. Try 
to see that his point of view is really 
reasonable ... E. P., MONTANA: Your 
own calmness at all times will help. 
Avoid being too outspoken. A slightly 
off-color word or look makes him feel 
unwanted. 

NITA, CALIFORNIA: General ques
tions not dealing with love and mar
riage are answered in "Answers to In
quiring Readers" column, TODAY'S 
ASTROLOGY . . . A. M., WASHING
TON: Write me frankly what the trou
ble is ... L. M., CALIFORNIA: You 
did not give complete birth data. 
Friends, please give PLACE, and HOUR 
of birth (when known) as well as date 
and year ... V. C., WISCONSIN: On 
incomplete data I have, marriage is 
likely. 

PAGING THE LONELY: Hello, 
MOON FLOYD and DIANNE, CALI
FORNIA ... MR. F. M., MARYLAND 
... WIDOW S. S., ILLINOIS ... T. N. 
T. and I. C. T., TEXAS AND ALL OTH
ER SINCERE AND SERIOUS-MINDED 
SINGLE MEN AND WOMEN: As Sec
retary of the FAREWELL TO LONE
LINESS CLUB sponsored in the inter
ests of greater human happiness, by 
MARRIED HAPPmESS MAGAZINE~ 
I extend you a hearty invitation to join. 
This service is completely FREE of any 
charge. The only fee for membership is 
INTEGRITY of-character and SINCER
ITY of purpose. Do you want congenial 
friends? Read their letters in current 
MARRIED HAPPINESS MAGAZINE. 

To JEALOUS, SHANGHAI . . . 
DARNED OL' CRAB ... MR. AND 
MRS., DENVER ... COLONEL, KEN
TUCKY ... V. V., MANITOBA ... so 
glad to hear of your fine progress . . . 
all's well that ends well! 

To all Friends who have requested 
my autographed photograph: expect to 
have some more ready soon . . . want 
to know a secret? I would enjoy receiv
ing your own autographed photo in ex
change for mine. And so, until we meet 
again, qhristina Dahl say, So ;Long, 
Friends. 
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" .. ~SA VE THIS FOR YOUR 
HOUR OF NEED ... " 

"Do you realize what your astrological work has meant to our home after all our years 
of struggle and misunderstanding?" writes Mrs. R. M. "You should put at the top of your 
ads in big letters save this for your hour of need .. .'' 

COMPLETE ASTROLOGICAL SERVICE*** 
Of recent successes, "Consulting you saved our marriage. Happiness has come to live 

with us again .•. And to think that we were on the verge of divorce," writes Mrs. M. C. M. 
"I have no more trouble meeting and getting along with men. Have three proposals already," 
writes Miss J. R. further wanting to know the one most congenial to her for marriage. "Your 
work was like God's sunshine after a four years nightmare .•. You certainly told me the 
truth and exactly what to do and when and how to do it. Of his own free will, he stopped 
seeing her months ago ... We are a changed couple," writes Mr~. J. S. 

"Last year you recall I tried your forecast services to help me and my wife get al_ong 
better in all ways," Mr. R. N. L. writes. "Of the opportunities you predicted, two have 
already taken plac,o, and thanks to you I recognized them and knew what to do to fulfill 
them. For the first since 1929 we ·are getting along fine and also have no money worries." 
Writes Mr. A. K. B.: "She consented to our marriage .•. The organization also acc,opted 
me. Nobody can know what this means to me after all my years of struggling in hope and 
faith ... You understood me better than I did myself. 

Have you, Friend, a real life problem? 
WHAT TO DO 

Do you want personal letter consultation? Then write a letter g1v1ng details of your 
difficulties, sending birth data (place, date, year, hour if possible) of all main persons con
cerned. If love difficulty of any sort, frankly describe any sex, personal, financial parental or 
other factors. My reply is sent to you in plain envelope. All my work is done by myself 
personally. There is plenty of happiness for you when you know how to go about it in the 
way fitting your own individual nature. 

For problems, the fee per letter BRIEF CONSULTATION is $2. Per letter COMPLE·TE 
CONSULTATION, $5. Or, if you want accurate FORECAST GUIDANCE for your own 
individual selfhood, so you will have pointed guidance in how to maximate all departments 
of your life, the fee for SIX MONTHS FORECAST is $8. For TWELVE MONTHS FORE
CAST, $15. Rectification, if wanted, $5 extra. Kindly us,o CURRENCY AND REGISTER 
ALL VALUABLE AND CONFIDENTIAL MAIL. 

These personal services of mine are the kind you have always wanted from astrology. 
Ask your happily mated successful friends about my work. 

FREE 
Send self-addressed stamped envelope for free copy "YOUR REAL LIFE PROBLEMS, 

PREVENTION AND CURE BY ASTROLOGY. You owe it to yourself to send for this 
valuable little pamphlet at once. No obligation. 

CHRISTINA DAHL 
Box 44, T. A., Alfred Station Detroit, Michigan, U.S.A . 

.. •Christina Dai,/ is a11 associate researchist i11 the Neological Division of the THERAPEUTIC 
RESEARCH FOUNDATION, an associate editor of TODAY'S ASTROLOGY MAGAZINE, Marital 
Advisory Editor of MARRIED HAPPINESS MAGAZINE, Secretar7 of the FAREWELL TO LONE, 
LINESS CLUB, and was formerly a nurse serving the proftssions o medicine and surgery. 
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MARKET ADVANCE 
(Continued from page 11) 

friendly association of the planets Saturn 
and Uranus have been mentioned as in
dicators of improved business and mar
ket conditions; also, that this relation
ship would expire in April, 1936, at 
which time the continual up-trend of 
market prices could not be expected to 
continue was ascertained. 

It can not be stated without a doubt 
that the planets, especially the Saturn
Uranus combination, can be used by the 
industrial world as BUSINESS-MAR
KET-PRODUCTION CYCLE INDICA
TORS. Research over a period of past 
history shows business' improvement 
and increase' in market process during 
the times that Saturn formed good as
pects to Uranus and adverse conditions 
when these planets were in unfriendly 
positions. This is neither strange nor 
uncertain to the man or woman who has 
given attention to the planetary scheme 
in which we live. There is no elaborate 
or intensified staticial organization to 
match the planetary indicators particul
arly in this field of economics. The point 
at issue is not to depreciate the statistical 
efforts for they are, after all, highly es
sential, but to tie them up with the 
planetary positions so as to not only 
know the changes taken place, but also 
to realize the reason, astrologically, for 
these changes. 

IN THE CHART ON THIS PAGE the 
market curves are compared with the 
pla_!!etary positions. Referring to our 
ephemeris on March 18, 1935, we locate 
·saturn 3 degrees 49 minutes in Pisces; 
Uranus 29 degrees 30 minutes .in Aries. 
This is a favorable sextile angle of 56 
degrees (60 degree makes an exact sex
tile; 10 degrees orb is permissable be
tween these two planets.) On April 6, 
1936 we find Saturn 16 degrees 52 min
utes in Pisces and Uranus 4 degrees 24 
minutes in Taurus. They have moved 
out of range of the 60 degree sextile. 
Market improvement began and contin
ued up to April, 1936, as reported by the 
Tribune chart which shows the average 
price of fifty leading stocks on the New 
York Stock Exchange. 

In the market adcance that began in 
April, 1933 and continued to July we 
again find the planet Saturn in friendly 
relation to Uranus. Saturn and Uranus 
as indicators of market and industrial 
conditions have the basis for this, first, 
in their commodity rulership, second, in 
their good trine angle in the U. S. chart 
wherein we find Uranus in Gemini and 
Saturn in Libra 7 degrees apart, con
sidering this a close aspect. 

Uranus is particularly important to 
individual industries and people. Ur-
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anus rules the Automotive industry and 
there is always expansion when plane
tary hook-ups operate favorably to Ur
anus. Persons who have the combina
tion of Saturn and Uranus friendly in 
their birth charts should watch for per
iods when these planets are in harmon
ious cooperation for it can denote an 
opportunity for promotion and expan
sion. 

In checking back we have listed the 
years when Saturn and Uranus were in 
favorable association: 1857-58-59-64-
66-81-82- part of 83- last part of 88-89-
1905-06-11-14-27-28-35- early part of 
36. These two planets will favorably 
connect again in 1947 and there will be 
a close conjuntion in 1941. 

In the financial section of the Tribune 
on June 1, 1936, appeared the following: 

"While industrial activity shows signs 
of leveling off after reaching a spring 
peak, this country, along with most of 
the world, is in the early stages of a 
major upward cycle, says Banking the 
official publication of the Ame;ican 
Bankers association, in its current is
sue." 

This is the approaching association of 
the planet Uranus to Neptune which will 
be operative mildly in the middle of 
1936, all of 1937 to 1946 and can be pro
ductive of wide industrial, commercial 
and building progress. There will be a 
drawing together of the classes, due to 
the fact that people as a whole are more 
social conscious than ever before in 
history and will unite their inspiration 
and. originality toward an improvement 
in living conditions. 

: Astrological Books 
• • • • • • • • • : • • • • • : • • I • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

EASY METHOD OF READING HORO
SCOPES. By Mathews. Aids students to 
get a quick insight into horoscope inter-
pretation .... , ................................................... $2.00 

REINCARNATION-Besant-Study of re-
birth ..................................................... : ............ 35c 

1936 Moon Sign Book and Planeters Guide 
····························································$1.05 

1936 ALPHA-MATHO VIBRATORY 
SCALE CALENDAR. Splendid turf re-
sults ................................................................ $2.00 

WINOGRADE'S MONTHLY FORECASTS 
-Wheat and Stocks. Circular free. · 

SPECULATION AND MATHEMATICS--
(TURF) by R. A. Smith .......................... $3.00 

ASTROLOGICAL SERVICE - Birth 
Horoscopes with one year Fore
cast in advance, $10.00. Includes 
star map, occupation, character, 
marriage, finance, etc. Send birth 
year, month, date, hour and place. 
Work personally performed . 

D. G. NELSON 
735 N. Wabash Ave. Chicago 

· ASTROLOGY - OCCULT - BOOKS 
Send 3c stamp for circulars of Astrology 

Books 
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A New Book You Cannot Afford to Miss 

ASTROLOGY AND ROMANCE 
Written by Elsbeth EberUn, and 

. translated from the German 
You don't have to be a finished student of Astrology to 

enjoy this great work by Germany's foremost astrologer! 
Written in simple terms, this great work is taken from the 
actual lives of the thousands of people with whom Miss 
Ebertin came in contact through her work. 

ILLUSTRATED WITH 21 ACTUAL HOROSCOPE 
CHARTS! 

The fortunes and love tragedies of individuals are illus
trated with 21 actual natal charts. So that the people with 
whom Miss Ebertin illustrates her theories may become real 
living persons to you, these charts are furnished and ex
plained. 

If love is a factor in your life, DON'T FAIL TO READ 
THIS BOOK! Because of its great worth, the translation has 
been brought to America, so that English speaking people 
might have the opportunity of reading it. 

EXCLUSIVE IN THIS VOLUME! 
In this book and in this book alone, you will find "Moon 

Interpretations with regard to Human Relations," and the 
"Love and Romantic Dispositions as Shown by the Twelve 
Signs of the Zodiac." These two features alone are worth 
more than the price of the entire book! 

PRICE, (Paper Bound) $2.10 Postpaid 
Handsomely Bound in Cloth, $2.65 Postpaid 

TODAY'S ASTROLOGY BOOKSHOP 
Mount Morris, Illinois 

SPECIAL OFFER! 
So that you may obey that 
impulse and order this book 
today, we are making the fol
lowing offer, which will be 
good until September 30: 

YOUR OWN INDIVIDUAL 
ZODICAL CHART FREE, with 
an order for this book! This is 
the regular $1.00 chart, and 
shows the positions of the plan
ets at the time of your birth. 
FILL IN THIS BLANK AT 
THE RIGHT. ACT NOW! 
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TODAY'S ASTROLOGY BOOKSHOP 
Mount Morris, Illinois. 

Gentlemen: 

Enclosed find check ............ Money order ........... . 
for $2.10 (for paper bound) $2.615 (for cloth 
bound) copy of ASTROLOGY AND ROMANCE. 
I understand that I am to receive my Individual 
Zodiacal Chart FREE with this order. 

Name ................................................................................ .. 

Address 

Birth Place 

Birth date and hour ........................................................ .. 
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LABOR DAY WEATHER 
(Continued from page 13) 

of the heavenly bodies upon weather, 
nor of my ability to foretell what will 
take place." 

So I went at once to my studio, and 
took down my charts of the movement 
of the moon, and looked up the weather 
for September 7th, and the two days, 
Saturday and Sunday before, that will 
constitute the week end holiday of La
bor Day. They are set before. you here, 
just as I will show them to the banker 
tomorrow. 

It appears that this holiday period will 
be mostly fair and warm over all the 
plains states from Texas and Louisiana 
north into Canada. There will likely be 
some scattered showers in the Missouri 
valley on Saturday and Sunday, proba
bly clear on Labor Day itself. In the re
gion of the Great Lakes and in the Ohio 
valley, the whole holiday will be cool 
and inclined to be clear. In the west, 
and over the plateau states it will be 
cool, getting warmer, and with some rain 
and unsettled air. Over the northwest 
it will be warmer, with showers likely. 

. But it is over the Atlantic seaboard 
that we must expect the worst weather. 
There will be a storm down there that 
will be of a hurricane nature, and we 
must expect all this region to be warm, 
wet, stormy and not at all a good time 
for extended outings. The best I can say 
for the Atlantic slope is that the stormi
ness seems to be scheduled to start in 
the south and work north, so that the 
people of New York City, especially, 
who may be planning a nice week end 
trip will probably have time to get back 
home by Monday night before the storm 
really gets up its full force. What I see 
here is a large mass of warm tropical air 
moving in along the coast from down in 
the Gulf of Mexico, and from near the 
island of Haiti, and as it works in, an
other huge cold mass keeps edging down 
from the Great Lakes toward Pennsyl
vania and New York state. Where these 
two airs meet, we can be quite sure that 
there will be a whirl of wind, and a 
storm. 

Some of the visitors who happened in 
the studio as I was making the charts 
asked me why the storm on the Atlantic 
coast had the nature of a hurricane. You 
see, September is the season for tropical 
storms, and it was early in September 
last year that the violent hurricane 
swept over the Florida Keys, killing so 
many people. So I told them this storm 
has all the earmarks of a hurricane. It 
may be only a small one or only a very 
big rainstorm, because we can never be 
quite sure how big a hurricane will be 
until after it gets to going. If such a 
storm gets no salt water to feed on. it 
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ETA 
CONCENTRATED FOODS 
supply in concentrated form the twelve mineral elements 
that may be lacking in your meals. It is not always 
convenient to eat large quantities of ordinary rooqe to 
malce up the deficiency and these powerful minerals are 
present in only very small amounts. You simply add 
several of these mineral food capsules to your ordinary 
meals and you will have supplied the elements needed 
by your body. 

FOOD CALCIUM" overcomes nervousness, gives courage 
and willpower, builds strong bones, teeth and heart. 
Overcomes dyepepsia, irritability, sensitiveness. Over
comes acidity of the body. Restores normal gland 
action. Makes rich blood. 100 capsules ................. :·:~ 

FOOD MAGNESIU¥ aids digestion. cools blood. pre
vents catarrh, makes fluids alkaline, cools nerves. 
Prevents ncld stomach, dry and torpid bowels, helps to 
overcome eruptive and inflammatory skin disorders. A Ids 
digestion, 100 capsules .................................................. $2.50 

FOOD IRON increases red blood corpuscles, gives en• 
durance, vitality. Overcomes anemia, melancholia. hys
teria, dropsical conditions and watery deposits. 100 .cap-
sules .................................................................................. $2.50 

FOOD PHOSPHOROUS strengthens nerves. invigorates 
bra'in, helps to build red blood, overcomes fatigue and 
irritation. Reatores mental balance and concentration 
power. Invaluable in cases of nervous breakdown. Best 
tonic for mental types. 100 capsules ............................ $2.50 

FOOD !ODIN purifies blood and nerves. Helps to nre-. 
vent toxins from passing up to brain. Reduces glandu
lar swellings. Helpful in bronchitis, throat ailments, 
murky complexion, swollen feet, smarting eyes, tired
ness, lung trouble and catarrh. 
100 capsules ···-·····················································•·········$2.50 

FOOD CHLORIN promotes · elimination of water from 
the tissues, skin and lungs. The contractive. extractive
pressure exerted by Chorin eliminates all water. Valu
able in watery obesity. Chlorin because of its refrigera
tive action cools the body. People of watery signs !lbould 
use this during hot weather. 100 capsules ................ $2.50 

FOOD l:CANGANESE has antiseptic and germicidal 
properties. Counteracts body acids and toxic products so 
that they become less harmful. Increases the pow.er of 
body purification. Hinders the development of cancerous 
growths in the membrances, linings- and organs. 100 cap-
sules . ···········•·································································-···$2.50 

ETALA:X 
BANISHES CONSTIPATION 

UTTERLY 

ETALA..X Is Intended to build up the Intestinal wa11s 
and increase the .activity of the liver. Used regularly 
ror a short time, it strikes at the basic cause of con
stipation. The cause removed, Nature does the rest and 
permanent relief is afforded. 

ETALAX. is different in its action. The exclusive 
ETALAX process gives ETA.LAX a "certain some
thirig"-a certain ideal action-that word's can't de
scribe. A Six Week's Supply. Price $1.00. 

ETA CONCENTRATED FOODS are endorsed and ap
proved by Dr. Willis G. Sheeman, Ameilca's foremost 
authority on Food Chemistry and Nutrition. 

Ask for free booklet "Advanced Knowledge of Nutri
tion" when sending your order to 

THE ETA COMP ANY, INC. 

227° West Huron .St., Chicago, m. 
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may never be much more than a strong 
rain, but if it passes over warm salt 
water, like the Gulf Stream, it may 
grow into a real killer of a storm. To 
be sure what this storm might be like, 
I drew up a map of its total action, and 
I will give you this too. It appears to 
start down in the Gulf of Mexico on 
September 3, fed by warm air in part 
from Haiti, as I have said. On the 4th 
and 5th it is taking shape in the Gulf and 
along the Alabama and Florida coast. 
From he:re it will swing over the land 
through Georgia, and this may take 
some of the fierce energy out of it, be
cause hurricanes dislike to have to run 
over land. They much prefer the wa
ter. However, much of the land this 
storm will pass over is swampy, and it 
soon heads out to sea again, where it 
will meet the Gulf Stream and all the 
wa:rm water any storm could want. On 
the 7th and 8th it is off North Carolina 
and Virginia and appears to be moving 
swiftly out to sea. But no, on the 8th a 
piece breaks off and swings back over 
the land, in Virginia, Maryland and New 
Jersey, then it cuts over lower New York 
state and New England by the 9th, and 
merges back into the original storm that 
is heading up over the Gulf of St. Law
rence. As it goes, ve:ry much colder air 
will come in behind it. It is this insidi
ous creeping cold polar air that makes 
me suspect that the storm may have 
more power in it than summer thunder 
storms usually possess. When we have 
a sharp and sustained temperature 
gradient in a storm, we can usually look 
for a deep funnel-like whirl of warm 
air, and with that, a severe storm. 

My visitors asked me what a hurri
cane was like inside, what we might 
expect this storm to look like to those 

Hetquaz System of Numerology 
Is A Dependable Guide 

This system of Numerology is registered at 
Congressional Library, Washington, D. C. 
It is the only known system of Numerology 
in existence today that indicates MON'l'H
L Y TIME on important events. 
Hetquaz Numerology Forecast-with three 

questions answered .................................. $1.00 
Hetquaz Numerology Character 
Hetquaz Numberscope Guide Chart ...... $.2.00 
Reveals your latent capacities and hidden 
powers, how to use your vibrations for suc
cess in your efforts. Valuable to parents 
in training children. 
Hetquaz Numberscope Guide Chart ...... 112.00 
[ndicates best days, months, numbers, peri
ods, games, Turf, all questions answered. 
This system of Numerology taught eighteen 
lessons complete course. Per Lesson -
$3.00 - Complete Course, Cash .. ·-···-··$4,5.00 

ROSE JUANITA JONES
NUMEROLOGIST 

Pres. Hetquaz Correspondence Sc!)ool of 
Numerology 

Box 149 Marion, Ohio 138 OAK ST. 
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who may live when it goes, or be in its 
path. A storm of the type of this will 
in all probability consist of a large re
volving whirlpool of warm air, perhaps 
somewhat coole:r to the nor'thwest, and 
in the big whirl there will be many, 
perhaps hundreds, of little whirls each 
of them a lesser whirlpool, and some of 
them violent. When Labor Day comes, 
expect the air on the Atlantic coast to 
grow stickier and more humid, then to 
cloud up and be threatening, and finally 
to begin to rain. The rain will increase 
in st:rength, and with it the wind, and 
some of these gusts, which are the lesser 
whirlpools I just mentioned, will be se
vere enough to cause damage. It will 
look like the storm is over, when sud
denly it will begin all over again, and 
repeat itself a second time. This will be 
when the part breaks off and runs back 
over the land. Finally on the 8th or 9th 
the storm will move out toward Nova 
Scotia, and the sky will be cool and 
very blue. 

Right after Labor Day people begin 
to expect frost. Sometimes it does not 
come for a month or more, but anyhow, 
they begin to worry about it. Here are 
some general frost dates that you can 
apply. September as a whole will be a 
warm month, to make up for August, 
which will be mostly cool. Look for ex
tra cool weathe:r in September in the 
far northwest on or near the 5th, 14th, 
and 26th. In the Rocky Mountain and 
high area in the southwest, look for frost 
or cool weather near the 14th and 24th. 
In the region of the Great Lakes, Min
nesota and Wisconsin, look for cool 
weather on the 7th, 8th and 22nd. The 
hot pa:rts of August will come toward the 
end of the month, in the east especially. 
All summer long the air over the entire 
continent of North America has been 
dry, but in the fall, as soon as the sun 
begins its plunge into the southern 
hemisphere, the water vapor in the sky 
will increase, and heavier rains will 
ensue. 

This is the forecast that I am going 
to submit to my banke:r friend. This is 
the longest range weather forecast that 
has ever been made in all the history of 
science, which makes any pretense to 
strut mathematical accuracy. If it fails, 
then I have failed, but I do not think 
that it is going to fail. For three months 
I h_ave been out, observing storms, test
ing out predictions right on the ground, 
seeing things in the heavens that no 
a:rm chair meteorologist ever sees, and I 
think when Labor Day comes. it will 
come just as I have predicted it will. 
And when it does come true, then every 
Astrologer in the country using my 
methods can stand up and defy his 
critics, and demand that they submit 
proofs of error, or else hush. 
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PLANETS BEHIND 
THE NEWS 

(Continued from page 14) 

Venus exactly conjoined her natal Pluto 
and Neptune respectively. That such a 
set-up is highly indicative of what actu
ally occurred becomes apparent from a 
study of the rulerships involved. Mer
cury rules letters and newspaper pub
licity, Pluto rules the underworld, Nep
tune rules scandal and nudity, the 2nd 
house has to do with one's cash, and 
the opposition aspect tends toward sepa
ration-in this case separation from 
money. The operation of the progressed 
aspect came to a head on the day that 
transitting Mercury and Venus entered 
the picture. In fairness to Mrs. McPher
son, however, we must stress the point 
that scandal brought by Neptune is 
very often false and anyone may be
come its victim regardless of an ex
emplary character. 

Worthwhile Books 
A sound philosophic background is essential for cor
rect interpretation of the planetary forces. For a 
clearer Jnsight into the Cosmic Scheme. purpose of 
llfe and evolution read: 
ROSICRUCIAN COSMO CONCEPTION by Max. 

Heindel. 702 pages, Cloth bound, $2.00 postpaid. 
MESSAGE OF THE STARS, Standard text and guide 
SIMPLIFIED SCIENTIFIC ASTROLOGY textbook on 

to Astrological Interpretation, 712 pages, $2.50. 
on the erection of Horoscopes. 198 pages, $1.50. 

ASTRO DIAGNOSIS, A guide to healing, 480 pages, 
$2.50. 

EPHEMERIDES, 1857 to 1937, each 25c. 
Free catalogue. Order from 

THE ROSICRUCIAN BOOK CENTER 
2650 Wilcox Street Chicago, Ill. 

ASTRO-NUMEROLOGY 
ANALYSIS 

Your FULL BAPTISMAL NAME and 
BIRTH DATE SKILLFULLY INTER
PRETED BY BLENDING NUMEROL-

OGY WITH ASTROLOGY. 
Personally written by Mrs. Mytha Nel
son, 735 North Wabash ave., Chicago, Ill. 
Reveals your TRUE Hidden nature; every day 
moods, and the Impression you make on the 
surface. Your Merits given and in what way 
they can be used to advance you, together 
with What is holding you back from attaining 
your best possibilities. 

Present opportunities included, so what's on 
your mind for accomplishment. The amQ.unt 
of enlightment depends upon the fee-$5.00, 
$10.00 and up. 

Please Print: 

Full Baptismal Name ................................ ·······-········ 

Birth Place .......................................................... ·-········ 

Year ··································-······-··--······--····················-

Month .......... Date .......... Hour ........ A.M ......... P.M ........ . 

Present address .................................................... . 

Name 

6c 

UNDERSTANDING 
YOUR CHILD 

(Continued from page 15) 

down his thoughts. Give him a com
fortable place to study, a good light, 
some reference books including a large 
dictionary, pencils, pens, lots and lots 
of paper, if possible a portable type
writer. He often has talent for drawing, 
painting, piano or stringed instruments, 
fine needlework or other forms of man
ual dexterity. He should also have 
some vehicle to take him places and see 
things, beginning with a tricycle or 
scooter. He should be permitted to 
drive the family car when he is old 
enough to be licenced as he has a natural 
aptitude for vehicular traffic. 

By all means, send him to college. He 
has the "bookish aptitude" necessary for 
a good record, but even more important 
he needs the stimulating mental contacts 
with other young people. His vocational 
bent is toward writing, public speaking, 
teaching, salesmanship, or clerical and 
artistic lines of endeavor. Instead of a 
silver spoon in his mouth, the Gemini 

. baby is born with a pencil behind his 
ear. Don't mislay his heritage. 

Questions and Answers 
Q. GIRL BORN JANUARY 11, 1926, 

M. C. 15 Libra, Ascendant 14 Sagittarius. 
The mother asks whether she will over
come her present lameness and what 
measures should be taken to help her. 

A. Her condition has been improving 
since the low point in January, February 
and March but she is likely to have some 
degree of premanent disability. Her 
chart would suggest. an acute infection 
such as infantile paralysis rather than a 
tuberculous condition. In addition to 
such measures as her physician suggests 
for her care, the mother can do a great 
deal to keep this child happy in spite of 
her difficulties. With Mars conjunction 
Moon rising in Sagittarius, the child's 
energy is abundant and her courage is 
fully brought out by struggle with dis
ease. She must be given plenty to do at 
home or she will fret and become very 
quarrelsome. She must not be pitied
instead she must be active and hard
working within her physical limits. Her 
intelligence is fully aroused by a means 
of asserting her· individuality and am
bition. She should have books, writing 
materials, encouragement to study and 
do things requiring skill with the brain 
and hands. Her future is not so dark 
as may be imagined since she can de
velop a strong earning power which will 
free her from personal limitations very 
successfully. She should not be permitt
ed to feel unwanted, ugly or less import
ant than her brothers and sisters. since 
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she would brood over such a feeling of 
inferiority to the point of becoming 
very selfish, rebellious and miserable. 
The mother must strike a happy medium 
between patient affection and stimula
tion to ambitious activity. She should 
remember that forms alter and pass, 
but no good quality built up by effort 
is ever lost. 

Q. BOY BORN MARCH 4, 1925, M. C. 
1 Scorpio, Ascendant 6 Capricorn. 
Mother states it is hard to understand 
his moods and temperament, that the 
father has failed to assume his proper 
responsibilities · and makes her prob
lems of discipline much harder. The 
boy seems resentful, antagonistic and 
self-willed both at home and in school. 

A. The boy is not one who can be 
easily molded and guided for he has a 
powerful personality of his own. He 
has the ambitious, self-reliant and effic
ient sign Capricorn rising, with the ruler 
very discordantly aspected, indicating 
strife as a constant factor in his life. His 
Sun is very powerfully configurated, be
ing conjunction Venus, Mercury and 
Uranus, sextile Mars, sextile Jupiter 
and trine Moon. You can do most for 
him by giving him plenty of affection 
and cultural stimulation. Leave him 
free to strike out on his own path when
ever possible, for he will reject one 
selected for him by someone else. Bar
ring accidents, he will make his mark in 
the world, especially in some financial 
success connected with art, music, ad
vertising or promotion. The less his 
father forces him to conform with au
thority, the better. Your own chart in
dicates a powerful dominating nature 
which has been thwarted a great deal. 
Take this into consideration when deal
ing with your son. 1936 is a depressing 
and difficult year for him especially in 
connection with money or possessions. 
With the good Uranian aspects forming 
his home life should improve through 
allowing him more independence and 
outlets for individuality the latter half 
of 1936 and 1937. 

Expert Services 
Rectification of the Horoscope, Favorable 

and Unfavorable Business Cycles, Child 
Training Problems, Marriage and Love Prob
lems, Vocational Guidance, et cetera. ~tate 
your problem enclosing stamped envelope and 
lees will be quoted. 

Our Correspondence-Study Department con• 
ducts its courses upon a strict academic basis 
under university trained instructors. Write 
for catalog. 

The Astrological Research 
Foundation 

Maude Houghton Champion, Director 
823½ Lucile Ave., Los Angeles, California 
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YOUR HEALTH 
(Continued from paqe 17) 

insufficient Phosphorus and that faculty 
cannot understand. Do not try to de
v.elop your mind by mere suggestion, for 
that doesn't work. You cannot build a 
masonic temple out of moonshine; you 
must have stone, and bricks, mortar and 
iron columns. So also with mental de
velopment. You must supply material 
substances that build the structures of 
the brain. 

As stated before, Calcium and Phos
phorous always work together. When 
there is a lack of Phosphorus in the 
bones, the bone tissue becomes soft and 
gelatinous instead of hard, dense, com
pact and elastic. Phosphorous increases 
the number of red corpuscles. This does 
not mean that the red corpuscles are 
made of Phosphorous. It simply means 
that Phosphorous has an indirect effect 
upon the manufacture of the red cor
puscles of the blood. Phosphorous im
proves nutrition of tissues at large. If 
we do not eat enough of Phosphorous 
foods and we run short of this valuable 
Phosphorous in our body, the metabol
ism suffers and health cannot be main
tained very long. 

There is a class of people in whom the 
Phosphorous element is excessive and 
while it is impossible to describe these 
people as a chemical type within the 
limited space of this article, readers of 
"Today's Astrology" will easily under
stand what particular type I refer to. 
Because the mental faculties at work in 
these people burn up Phosphorous in 
great amounts, they are more in need 
of this element than other people. As 
a type we know these people to be "Neu
rogenus" which means a pathological 
expression of the mental nervous tem
perament. These people always crave 
excitement. They are extravagant and 
spend money foolishly. They lack judg
ment and economics and practical di
reactions, and live their entire lives 
in the emotions. These people argue 
that thoughts are things. They take 
a greater interest in mental sugges
tion. Such has a remarkable effect 
upon their physique, ailments, symp
toms and habits. They are the people 
is yours." "Talk success and it. 
comes to you." "Think of diseases and 
they overtake you." They are greatly 
interested in speculative philosophies. 
Their imaginations are lively. They are 
enthusiastic idealists. They have faith 
in the future, but have no faith in hard 
work, effort, diet, etc. They have more 
ambition and optimism than strength 
and power. They imagine themselves 
to be under the influence of unseen 
forces. Their foreheads are hot, feet 



and hands are cold and their nerves 
are irritated. Their feet, eyes, arms, 
fingers, head and senses are restless and 
the tongue is the busiest member. Their 
minds are overactive, but their will 
power, power of decision, practical 
judgrpent and power of mental concen
tration are weak and unreliable. These 
people are over-excitable and their ex
citable moods are followed by faintness. 
Their mental attitudes are extreme, 
varying, sudden, spasmodic. Hope and 
expectation are also excessive. 

During the months of August and 
September, the fiery, feverish and in
flammatory planet Mars afflicts those 
born in Cancer and Leo. 

Cancer people under this· aspect aim 
to exercise unrestricted authority over 
everything and everybody within the 
home. This position makes the temper 
rather uncertain and gives a tendency 
and a desire for change of occupation so 
that the person never really settles down 
to one line of endeavor, but takes up 
this and the other occupation and drops 
them just as suddenly. Mars afflicted in 
Cancer brings domestic troubles, fre
quent and violent quarrels and scenes in 
the home, inflammatory diseases of the 
stomach, indigestion, dipsomania, gastric 
catarrh, flatulency, dropsy and sclerosis. 

Mars afflicting Leo people gives them 
a fiery violent temper and a biting sar
casm which is often extremely embarr
assing in its directness. The influence of 
the fiery Mars makes them deadly en
emies and their arguments either for or 
against that which they believe or dis
believe are such that they not infre
quently arouse opposition on the part of 
those who differ from them. The body 
loaded with brok~n down Phosphorous 
products produces a fiery violent temper 
and a liability to fever and inflammatory 
diseases, palpitation of the heart. hal
lucinations and biliousness. 

An afflicted Mars during this time up
sets all people of the mental tempera
ment known as "Neurogenus". During 
this time they are greatly in need of 
concentrated Calcium and Phospherous. 
The ordinary meals as a rule do not fur
nish a sufficient supply of these ele
ments. It is not merely a case of nerves 
with these people. It is a question of 
waste and supply. Every activity, 
either mental or physical, uses up tre
mendous quantities of Calcium and 
Phosphorous in these people. The broken 
down Phosphorous products must not 
only be eliminated from the system, but 
food containing Phosphorous in concen
trated form must be supplied in abund
ance. Otherwise a fiery Mars will make 
these people claw the air, making life 
miserable for themselves and those who 
are in daily contact with them. 

In people of the Neurogenus type, the 
nerves are so active and the brain so 
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large, that it is almost impossible for the 
digestive and nutritive functions to sup
ply the excessive quantities of Calcium 
and Phosphorous needed by the system. 
Although too much broken down Phos
phorous products are present in the sys
tem and although the nervous system is 
too active in absorbing Phoi;phorus, 
nevertheless the demand for Phosphor
ous and Calcium is go great that enough 
cannot be supplied by ordinary foods. 
The vital functions suffer in consequence. 
The wisest thing for the people of the 
mental types to do is to supplement their 
regular meals with concentrated foods 
and so pass over this period of mental 
and physical discomfort in the ideal 
modern way. 

My readers must remember that every 
one of us requires Calcium and Phos
phorous foods and that ordinary foods 
do not supply enough of these dements. 
We cannot think nor talk nor cultivate 
emotion without burning up Phosphorus 
and using Calcium. Phosphorous is the 
candle of intelligence that burns in the 
brain all the time. But this candle of 
intelligence must be renewed ever and 
ever. Business men, managers, execu
tives, planners, builders and office 
people always speak of efficiency and 
system. It has never occurred to these 
people that Calcium and Phosphorous 
foods are necessary in order to increase 
business efficiency. We all sell goods 
or service. You can use your brain 
more vigorously, convince your pros
pects better and make more sales if you 
are under the influence of those food ele
ments, including Calcium and Phosphor
ous, that give snap and vim to every
thing. I do not care how much self 
esteem and will power you have, if you 
lack Calcium and Phosphorous in brain 
and muscle, you will feel a lack of self 
confidence, however powerful you may 
be. 

If you wish to know more about suc
cess and health, my free booklet "Ad
vanced Knowledge of Nutrition" will 
show you the way. 

Specialized 
ASTROLOGICAL SERVICE 

IRVIN RAY said, "'What Astrology 
needs is more specialists and less gen
eral practitioners with good intentions! 

I specialize on your joo, and by spec
ializing I can give you vocational guid
ance that will help you to find success 
channels. Write me fully, telling me 
about your training, your ambitions. 
giving full birth date, and enclosing 

$5.00 
For My Complete Analyses. 

MARIE P. WHEELER 
1502 Kemble Street Utica, N. Y. 
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GOALS 
Of Health (Body) 

Of Happiness (Mind) 
0£ Success (Spirit) 

Religions and philosophies have set up countless subjective goals 
for the spiritual and mental lives of men. Mountains of books have 
been written on the THEORY OF IDEAL LIFE, and mountains of 
geographies and atlases have been compiled to describe PLACES TO 
LIVE and what they offer. 

But never before have the three-fold GOALS of Health, Happi
ness and Success been brought together and demonstrated to be a 
triune process of GROWTH rooted in the SOIL OF PLACE. If that 
soil is not right, life be dwarfed, distorted, or perverted just as happens 
from the same cause in other kingdoms of nature. Eiological health 
produces mental health (happiness) and from the two come spiritual 
health (the ultimate mark of success). To reverse or confuse that 
order of self-development is to fall short of three-fold victory. 

"'X' MARKS MY GOAL" 
By Paul Counsil 

(Founder of Geographic Astrology) 

is an amazingly convincing effort to show the heretofore "unknown" 
X-Points of all three goals. Theory and experience have rarely been 
so happily balanced, for Mr. Counsil has personally practiced all that 
he preaches in it. 

This 2nd edition of the original title " 'X' Marks My Place" is 
half again larger. All reader difficulties have been cleared up and 
three chapters added One explains step-by-step how to find your 
IDEAL X-Point; another consists of detailed case examples, using 
President Roosevelt, ex-president Hoover, and 1;he Author; and the 
third is a lesson for students on setting up the complete astrolocality 
chart. 

In both theory and practice the book has proved correct. It is 
written and arranged for the general reader and the astrological stu
dent. Both are satisfied. 

CONTENTS 
Pa.rt I, Theory: Geographic Astrology as Pure Science; Preface; Ch. 1, 
Our Latitude and Longitude; Ch. II, the Ancient Cornerstone; Ch. III, 
Seasons of Birth; Ch. IV, Astro-Planning and Management; Ch. V, 
Career and Vocation; Ch. VI, The Law of Place. 
Pa.rt II, Application: Ch. VII, Comparative Distinguished Nativities; 
Ch. VIII, Finding Our Best Locality; Ch. IX, Case Examples; Astro-

. Geographic Birth Tables; Astro-Geographic Location Tables; Astro
Geographic Map of the United States. 
Part m, Geographic Astrology: ABCs of Astro-Locality charting for 
students already doing chart work. 

Price $1.00 Postpaid 

TODAY'S ASTROLOGY BOOKSHOP 
Mt. Morris, Illinois 
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LEO LOOKING 
AHEAD 

(Continued from page 18) 
FEBRUARY USHERS IN AN UN

USUALLY profitable month for you. 
Your organization ability can be used 
freely in your work, with resultant 
credit. You will have reached a stage in 
your development where you can be 
trusted with new and larger undertak
ings than heretofore. making it possible 
for you to demand and receive more 
money. You should see to it that all 
your personal affairs are in order at this 
time,-that your health is as good as you 
can make it, that you have studied up on 
subjects relating to your job and that 
your mind is keyed to a tactful and 
agreeable plane, so that you won't have 
any excuse to waste the marvelous op
portunities that are apt to come your 
way early in the spr:ing of 1937. This is 
a particularly good time for those of 
you who are practically concerned with 
occult subjects, as interest in these lines 
will increase to fever pitch in the next 
few months. These excellent aspects 
continue through March and April. 

There is a definite connecti0n between 
your 5th and 9th house affairs during 
May; this may be evidenced by travel 
in connection with affairs of the heart 
for some of you, and for others by a rise 
to power or authority through dealing 
with affairs away from home, publish
ing, export trade, or any branch of work 
where the results are spread far and 
wide. Some Leo parents will not be 
surprised to find their children achieving 
prominence in scholastic work; the 
youngsters should be rewarded with 
pleasures they have been wanting. 

A POEM 
TO YOU ALONE! 

Send me your birth data and I will 
compose for you an original inspira
tional individual acrostic poem about 
your self. My poetry has been pub
lished in Astrological magazines. Fee 
$2.00. 

CHARLES H. HUBBARD 
384 N. Church St. Spartenburg, S. C. 

Leo natives can look forward to har
mony in business and personal rela
tions during the summer of 1937. Your 
nerves can relax then, and consequent
ly your health will be good. You will 
find entertaining business acquaintances 
at home profitable, and you may be sur
prised at the good suggestions regarding 
your work offered by your family and 
close friends. This will be an excellent 
time to attend the personal property 
matters, make repairs and improvements 
in your surroundings. Also, if you can 
include your family in 1937 vacation 
plans you will be amply repaid. · 

The nation's horoscope for the coming 
year gives promise of splendid oppor
tunities in practically all lines of busi
ness. See to it, Leos, that. you are pre,
pared to take advantage · of new enter~ 
prises. 

* * * * 
VIRGO LOOKING 
"AHEAD 

(Continued from page 19) 
over you. From the middle of January 
to the middle of March an unfavorable 
aspect of Saturn to Neptune is apt to 
cause confusion in your affairs, accom
panied by an extremely unsettled state 
of mind. You will encounter friction 
when you try to get others to cooperate 
with you, and in general your relations 
with the public are apt to be rather 
strained. Try to keep calm and get 
plenty of rest, so that you can cope with 
these difficulties sensibly. Don't give 
way to nerves and morbid fancies. 

Harmony between your 3rd and 5th 
solar houses is the keynote for February, 
promising pleasant family relations, per
haps visits to or from relatives, intel
lectual pleasures. Travel is well aspect
ed at this time. Beginning February 
21st and continuing till April 5th is a 
good aspect of Jupiter in your 5th solar 
house to Neptune in your 1st solar 
house. which will tend to intensify your 
artistic and imaginitive qualities, and 
strengthen your emotionaJ. nature. In
dulge your interest in occult research 
then, seek pleasure in art, nature and 
literature; cultivate your taste for finer 
things. 

SPECIAL SPRING AND SUMMER OFFERING! 
I want YOU to take advantage of my idle hours during the spring and summer months I Until furtlter 

notice I will give you my INDIVIDUALLY written and compiled delineation of your natal horoscope, 
outlining your traits of character and your qualification,, for $5.00. I will give you an INDIVIDUALLY 
written outline of your progressed horoscope for $5.00, answering your questions and showing your suc
cess channels for the present and near future. Please state your birthplace, time, date and sex, and 
!.llignify whether you want your 11atal or progressed analysis. 

$1.00 and birth date brings you a big, comprehensive day by day Astrological Forecast for your 
full year ahead. This covers every department of your life, and has pleased hundreds of people on account 
of its completeness and its inspiring qualities. You cannot afford to be without astrologioal guidance. 
Take advantage of one of the above offers today I 

LEON S. DANUS 
3722 CONCORD PLACE CHICAGO 
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Another restless period is promised 
in March. Love or family affairs may 
make a long journey necessary, and 
there may be difficulty in connection 
with correspondence, accounts, contracts 
or publications. April brings to the front 
personal interests, clothes, beautifying, 
health, surroundings and recreation. 
Make it a point to be of service to others 
whenever possible. 

During May be alert for opportunities 
arising through service lines, agencies, 
stewardships, etc. It is possible that 
some of you may be aided in this respect 
by advice or funds from your parents, 
which will help you cope with the dan
gers likely to accompany the enterprises 
available at this time. Late in May comes 
another period of harmony between your 
3rd and 5th solar houses. This continues 
till August 4th and is an excellent aspect 
for a delightful summer, promising 
pleasure through reading, sports, roman
tic affairs, travel and at the same time 
indicating mental alertness and fairly 
good judgment about money matters and 
expenditures of all kinds. August, 1937., 
brings a return of favorable opportuni
ties to increase your own fortune 
through service, loans, partnerships and 
general cooperative transactions. 

Beginning August 25th, 1937, and con
tinuing to the middle of December is a 
trine of Jupiter to Neptune that prom
ises you muc? happiness and success, 
perhaps marriage, perhaps travel and 
especially good fortune in sports, a~use
ments and social activities. 

ASTROLOGY or 
ASTRONOMY 

(Cn11ti111t1,d from page 21) 
of high culture and superior knowledge 
of the universe and the movements of 
the earth, sun, moon and planets, not 
exceeded by any race in the entire 
world, ancient or modern. They knew 
of the different movements of the earth, 
equinoxes and solstices, and precessional 
mathematics, and their religion and 
science was one and the same thing, 
"the religious of the stars"; they lived 
and died by it, and have left valuable 
records, found and being found contin
ually, by archaeologists all over America, 
showing positive proof of these state
ments. 

The various motions of the earth and 
its relation to the sun, moon, planets and 
constellations, as it is constantly chang
ing, affects all life on the earth, whether 
mineral, vegetable, animal or man, and 
for anyone whether materialist, or as
tronomer, not to recognize these influ
ences as proved absolutely by astrolo
gers, for thousands of years,· shows a 
very narrow mentality, and an ignor
ance and false conception, of the Will of 
Deity. 

for ACGl:ST-SEPTEMBER, 1936 

* SCIENTISTS tell us that all things 
in this manifested universe are com
posed of atoms and electrons, each sub
stance being differentiated by the num
ber of electrons to the atom, from H2O, 
water, to 96 which embraces everything 
so far known. 79-80-81 being the only 
differerence between mercury, gold and 
lead. Who has ever seen an electron? 
Very few have ever seen an atom, but 
we believe the scientists who tell us so. 
Electrons are like the vitamins scien
tists tell us are in foods, but no one has 
ever seen a vitamin. As there is mind 
and intelligence in every atom, so there 
is mind and intelligence in every mani
fested thing in the physical universe, 
from the smallest atoms, or universes 
we see in the heavens, the suns being 
the positive charge, which animates the 
body, or negative electrons, or planets 
as the case may be. 

The smaller atoms in our own mani
fested objects on earth all have intelli
gence in them, whether in the smallest 
fragment or in any part of the human 
body; as long as any part of that thing 
exists, it vibrates to the same vibration 
that animated it in the beginning. 

We know and have demonstrated 
these facts in thousands of instances in 
our archaeological research work all 
over America, no matter where the ar
ticle is found, nor the time it has been 
in existence; whether an artifact is only 
one year old, or a million years old, it 
makes no difference. This proves that 
life continues indefinitely within the 
atom, and the mind which animates 
every atom, continues to exist; and even 
after the physical material substance 
disappears from our physical eyes, that 
mind still exists. 

The brain of man is not the mind, it 
is only the physical organ through which 
the mind expresses itself in that body; 
mind always exists in the astral realm 
and can express itself independently of 

Modern, Scientific Astro-

logical Service 
Every Reading Strictly Individual 
Time and place of your birth as 
well as date must be known for 

complete horoscope. 
Your list of questions honestly an
swered. State your problems. Astrol
ogy can help you solve them. Know 
that you are overlooking no possible 
advantages. 
Complete chart reading including brief 
forecast for year ahead, Fee: .......... $10.00 
Three year forecast, Fee: .................. $10.00 
One year forecast from complete 

chart .................................................... $ 5.00 
Children's charts a specialty .......... $ 5.00 
Send Birth data and questions with 

Post Office Order to 
BEATRICE L. REDDING 

P. O. Box 25 Monroe, Mich. 
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the brain, or physical body, as the· mind 
aoo astral body function on the same 
plane of existence. Astral means per
taining to the stars, a super-sensible 
substance, pervading all space as all oc
cultists and astrologers should know, as 
we students of Astrology are studying 
and dealing with astral bodies, and astral 
substances. We are all subject to these 
influences and laws. To the materialist, 
or most astronomers, until they recog
nize the unity, or relativity (as Profes
sor Einstein calls it) of all things, and 
that mind and intelligence is in every 
atom, whether in the universes above, 
or in the smallest particle in the earth 
below, or in every part of the human 
body, all is the same Divine principle, 
We astrologers are working with astral, 
or divine things, and unless we recog
nize these basic principles of Deity, and 
give thanks to the Great Creator for the 
blessings received from that central 
source, we will fail to be the interpre
ter of these great truths; no astrologer 
can predict details, no matter how 
scientific he is, or great mathematician 
he may be, unless "he is inspired by the 
Deity," as stated by Claudius Ptolemy, 
that great astrological genius, who to
gether with Placidus, has handed down 
to us the results and truths of ancient 
astrologers. 

Let us be as accurate and scientific 
as it is possible for us to be in our work, 
but let us not forget we are working 
with the Creator's Laws and principles; 
we are held responsible for our predic
tions and the advise ✓we give to others, 
and it is imperative for us to keep in 
touch with and have a reverance for 
that inspiration of Divine Truth which 
comes to all who work with Cosmic 
Laws. 

* THE ORIGIN of life and conscious
ness was not an unsolvable problem to 
the ancient sages and philosophers, nor 
even to modern mystics or occultists, 
and because they are not, and do not 
limit themselves, but seek cause behind 
the manifestation, they lqlow, and see 
it showing up before them, in its true 
light. 

Wonderful mysteries await the in
trepid, explorer and student of ancient 
American symbolism, shown in Ameri
can relics, among which the Great 
Cahokia Truncated Pyamid Mound, at 
East St. Louis, Ill., the Arkansas As
trological Calendar Stone, the Wonder
ful Aztec Calendar Stone of Mexico, the 
Swastika and Triskelion Astrological 
Calendars, the Great American Rosetta 
Stone, and others. 

To give some idea of the knowledge 
and culture of some of our -prehistoric 
Americans we note that a young lady 
stenographer of Kansas City, Mo., an 
astrological student, made the discov-
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ery that the Aztec Calendar Stone of 
Mexico, was an astrological stone, and 
fits in with the ancient Chaldean Sys
tem of Astrology, as originated by them. 
The Chaldeans were also originators of 
the deck of playing cards. She arrived 
at her conclusions on the Aztec Calen
dar Stone by first investigating the num
bers used on that stone 13, 9, 5, 1, 10, 6, 
2, 11, 7, 3, 12, 8, 4. She claims that illu
mination will dawn on anyone who will 
extend the above figures and diagram in 
the proper manner. She has invented 
a deck of playing cards, an astrological 
deck from this stone, using astrological 
Characters, the Sun, Moon, planets, 
signs of the Zodiac, which coordinate 
perfectly with the stone and our com
mon deck of playing cards, and will be 
when placed on the market a valuable 
help to the student of Astrology. Tak
ing it for granted that the ancient seers 
knew more of the intricate system and 
movements of the planets than modern 
science has been willing to admit, and 
according to astrological lore handed 
down through the ages, Miss Vail has 
evolved a system which is a revelation 
of what has hitherto been considered 
incalculable, and establishes a founda
tion for Astrology which has previously 
been considered mere superstition. Her 
diagram is a mathematical one and sim
ple to understand, and as it is on a flat 
piece of paper, whereas the planets are 
suspended in space, the outer vibra
tions of their globes touching each 
other in every direction according to 
the law of relativity, while at the same -
time all of them are traveling in their 
orbits. 

Another instance which can be multi
plied many times but space will not al
low. What the Great Pyramid is to 
Egypt, the Great Cahokia Mound Pyra
mid is to America. Located at East St 
Louis, Ill., it covers over 16 acres of 
ground (more than the Egyptian pyra
mid which covers 13 and 1/3 acres), it 
is 1080 feet in length, 108 feet in height, 
720 feet in width, and was built by the 
ancient American Masters to record 
practically the same knowledge as the 
Gizeh Pryamid. It is built directly on 
the 90 degree Meridian of West Longi
tude, and 39 degrees of N. Latitude. It 
is said to have required the labor of 
2,458 men two years, working every day 
to carry approximately 1,076,000 cubic 
yards of earth it contains. 

Astrology and Astronomy must go 
hand in hand, teaching the truths of 
the Creator's Laws. None too large or 
none too small, but all fill their place 
and a unit in the grand scheme, and 
all combine in the one science of the 
heavens. So the two related sciences of 
Astrology and Astronomy must go to
gether to fulfill an equal destiny. 
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HERE'S HOW 
to Understand Astrology! 

You only half enjoy reading a magazine that you only half 
understand. We want you not only to read TODAY'S 
ASTROLOGY, but to fully understand it and enjoy it as 
well. 

For This Reason, We Make This Offer .... 

THE DICTIONARY OF 
ASTROLOGICAL TERMS 

FREE 
If you subscribe to TODAY'S ASTROLOGY for 12 issues 

Subscription Price~ 

$2.00 
What does & t, ll,-1 mean? 

What are the Moon's 
Nodes? These and many 
other questions are an
swered in this dictionary. 
Each month we receive 
hundreds of letters asking 
simple questions about As-
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trology which are treated 
on in The Dictionary of As
trological Terms. Don't be 
without it any longer. 

Fill in the blank below 
and get this dictionary and 
your 12 issues. 
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Also send me FREE, the DICTIONARY OF ASTROLOGICAL TERMS as outlined 
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BOOK REVIEW&· 
(Continued from page 23) 

sible, but so convicing is the presentation 
that it will tempt anyone to put it to the 
test. Those who have read Dr. Spen
cer's works will need no introduction to 
this new work; those who haven't read 
him are missing a great deal, and we 
heartily recommend this book to the 
student and lay reader alike. $2.00, 
postpaid from Rosicrucian Order 
(Amore) or from Today's Astrology 
Bookshop. 
, Coming Soon! As we go to presli, 
news has just reached us of a new book 
shortly due to appear that will be prized 
equally by beginner and advanced stu
dents of Astrology. "The Horoscope 
Houses and Their Detailed Meaning," 
by a well known writer, this new book 
is going to mean much to AstrolQgy and 
its devotees. Watch for new announce
ments of publication in our next issue. 

* * * * SATURN FORETOLD ·<;JHRIST 
After devoting many years to research 

and collecting of data Prof. Oswald Ger
hardt, German theologist, announces 

CLASSIFIED 
ADVERTISEMENTS 

Note: Rates for advertising in this 
column are 50c for three lines to those 
who are not offering professional serv
ice but wish to get in touch with other 
readers for the purpose of barter and 
exchange, $1.00 for 3 lines and 50c for 
unchanged repeat advertising to those 
who are engaged in professional work. 

The Next World War! Approximate time, na
tions involved and full information. On sale 
at $1.50. Problems of love etc., $1.00. Send 
cash or money order. Send for price list. 
NEPCES, 315 S. Quince St., Brainerd, Minn. 

I WILL ANSWER three questions for $1.00 
(Postal M.O.) give correct birth date. MAR
VEA Johnson, Forest City, la. 

HYPNOTISM 
HYPNOTIZE INSTANTLY! Learn how. In
struction 25c. Lonk Institute Hypnotism, 
D201, Palatine, Illinois. 

A'l''l.'ENTION ASTROLOGERS: I would like 
•to consult expert medical Astrologer, one who 
could examine me as a medical doctor and as 
an Astrologer. One who specializes in diag
nosing. Such Astrologer please write to J. M. 
Shaltanis. 709 So. Irene Street, Sioux City, 
Iowa. 

THE GREAT PYRAMID-An entirely new in
terpretation of the symbolism and messag_e is 
given in "Eureka: I Have Found"-it is the 
keynote to the Great Mysteries. $1 postpaid. 
J. G. Davie, 639 South Sixth Street. Griffin. Ga. 
LIFE MAY BRING YOU Success, Happiness, 
Love. Consult your personal Horoscope, the 
blueprint of your life. $1.00. Send date, time, 
and place of birth. Margo Marxe, Box 449, 
Omaha, Nebraska. 
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that the Star of Bethlehem was really 
Saturn and that the actual birthdate of 
Christ was probably April 2, 7 ff. C. Ac
cording to ancient authorities, both 
Jewish and Christian, the Jews were 
judged to be ruled by Saturn so it was 
to be expected that Jesus would be born 
under the sign of that planet. Tracing 
the movements of Saturn, Prof. Ger
hardt shows that the planet became 
visible and shone brightly during the 
first week of April 7 B. C. 

* * * * 
•On November 9 Jupiter entered his 

own sign, marking the beginning of a 
definite cycle. His conjunction with the 
sun is a good aspect, denoting stability 
of our established government.-Magus 
Albus. 

•••• 
Life appeared on the earth at a cer

tain moment in its evolution, not by a 
process of spontaneous generation, but 
by transplantation of germs from other 
stars which reached the earth after long 
migrations through cosmic space. This 
was the theory of Maillet in 17 49 and is 
now expounded by J. C. Th. Uphol. 

EPILEPSY-EPILEPTICS! Detroit lady finds 
relief for husband. Specialists home and 
abroad failed. All letters answered. Mrs. Geo. 
Dempster, Apt. 35, 6900 Lafayette Blvd., West. 
Detroit, Mich. 

KNOW YOURSELF: your limitations as well 
as your possibilities, as told oy a Natal Horo-
scope .......................................................................... $3.00 
Forecasts for one year, giving month by month 
as indicated by planetary trends .................... $3.00 
The ·above combined ............................................ $5.00 
Give date, place and exact time of birth as 
near as possible. (No personal checks please.) 

BERTHA CHRISTY 
2103 James St. St. Paul, Minn. 

TRAVEL THROUGH SUNLIT-WAY - Seek 
peace and harmony and all thnigs will 

• be added unto you according to your faith. 
Send $1.00, name and address for Spiritual 
letter and prayer that brings results.-A1ba 
Vance Smith. Box 306, Port Orange, Flori_da. 
"THANK GOD FOR SOME ONE"-Price 10c. 
A unique greeting may be sent to anyone for 
any occasion. Also "The Rose Still Grows 
Beyond the Wall"-l0c. Address G. Moore 
Box 95, Taylorville, Illinois. ' 

QUESTIONS ANSWERED,many as you like 
by mail. Jl.00 per birth date. Address Koren 
N.i~x~e, 3 2 So. Campbell Ave., Chicago, Ill., 

WRITE ME your trouble In confidence. Send 
birthdate and 25c in coin. Miss Glad As
trologer, Box 95, Taylorville, Illinois. ' 

"BE A DRUGLESS PRACTITIONER-NURSE: 
Learn massage, physiotherapy; big oppor-

.. t;unities; free literature. Crandall's Institute 
Dept. T.A., York, Penn. ' 

GET ACQUAINTED with yourself, know 
what to do and how to do it. Full reading 
natal chart .............................................................. $5.00 
BRIEF READING, two questions answered 
about current opportunities ............................ $2.00 

Give date, year and hour if known. 
George E. Anding 

2640 Milan St. New Orleans, La. 
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ALL AMERICA 

ASTROLOGICAL CONVENTION 
Chieago, Illinois 

SEPTEMBER I,. 2, and 3 
at THE STEVENS 

WORLD'S LARGEST HOTEL 

Every student, devotee and practitioner of Astrology is urged to attend this Great Nation-Wide 
Convention-probably the most important astrological gathering since the modern renaissance of 
Astrology. 

Many of the leading Astrologers will be there-some of the foremost writers on the subject will 
speak to you-a truly delightful program is being prepared .for your edification-three days of 
vital, informative and intensely practical lectures by brilliant speakers, America's leaders in the 
Astrological field. 

[ 

Don't miss this great intellectual feast of astrological wisdom-Take this 
unique opportunity of hearing the leaders of the profession-Grasp this 
chance to exchange ideas with alert students from all over the country
Come and make new, vital and inspiring friendships-An unexampled 
chance to add to your store of astrological knowledge. 

Not under the auspices of any society-not limited to any particular section-but an Open Conven~ 
tion for all sincere students of Astrology imbued with the one idea of finding the Truth and 
desirous of advancing the status of our beloved science. · 

DEAR 
These Abie Leaders-

Miss Elizabeth Aldrich 

Mr. G.R.Bay 

Mr. Paul G. Clancy 

Dr. W. M. Davidson 

Mr_ Llewellyn George 

Mr. J. L. Jensen 

Mr. Chas. E. Luntz 

Mrs. Max Heindel 

Mr. E. Chas. Perkins 

CONTESTS: There will be two engaging contests 
open to all who wish to participate in which very 
desirable prizes will be offered. You may receive 
full particulars and a free Convention program by 
sending a stamped, self-addressed envelope to~ 

Program Secretary, 
ALL-AMERICA ASTROLOGICAL 

CONVENTION . 
430 S. Michigan Ave., 

Chicago, Ill. 

AN INVITATION 
The Program Committee is ei;pecially desirous of 
haYing a thoroughly representative series of lec
tures, papers and talks. Professional expor,ents 
and capable students everywhere, who have a truly 
informative message to give, are warmly welcorned 
If, through observation, or special research. you 
have discovered some vital fact. evolved .some 
original idea, or have had some striking confirma
tion of planetary J)ower, please register your name 
at once with the Program Secretary, gfring brief 
synopsis and title of your talk. Students are 
asked to present any unusual charts in their col
lections. for comment in a Special Students' Ses
sion. 'l'hese must be submitted in adnnce so that 
slides may be made for screen projection. 

Check these dates on your calendar and 
decide NOW to be there-September I, 
2, and 3, and the place-

STEVENS HOTEL, CHICAGO 
Enjoy the hospitallty of this great hotel. pleasantly 
located on Lake Michigan, just outside the noise 
7,0ne. Comfort and luxury at modest prices-from 
$2.50. Garage facilities. 
Visit the famous Adler Planetarium. only a stone's 
throw from the hotel. Enjoy Chicago's uneQualed 
bathing beaches, lake excursions, educational tours, 
and a 1001 points of interest during your leisure 
moments. 
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ASTROLOGICAL BOOKS 
AND SUPPLIES 

Read This List Care.fully. Many ltems 

Are Recent Additions to Our Stock 

ELEMENTS OF ESOTERIC ASTROLOGY-By A. E. Thiere11s, Ph.D. We wa~t every st~dent o~ "Today'■ 
Astrology" to own this book! A real text-book of Astrology. Aspects, Progressions, Transits, Eclipses,- New 

Moons Mund,ll!_e and Horary Astrology, Law of Numbers, Special Section of Pluto, Hindu Zodiac, Tarot System. 
The b~ok yo1, .... R11vt: been wruti11g for 1::'o give you a comprehensive insight in the study and practice of Astrologya 
"We offer to you1his $4.oc book for $2.15. Order your book now-we have only a small lot at $2.15. 288 pages. 

LARGE WHEEL HO'.!{OSCOJ',E BLANK. (Wheel 
6Y, inches in diameterI- On-good grade bond paper 

, 1 x8 Vi inche~. Easy-to:U'st: Aspect table. Data sec
tion complete. Popular with both Students and Pro
fessionals. 100 blanks, 85c; 25 blanks, 25c. 

ZODIAC WALL CHART IN COLORS--'-A remark-
able reproduction picturing our Solor System, the 

Zodiac, and the jnfluence of each of the twelve signs 
of the Zodiac on our every da.v life. A beautiful and 
instructive decoration. 14x18 inches. $1.00; Framed, 
$2.75. 

ASTRO OMICAL EPHEMERIS for ,936-Dr. E. 
Williamson-5oc. The Geocentric and Heliocentric 

positions of Planets with Geocentric Longitude of the 
Moon for every 6th hour. Three combined tables of 
Houses according to the systems of Placidus, Regio
mantanus and Campanus, for 48-50-54 North Lat. 
MODERN ASTROLOGY EPHEMERIS for 1936 and 

YEAR BOOK. . . . 5cc. Longitude /4f Moon for 
eveq, 6th hour.. R.A. and Declinations. Campanus 
Tables of Houses for 34 North. Condensed Ephemeris 
for 1636-1736-1836. 

ASTROLOGICAL HOROSCOPES - By C. Tousey 
Taylor. How to cast and read them. The sim

plicity of this text makes it valuable to the student 
as well as to the general reader. Fifty dears of 
study and investigation gives you this fun of in
formation. Understand the influences in your life 
rhc planets in the Signs, in the Houses, the Ruler~ of 
rhe Signs, each interpreted according to house position. 
Price, $1.00. 

A STUDENTS TEXTBOOK OF ASTROLOGY-
By Vivian E. Robeson. A complete textbook on As• 

trology, treated in snch a systematic manner as to 
make a thorough and comprehensive book for the stu
dent astrologer.- Price $2.50, by mail, $2.6~ 
caadU 

ASTRO-ECONOMIC INTERPRETATION-By L. J. 
Jensen. A mundane Astrology notebook. Funda-

menrals of Economic forecasting. The cooperation 
Houses-exclusive in this booK. ~2.20. 

THE 'HOW' OF THE HUMAN MIND-By W. J. 
Tucker. The complete structure of the mental pro

cesses detailed step by step. Simple, understandable. 
A full study of the rntrospective side of Psychology. 
Close analytical study of the subconscious mind and 
habit. A book essential 10 As1rology and its students. 
244 pages, cloth, $2.6 ;. 

PRENATAL ASTROLOGY-F. C. Dutt, uf India. 
Planetary influence in uterine life. Moment of 

birth; its relation to Germination. Rectification of 
uncertain birth time. Law of Sex. TwinsJ Multiple 
Births. Important Pl_anetary periods of lite. Abso
lutely New Material. 52 pages, paper, 75c. 

NEW AGE BIBLE INTERPRETATIONS-By Corin-
ne Dunklee. An Esoteric exposition of the New 

Testament. Long lost occult keys. The Seven Keys 
to the Bible's Reading; one of which is Astrological. 
358 pages, cloth bouna, $2.65. 

THE COSMIC CYCLE-Max W. Kumiker-Cosmic 
explosions, cataclysms of Moons plunging upon the 

earth, ice ages and the truth of ancient traditions, the 
problem of the 'Lost Atlantis', solutions of the world's 
riddles. Simply written for the general reader's un
derstanding and enjoyment. 276 pages, cloth bound. 
$3.00. 

THE BASIS OF SCRIPTURE PHOPHECY-By Se-p-
l,arial. The Christian Scriptures, the Great .PJ"Mfllid 

of Egypt and the Science of Astrology unite to vo1c!e 
the message of great world changes: universa1 unrest, 
wars and abnormal atmospheric and seismic disturb
ances. What does it mean? How will it all end? 
This book is for all thinking and serious-minded 
prople. 98 pages, cloth bound. $1.00. 

q 'J3l!E DISCOVERY OF SELF-By Elizabeth Severn. Psycho-Analysis in simple form. Great value in correcting 
'• I mental conditions shown by Adverse Birth Chart planetary positions. Have you a Personal Horoscope problem? 

~lJl.re there conditions in your mind that are questionable to _you? Are the events of _your life different than you 
,_,, -would like them to be? Understand _your emotional life. The cure of Complexes. The liberation of Self. 224 

· pages. , .. cloth .••• A $3.1s book for $2.1s. 

Send your order AT ONCE to 

Today's Astrology Book Shop 
Mount Morris, Illinois 




